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Abstract 

China’s economic growth and urbanization promote the improvement of 

people’s living standard and the explosive growth of the country’s middle class. As 

people's purchasing power and consumption confidence are rising, their lifestyle, 

mindset and consumption choices are also changing. While pursuing the diversity 

and quality of material products, people are investing more to their self-

development related areas such as education, culture, art and so on. The social 

demand for quality and diversified cultural products is growing, and the 

consumption of cultural products has become a social trend among affluent and 

emerging middle class. The consumption frequency and choices of cultural 

product are important indicators in middle class’s lifestyle, and the middle class 

has traditionally be regarded as a major consumption force in the market of 

cultural product. Two structured surveys were conducted among Chinese urban 

participants from cities of three tiers. Analysis of the collected data showed the 

profile of the middle-class and emerging middle-class participants, their demand 

for cultural products, consumption channels, consumption frequency and 

purchasing power, as well as the influencing factors of their consumption behavior, 

such as “time, companion and price”. The participants’ level of knowledge about 

Poland and their consumption of Polish cultural product was also measured, both 

of which turned to be very low and limited. Proposals on the communication and 

promotion of Polish product was suggested correspondingly in response to the 

speculated causes. In addition to the macroscopic study on Chinese middle-class 

consumers and the effectiveness of communication of Polish product in China, our 

research lens were zoomed in to Polish theatre for microscopic study from the 

reception-end on the mechanism of Polish theatre’s communication in China and 

the assessment of its reception and recognition by Chinese academia, theatre 

professionals and ordinary audiences. To achieve this research attempt, the 

theatrical views, approaches and works of the great Polish theatre master Jerzy 

Grotowski, well-recognized Polish contemporary theatre director Krystian Lupa 

and director Krzysztof Warlikowski were selected, and both qualitative and 
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quantitative methods were applied into the study at the reception-end. It was 

found that in different times Grotowski’s ideas, methods and legacy were 

positively recognized, accepted, studied and practiced by people in Chinese 

theatre circle. Despite Chinese theatre people and audiences’ different voices and 

diversified opinions on Lupa’s production Mo Fei and Warlinkowski’s (A)pollonia, 

the majority of them were impressed with the creative composition, aesthetic 

design, philosophical depth and narrative approach of Polish artists’ theatrical 

works, and they spoke highly of Polish theatre artists’ deep concern of a human 

being and their spirit of questioning humanity. Presentations of Polish theatrical 

productions in China provoked Chinese theatre scholar and professionals’ 

reflections on the original Chinese theatrical productions, as they called for 

creating works with philosophical depth and spiritual value. The journey of Polish 

theatre and the career path and experimental endeavors of Polish theatre artists 

offer reference value to Chinese contemporary theatre development and Chinese 

theatre workers in their attempts and explorations on how to freely create 

theatrical works in current social and economic context. Some influencing factors 

of the communication and reception of Polish theatre and Polish cultural product 

in China were identified and discussed, which were but not limited to: translation 

and publication of Polish resources, language, global and local socio-political 

landscape, market (demand v.s. supply), consumers’ cultural capital, local cultural 

tolerance, leverage of local resources, communication/promotional channels, etc.  

 

 

Key words: cultural product, Polish theatre, communication, reception end, 

Chinese consumer, new media 
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Introduction 

With the rapid development of China's economy and the acceleration of 

urbanization, the structure of social class is changing and the middle class is 

growing. As people’s purchasing ability and consumer confidence are rising, their 

life style and consumption choices see changes simultaneously. Consumption 

upgrade is a nationwide phenomenon, and the areas that are related to people’s 

personal development such as education, culture, art are given more attention and 

investment. As is known, quantity and choice of cultural product’s consumption is 

a soft index of the middle class and an important label of their lifestyle. What is 

Chinese middle class’s current consumption situation, choices, patterns, and ways 

of consumption of cultural products, especially cross-cultural products? What are 

the factors that influence their consumption? In their consumption of cross-

cultural products, do the middle-class consumers have some inclination to the 

country of origin (COO) of cross-cultural products? How do Chinese consumers 

perceive Poland and its cultural products? What factors will affect their consuming 

willingness?  

The speedy development of science and technology, the close economic 

contacts globally and digitalization drive the rapid flow, dissemination and 

interaction of capital and culture in physical and virtual space. Cultural product is 

the carrier of culture, and its flow and communication is a dynamic process 

involving production, communication/dissemination and consumption at the 

reception end. To study the communication and influence of cultural products 

from the perspective of receiver/consumer at the reception-end is just like 

“following the vine to get the melon” and has the effect of “killing two birds with 

one stone”. It is not only conductive to understanding the general situation of the 

consumption/reception, but also helpful to capture a group profile of the 

consumers at the reception-end and find out the influencing factors of the 

communication process. With the questions raised above, and following the idea 

of starting with the reception-end/consumer, this thesis embarks on a study 

journey on the communication, reception and influence of Polish cultural products 
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in China. 

Chapter One designed so that by means of questionnaire collection and 

survey data analysis it studied the group shared profile of the middle class 

participating in the survey, their consumption demand, preferences for and 

choices of cultural product, as well as the factors that affect consumer choice. 

Survey participants’ knowledge of Poland, their consumption of Polish culture 

products and the factors influencing consumption were investigated. Based on the 

findings some recommendations on the Polish cultural product’s promotion and 

communication in China were presented. 

Chapter Two narrowed the scope of cultural product to theatre. In the chapter, 

the “theatrical waves from the West” (“西潮”—Xichao in Chinese, also shortened 

as “Wave” in the thesis) in the development of Chinese modern theatre (also 

known as Hua Ju,话剧) was introduced. The reception and influence of Polish 

theatre in China was generally assessed from macroscopic perspective.   

Chapter Three and Four chose the great Polish theatre master Jerzy Grotowski, 

well-recognized Polish contemporary theatre director Krystian Lupa and director 

Krzysztof Warlikowski who gained reputation in recent years as the detailed 

research targets. Starting from the reception-end, and applying both the 

qualitative and quantitative methods, the micro-level study was conducted to 

understand the Chinese theatre people (scholars and professionals involved in the 

field of theatre) and ordinary audience’s reception and recognition of the ideas, 

views and works of the mentioned Polish theatre artists, to find out the influence 

of Polish theatre on Chinese theatre creators, scholars and ordinary audiences. In 

the two chapters, the influencing factors of cultural exchange and communication 

of Polish theatre in China were also discussed.  

Chapter Five reviewed and summarized the research findings and insights 

gained in the study on communication and reception of the Polish cultural 

products in China. 

As food is also cultural product or product imbedded with cultural values, at 

the end of this thesis, an extended research out of my personal interest was 
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attached, which was titled “Hybridity in the Communication of Cross-cultural 

Product: Exploring language, identity and media in a case study on a Shanghai-

based Polish restaurant”. Although the research object was a Shanghai-based 

Polish restaurant rather than theatre, some of the findings discovered in the study 

share views similar to those contained in the main body of the thesis, and they are 

also complementary to the major research of the thesis. After all, the reception-

end is the same, they are the consumer groups in China. Moreover, in the process 

of communication and consumption of cross-cultural product, whether material 

or non-material products, at the reception/consumption end, individuals 

experience a complex process of mediation and balancing while taking choices and 

making judgments. Meanwhile, this extended study may have some reference 

value for Polish individuals or enterprises in their work on the promotion of Polish 

cultural products in China.  

The purpose of this thesis is to understand and study the communication and 

reception of Polish cultural products in China. This being the dominant  intention, 

I zoomed the lens from macro to micro, from general to specific to “sketch” the 

outline, and used qualitative analysis and quantitative statistics to “stitch” the 

thread step by step so as to map out the whole picture of the thesis. The writing of 

this thesis is like “montage” in creating a theatrical work. Each chapter can be read 

independently as each chapter is presented in the form of an article, and they seem 

to be unrelated to each other. However, after reading through the “combination of 

the articles/chapters” to the end, it will be found that all the seemingly 

independent pieces are all actually pointing to the unified theme and research 

intention of the thesis.  
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Chapter 1 

Chinese Consumers in the Global and Digital Era and Their Understanding 

of Polish Products 

Abstract 

China’s rapid economic growth and urbanization promote the emergence and 

explosive growth of the country’s middle class. Current restructuring from the 

export-oriented to the domestic consumption-driven economy not only 

safeguards economic growth, but also pushes consumption structure upgrade 

nationwide, thanks to market digitalization and product diversity fostered through 

global trade. Areas related to human self-development, including education and 

culture, are believed to have a big growing opportunity on the consumption 

market. A survey was therefore conducted among urban middle-class participants 

from cities of three tiers. Its findings show that a majority of the participants have 

a consumer’s desire for cultural products, but the real consumption frequency and 

purchasing power do not necessarily match their cultural pursuit due to practical 

challenges posed by “time, companion and price.” Although more than two thirds 

of the participants are regular consumers of various foreign cultural products via 

traditional and new media, the consumption of Polish cultural product is 

extremely limited due to the participants’ low level of understanding about Poland, 

ineffective promotion campaigns of Polish cultural products, the weak presence of 

Polish brands on China’s market as well as the language barrier. About one third 

of the participants are open to Polish cultural products, and their openness and 

expectations signal an opportunity for market development of Polish products and 

their consumption potential. Proposals regarding promotion effectiveness 

generated from a subsequent survey suggest that collective efforts from Polish 

cultural, educational and business sectors are required along with their 

strengthened cooperation with Chinese traditional and new media as well as e-

commerce platforms on the digitalized Chinese market, which is opening wider to 

global trade.     

Key words: Chinese middle class, consumption structure upgrade, cultural 
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product, cultural openness, market digitalization, Polish product promotion  

Introduction  

Four consecutive decades of opening-up and economic reform have 

transformed China from a poverty-stricken country to one of the world’s largest 

economies. Along with the soaring economy and structural reform, urbanization 

has accelerated although quality and sustainability still await improvement. 

China’s National Bureau of Statistics reports that the country’s current 

urbanization rate stands at 58.52%.1 Urbanization and social transformation drive 

the emergence and explosive growth of the country’s middle-class. A study by 

McKinsey & Company predicts that 76% of China's urban population will qualify 

as middle-class, with 54% meeting the criteria of the upper-middle class by 2022.2 

The growth of the Chinese “middle class” means an increasing purchasing capacity 

and confidence as well as changes in consumption habits. All these are manifested 

in three phenomena that are now observable in China. One of them is the growing 

number of Chinese students going abroad to receive education, which as a matter 

of fact, is an expensive product. Currently, China is the largest source of 

international students to many countries.3 Another conspicuous development is 

an increase in outbound trips made by Chinese tourists. Many Chinese urban 

dwellers and young people regard outbound tourism as a measure of happiness, a 

way to maintain wellbeing and a shopping opportunity. As of today, China has 

become the largest source of outbound tourists in the world. The number of 

outbound trips hit 129 million in 2017.4 A fifteen percent increase in the number 

of Chinese outbound tourists was reported in the first half of 2018.5 The third 

phenomenon is an increasing abundance and diversity of imported material and 

non-material products on China’s market and changes in people’s consumption 

behavior. China is becoming a market with a growing potential and demand for 

cultural and material products from other cultures. Products of international 

brands prevail and compete with local brands to suit consumers’ preferences.  

Poland established bilateral diplomatic relations with China as early as in 

1949; however, the countries’ economic relationship only saw a strong 
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strengthening in 2011, with the establishment of a strategic partnership between 

Poland and China.6 Polish institutions and agencies devoted to bilateral trade and 

cultural exchange were set up in major Chinese cities in recent years. Nonetheless, 

in competing with other European countries, Western European countries in 

particular, Poland rather falls behind not only in the exports of material and non-

material products to China, but also in taking Chinese students and outbound 

tourists. For years, Poland has been experiencing a drastic trade deficit and an 

export/import imbalance with China.7 Despite some progress made in recent 

years, Polish exports to China are still way behind its imports from China.8 As for 

educations, statistics show that as of 2016 Polish universities hosted fewer than a 

thousand students from China.9 On the tourism market, only about 130,000 

Chinese tourists visited Poland in 2017.10 

While restructuring its economy from the export-oriented one to that driven 

by domestic consumption, China steadily furthers its opening-up and reform, fully 

embraces global trade and opens its domestic market wider to imported products, 

services and international trade by gradually introducing a slew of import tariff 

cutting measures and investment market optimization policies.11 Poland’s 

participation in the “Belt and Road” Initiative and the “16+1” mechanism has laid 

political foundations for all-round cooperation and exchange between Poland and 

China.12 If Polish business companies, cultural institutions and individuals are to 

win a share of China’s market (whether in terms of the source market of 

international students, outbound tourists or the consumption market for cultural 

and material products imbued with cultural values), they vitally need to obtain 

some detailed knowledge about Chinese target consumers, their consumption 

interests, propensities and general understanding of Poland and their expectation 

for Polish product.  

While a lot of studies on Chinese consumers are currently available, research 

on Chinese consumers' behavior and preferences vis-a -vis cultural products as 

well as on their knowledge of Poland and consumption of Polish products is very 

scarce. This study was conducted not only to generalize some insights about 
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Chinese consumers, the level of their knowledge about Poland and Polish products 

as well as underlying reasons and key barriers they face, but also to formulate 

some proposals that could help promote Polish products in an economic and 

efficient way. To fulfill this aim, two structured surveys were successively designed, 

and data was collected from targeted Chinese urban residents. The first survey was 

a long and also major one in this study. It focused on capturing an image of Chinese 

consumers and their level of understanding about Poland as well as their attitude 

towards Polish product. In the survey, typical cultural products (e.g., theatre, 

movies, literature, TV programs, music, etc.), rather than material products, were 

set as consumption products so as to meet research purposes, because in this 

study the “product” was treated as a generalized term broadly referring to both 

material and non-material cultural products and products imbued with culture 

values. The second short survey aimed to capture a snapshot of the current 

presence and promotion effect of Polish products on China’s market as well as the 

participants’ preferences for promotion methods, materials and channels. 

This paper consists of five sections. The next section discusses the materials 

and methodology used in the study. The following section mainly presents the 

findings of the first major survey. The fourth section further analyzes the results 

of the first survey and investigates causes behind the data with some supporting 

figures collected from two surveys. The last section concludes the insights and 

discusses proposals which were generated from the minor survey and which could 

be workable and helpful in promoting Polish products.  

Materials and Methods 

• The first major survey 

In the study, the data for analysis was collected through surveys. The first 

major one was an anonymous electronic questionnaire including over 40 

questions, which was designed with a rigid logic on a Chinese online platform and 

distributed among the participants through popular Chinese social network apps. 

Middle-class urban dwellers from different consumer segments were the survey’s 

target participants, including: a) members of generation Z—born after 1995, a 
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generation believed to be the most westernized Chinese consumer, forming the 

next big consumer market and purchasing powerhouse;13 b) younger millennials 

(born 1990-1995) and older millennials (born 1980-1990), who together make up 

a current strong consumption driving force;14 c) people born in the late 1960s and 

1970s—members of this generation now assume higher social positions, occupy 

the business leadership roles and enjoy good incomes;15 d) people in their 50s and 

60s—this group includes some wealthy and affluent retirees who switch their 

attention from work to quality life of health and happiness. Given that these 

retirees have relatively plenty of spare time and sufficient disposable income on 

their hands, they certainly are contributors to be reckoned with in China's 

economy and outbound tourism.16 

As for the geographical scope of the study, cities in three tiers were covered 

and grouped into “tier 1 city”, “tier 2 city” and “tier 3 city” categories, respectively. 

Distinction between city tiers was predominantly based on socio-economic 

criteria; therefore this study’s classification of cities into tiers did not necessarily 

correspond to the tier system as defined in terms of administrative hierarchy. “Tier 

1 city” was mainly represented by two megalopolises: Shanghai and Beijing. “Tier 

2 city” included the highly developed city of Suzhou and the vital prosperous port 

city of Nantong in East China’s Jiangsu Province. “Tier 3 city” was primarily 

represented by Lanzhou, the capital city of the less-developed Northwest province 

of Gansu, which is also the geographical center of China. 

The questionnaire was comprised of four parts. It started with the 

participant’s profile, followed by questions regarding the participant’s 

consumption of on-site cultural products (e.g., programs, exhibitions, activities, 

etc.) and the factors that influenced his/her decisions; the subsequent questions 

inquired about the participant’s choice and consumption of foreign cultural 

products; and the last part focused on the participant’s knowledge about Poland, 

current consumption status of Polish cultural products, major concerns and 

expectations. In between these four parts were questions related to the 

participant’s life style and the channels usually utilized to access cultural products. 
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The survey data collection lasted from late July to early November 2018. In 

the study, research guidelines concerning the population size/sample size ratio 

were taken into account.17 Because the survey only targeted the growing and 

current urban middle-class and practical operational difficulties were 

encountered, 255 reliable questionnaires were ultimately retained for 

examination. This sample size was sufficient to generalize some useful insights 

and to fulfill this study’s research purpose with the general margin of error of 10% 

and the confidence level of 95%. The analysis of the survey results involved 

representing the quantitative data in a graphic form and providing descriptive 

summaries. 

• The second minor survey  

The second survey was an anonymous electronic questionnaire which only 

comprised 9 questions and was disseminated later via the popular social network 

apps among Chinese urban consumers, mainly based in Eastern China. Questions 

in the short survey were divided into three groups. The first group was to capture 

the participants’ consumption and perception of Polish products’ presence on 

China’s market. The second group was to establish the participants’ exposure to 

the advertising and promotion of Polish products in media channels. The third 

group regarded the effectiveness of this promotion. The participants were asked 

what promotion methods, materials and channels unutilized by Polish institutions 

were more convenient, better accessible and preferred. The participants’ 

constructive suggestions and thoughts about the promotion of Polish products 

were also collected at the end of the survey.  

The survey was collected at the end of November 2018. The trend of survey 

count versus survey result was carefully monitored during the collection process. 

The matrix of key data indicator versus survey count was closely tracked. The 

trend of data performance showed that past the threshold 100, the growing 

number of surveys did not have any obvious and perceptible impact on the trend, 

and that collecting more surveys would not incur any significant changes in data 

performance. The data performance change rate was within the range of ±3-5% 
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after the survey count mounted over the threshold of 150. Taking both resource 

saving and the fulfillment of the research purpose into consideration, the study set 

200 as a reasonable survey count at the confidence level of 95% and the margin of 

error of 5%. All in all, a total of 244 valid questionnaires were collected for analysis.  

The results and analysis of the major survey 

1. Baseline characteristics of the study sample 

The overall demographic information is summarized in Table 1, and the 

breakdown by city tier is shown in Chart 1. The participants came from all walks 

of life, with services, education, business & commerce weighing higher than other 

industries (e.g., manufacture, technology & engineering, finance, medicine & 

healthcare, media and culture, etc.). The occupations of those surveyed were very 

diversified. Given the difference in the purchasing power between a student and a 

person with a job, the participants were grouped into student and non-student 

subsamples. 

 

 

City Tier Female Male Total

Tier 1 103 37 140

Tier 2 31 22 53

Tier 3 42 20 62

Total 176 79 255

Table 1. a)  Number of survey participants by city tier

Male Female Below high school High school University Master PhD Student Non-student

69.02% 30.98% 3.92% 10.20% 55.69% 26.67% 3.53% 12.16% 87.84%

<18 18-25 26-30 31-35 36-45 46-50 51-55 56-60 >60

0.39% 13.33% 19.22% 20.39% 32.16% 9.02% 2.75% 1.18% 1.57%

Gender Educational Level Occupation

Age

Table 1. b)  Overall demongraphic information of survey participants
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Chart 1. 1) Industry distribution of city tier 1 participants 

 

Chart 1. 2) Education distribution of city tier 1 participants 
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Chart 1. 3) Age distribution of city tier 1 participants 

 

Chart 1. 4) Industry distribution of city tier 2 participants 

 

Chart 1. 5) Education distribution of city tier 2 participants 
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Chart 1. 6) Age distribution of city tier 2 participants 

 

Chart 1. 7) Industry distribution of city tier 3 participants 
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Chart 1. 8) Education distribution of city tier 3 participants 

 

Chart 1. 9) Age distribution of city tier 3 participants 

2. The participants’ consumption tendency towards cultural products, 

consumption frequency and purchasing power 

When the participants were asked if they liked visiting on-site cultural venues, 

79.61% of them reported interest or extreme interest. On a 1 to 4 scale (4-

extremely like), the average score was 3.10. The details of the participants’ score 

distribution are shown in Table 2 and Chart 2. The respondents’ main purposes of 
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such consumption activity are to relax (78.82%), to cultivate artistic sentiments 

(63.14%), to have a good time with friends (51.37%) and to learn (49.80%). 

However, the on-site visit frequency shows that only 25.63% of the respondents 

are frequent consumers (visiting cultural sites at least once per month). The 

consumption frequency is shown in Table 3. Factors that encourage the 

respondents’ positive decision-making and consumption are various, but an 

interest in programs remarkably stands first. The majority of those respondents 

who had consumed on-site cultural products in the past year said that they had 

decided to go because the program suited their interests. The major factors 

influencing the consumption frequency and decision-making are: time (“there was 

no appropriate time for visiting” at 46.70%), companions (“it is hard to find the 

right companions to go with” at 36.10%) and price (“concerns about expensive 

price” 24.70%). The purchasing power for theatre shows and music concerts was 

calculated from the participants’ price input, which is displayed in Table 4 (note: tier 

2 student’s purchasing power was not calculated due to a small number of student participants).  

 

 

Chart 2. Participants' interest score distribution 

 

 

City Tier Don't like at all - 1 Neither - 2 Like - 3 Extremely like - 4 Total

Tier 1- Avg 3.10 6 23 62 49 140

Tier 2- Avg 3.04 4 6 27 16 53

Tier 3- Avg 3.16 4 9 22 27 62

Total 14 38 111 92 255

Total - Avg 3.10 5.49% 14.90% 43.53% 36.08% 100%

Table 2. Participants' score distribution of interest in on-site cultural products (overall and breakdown)

City tier At least once per month Bimonthly Quarterly Annually Dependent on specific occasions

Tier 1 23.88% 9.70% 31.34% 23.88% 11.19%

Tier 2 30.61% 10.20% 18.37% 26.53% 14.29%

Tier 3 22.41% 18.97% 31.03% 20.69% 6.90%

Table 3. Participants' consumption frequency of on-site cultural products

City tier Consumption group Theatre (¥) Music concert (¥) Percentage of participants who don't care about price

student 136-244 145-267

non-student 146-239 166-275 Theatre: 11.02%; Music concert: 15.25%

student

non-student 126-192 140-222 Theatre: 11.54%; Music concert: 11.54%

student 108-172 120-188

non-student 108-188 123-214 Theatre: 1.82%; Music concert: 1.82%

Table 4. Participants' average purchasing power for on-site cultural products (Chinese Yuan ¥)

Tier 1

Tier 2

Tier 3
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3. The participants’ consumption and preferences for foreign cultural 

products  

72.94% of the participants said that they watched foreign cultural and artistic 

programs (on TV, or via the phone and other electronic gadgets), 57.65% listened 

to foreign music on the phone, and 66.27% read foreign literary works (e.g., fiction, 

poems, essays, biographies, plays, art books, etc.). As for the content, the 

respondents had a rather broad range of choices and preferences for products in 

a full spectrum of topics, which manifested these consumers’ diversified interests 

and demands. However, the statistics on the country of origin (COO) of the 

preferred programs and music show that they are mainly from America, Western 

Europe, Japan and South Korea. The other regions are only marginally represented. 

The COO statistics and rankings of foreign programs and music shows are shown 

in Table 5.  

 

4. The participants’ understanding of Poland and Polish cultural products 

and the preconditions for consumption 

On a 1-4 scale measuring the participants’ knowledge of Poland, 76.86% of 

the participants frankly graded their knowledge level at 1 (“don’t know at all”), 

and the average score of all participants stood at 1.27 (shown in Table 6 and Chart 

3). Among the 130 respondents who read foreign literature, only 15 said they had 

read some literary works by Polish authors. Regarding the reason why Polish 

literary works are rarely chosen by the respondents, the survey answers show that 

“having little knowledge about Polish writers and famous Polish literary works” is 

the main reason (67.25%), although “concerns about the language barrier” and 

“the unavailability of translations” are also factors that cannot be belittled 

Country-of-origin (TV programs) Percentage Country-of-origin (Music) Percentage

America 88.46% America 83.67%

Western European countries 38.46% Europe 78.91%

Japan 32.69% Japan 33.33%

South Korea 30.77% South Korea 23.81%

India 14.42% Others 2.72%

Southeast Asia 5.77%

Central and Eastern European countries 2.88%

Others 0.96%

Table 5. Country-of-origin of foreign cultural products which the participants usually consume

Total respondents: 147

Total respondents: 104
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(22.22%). As for the willingness of choosing Polish cultural programs to watch 

(either on TV or via the Internet), 66.67% of the participants remain conservative 

whereas 33.33% hold a rather open attitude. They are willing to explore such 

options either out of their own interest or upon recommendation by others, and 

some even have a plan of travelling to Poland in the future. The demographic 

analysis of these positive respondents shows that most of them are university 

graduates and degree holders, and that students and teachers account for 25.88%. 

When the participants were asked about what conditions under which they would 

consider consuming on-site Polish cultural products/programs on China’s market, 

they cited five conditions far more frequently than any other ones. These five most 

significant conditions are related to “the program’s quality and interest-arousing,” 

“ticket price,” “companions” and “popularity and the high recommendation rate” 

as well as “without a language barrier.” The major conditions for consuming Polish 

cultural programs on TV or via the Internet do not differ much, except that the 

price concern is replaced by the expectation of free and available access to such 

programs. The preconditions standing at above 25% are listed in Table 7.  

 

 

Chart 3. Participants' understanding score distribution 

City Tier Don't know at all - 1 Know a little - 2 Familiar - 3 Very familiar - 4 Total

Tier 1 - Avg 1.23 111 27 1 1 140

Tier 2 - Avg 1.30 40 10 3 53

Tier 3 - Avg 1.32 45 14 3 62

Total 196 51 7 1 255

Total-Avg 1.27 76.86% 20.00% 2.75% 0.39% 100%

Table 6. Participants' score distribution of understanding about Poland (overall and breakdown)
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Discussions and implications 

This section presents insights about the participants as inferred from the 

survey data and the initial analysis, and further delves into and discusses the 

implications of the data on consumer choices. 

1. Most participants have an interest in consuming cultural products, but 

the active level of consumption is restrained by practical factors 

The participants’ considerable demand and propensity for cultural products 

are indicated by the average score of 3.10 on the 1-4 scale. This finding is also 

substantiated by the rankings of reading materials and TV programs that 

participants usually consume (shown in Table 8). The survey answers reveal that 

the participants’ interest in cultural products is mainly triggered by their purpose 

of nurturing their cultural and aesthetic awareness, expanding their knowledge as 

well as relaxing and socializing with friends. However, willingness and interest are 

not equivalent to action. The frequency of visits to cultural sites shows that the 

majority are rather inactive visitors. The pursuit of individual interests clashes 

with a harsh reality: such factors as “limited time, no right companions and 

expensive price” implicitly reflect the influence of the rapid economic speed and 

Chinese cultural and social values on consumers’ thinking and behavior.  

Conditions for watching

Polish cultural programs

Number of

respondents
Percentage

Conditions for visiting on-site

Polish cultural programs

Number of

respondents
Percentage

Interesting and well-known

programs (i.e., high rate of

favourable online reviews) 132 51.76%

Program suits my taste

149 58.43%

Don't have to pay 97 38.04% Ticket is affordable 114 44.71%

Source is accessible 92 36.08% Have right companions to go 91 35.69%

Recommended by others 82 32.16%

Programs which are famous and

have a high recommendation

rate on the Internet 90 35.29%

No language barrier 76 29.80% No language barrier 73 28.63%

Table 7. Participants' preconditions for the consumption of Polish cultural products
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China’s urbanization process drives the expansion of cities. Big cities such as 

Shanghai and Beijing have grown into super megacities with huge populations and 

vast sizes. Although infrastructure facilities are upgraded and continue to advance, 

daily commuting between workplace and home is long, unavoidable and 

exhausting for the residents of these super megacities. Reports show that the 

average one-way journey time between home and workplace is 97 minutes in 

Beijing, and almost 90 minutes in Shanghai.18 The fast pace of life, heavy work 

pressure and intense competition, combined with massive commuting time, make 

it impossible for many megacity residents to pursue their personal interests and 

hobbies. Being busy is a standard state, while having spare time for cultural 

experiences is becoming luxury.  

The “companion requirement” is more related to social and cultural 

influences, even though it is generally believed that China’s social and economic 

transformations and opening-up in recent decades have transformed people’s 

way of thinking. The increase of freedoms has encouraged the Chinese to embrace 

values of individualism, prioritizing individual needs, aspirations and satisfaction, 

and to assume more independence in every aspect of life. Nonetheless, for value-

laden cultural products, the Chinese are prone to prefer collective pleasure and 

happiness to individual enjoyment. This is vividly described in the second section 

of King Hui of Liang in the Chinese classic Mencius. As the teachings of the revered 

 
《孟子·梁惠王下》曰：“独乐乐，与人乐乐，孰乐乎？”曰：“不若与人。”曰：“与少乐乐，与众乐乐，孰乐？”曰：“不
若与众”。Mencius asked the King of Qi which could make one happier, listening to music alone or with others? The king 

Reading materials
Number of

respondents
Percentage Programs for watching

Number of

respondents
Percentage

Literature (fiction, poetry, essays,

biographies, plays, art books, etc.) 158 61.96%
Movies

176 69.02%

Philosophical, psychological and

inspirational books 89 34.90%
News & Events

160 62.75%

Life, dining & cooking related 85 33.33% TV series 118 46.27%

News & events 72 28.24%

Education, discovery and

documentaries 118 46.27%

Religious writings & works 57 22.35%

Entertainment programs (singing

contests, talent shows, talk shows,

etc.) 115 45.10%

Learning-aid & study materials 50 19.61%

Broadcasts of concerts, operas,

theatre and art shows 65 25.49%

Medicine & healthcare related 38 14.90% Sports 56 21.96%

Economics & management 37 14.51% Interview programs 56 21.96%

Science & technology related 35 13.73% Economics & finance 35 13.73%

Children's books 34 13.33% Religion related 22 8.63%

Others 6 2.35% Others 3 1.18%

Table 8. Reading materials and TV programs participants usually consume
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philosophical school of Confucianism are deeply entrenched in Chinese society, 

many contemporary Chinese people regard cultural products as instruments for 

enhancing relationships.  

As for the price, the data analysis shows that the purchasing power differs by 

city tier and between student and non-student participants. If the consumption 

frequency is taken into consideration, it is clear that the average amount of money 

the participant spends on on-site cultural products is quite small as compared 

with the per capita disposable income and the per capita consumption 

expenditure of the relevant city tier. For example, the 2016 (note. 2017 and 2018 

data were not available at the time of this analysis) statistics for Shanghai show 

that 33.16% of the urban resident’s annual spending goes to housing due to 

exorbitant and still increasing home prices and rents, while the money set aside 

for education, culture and entertainment in total only accounts for 11.38% of the 

urban resident’s per capita consumption expenditure.19 Tier 1 urban residents’ 

spending on housing has surpassed any other expenditure and topped the 

consumption structure. As opposed to tier 1 cities, urban residents living in tier 2, 

lower tier and inland cities tend to have more disposable income on their hands, 

as less disposable income is tied up in expensive property. Currently, there are 

clear signs that expenditure on self-development and related areas is increasing 

in less-developed provinces and cities. Scholars and market analysts believe that 

China is and will be experiencing a long-term trend of consumption structure 

upgrade and that expenditure will be more focused on education, medicine and 

healthcare, culture and entertainment. The cities of tier 3 and lower levels still 

have a considerable consumption potential and opportunities to exploit.20 This 

finding is also substantiated by the survey results showing that tier 2 and 3 cities 

have a higher percentage of frequent consumers than tier 1 although the average 

purchasing power of the former is currently lower than that of the tier 1 

participants.  

 
answered that it was more pleasurable to enjoy it together with others. The King was then asked which was more 
pleasurable, to share it with just a few people or with a larger audience. The King said that if there were a larger audience 
the atmosphere would be all the more enjoyable. 
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The participants’ concern with price also indirectly implies the Chinese 

traditional habit of saving and eagerness to save. Although the Chinese saving rate 

has been declining since 2010, the current household saving rate still stands at 

around 35% due to people’s concern about the present weak social welfare 

infrastructure and required substantial down payments (typically 30–40%, in 

some major cities as high as 50%) and home prices that Chinese homebuyers are 

facing. Expenditure in other areas is accordingly cut down.21 The price concern 

also reflects the price market of cultural products, such as music concerts and 

theatre shows. High admission and ticket prices shut the door to many; the 

affluent upper middle class and the wealthy minority are more likely to be very 

frequent target audiences and visitors. China’s 2017 Gini Coefficient surged over 

0.4 and was reported at 0.4670 in the national statistics.22 Economic growth has 

not benefited all segments of the population equally. Gross income disparities and 

high prices make the middle and lower-middle classes more often than not 

consider consuming cultural product, such as concerts, theatre productions and 

opera shows, to be luxury that can only be enjoyed once per year, or once per 

season as a reward for toiling work, or as a way of celebrating special occasions.  

Facing the complex dilemma woven from personal interests, time constraints, 

right companions and expensive prices, the mass middle class, especially the 

growing and young middle class, turn to reading, self-learning, mobile socializing 

and consuming all sorts of cultural, artistic and entertaining programs and games 

via new media apps on the Internet. Consumption via new media channels is 

becoming increasingly popular not only because it helps consumers fulfill their 

personal demand for intellectual, cultural and spiritual development and 

entertain those worn out by exhausting commute and stressful work, but also 

because it is more economical and handy, without limits on access and time. After 

all, no high cost is incurred and consumers can enjoy it anytime, anywhere and 

alone, typically during the daily commute.  

Diversified media portals and platforms such as microblogs, WeChat, client 

apps, browser apps, live video and VR media platforms have appeared and many 
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more are mushrooming in China.23 They enable Chinese netizens (the population 

of mobile phone netizens was 656 million as of June 2016) to access a variety of 

resources through smartphones, helping them socialize in virtual communities, 

relieve stress via emotional care-oriented programs and relaxing games, and 

obtain psychological guidance, spiritual support and personal development 

through books, courses, talks, movies, music, programs and others.  

This consumption trend is amply substantiated by the survey data. As many 

as 81.18% of the participants spend more than 60 minutes per day on the phone 

(50.59% more than 120 minutes). The phone-mediated activities (shopping 

excluded) involve socializing, amusement and entertainment, checking 

information, working and learning. Massive consumption on the Internet is 

certainly attributable to technological advancement, the vigorous development of 

the new media industry and the rapid rise of related services, such as advertising, 

marketing, etc. Nevertheless, the emergence and expansion of consumption via 

new media and other consumption forms, such as shared consumptions, are to a 

great extent due to a gap or a divergence between the increasing consumer 

demand and the practical limits encountered in reality (e.g., time, prices, etc.).  

2. Most participants welcome and consume foreign cultural products 

The survey figures demonstrate Chinese consumers’ openness towards 

foreign cultures, current consumption propensities and the major COOs of cultural 

products. Behind these market phenomena are historical, social and economic 

root causes intermingled with educational and linguistic factors.  

From a cross-cultural perspective, openness is a useful personality construct 

in Chinese culture. It has its own expressions and its own indigenous 

characteristics, which cannot be simply measured by means of theories and 

factors commonly applied in Western culture.24 Chinese consumers’ openness 

towards foreign cultures and their sophisticated ability to select, learn, internalize, 

balance and harmonize with other cultures have a long history and are actually a 

remarkable Chinese national trait. In an era marked with globalization and 

resource diversity, the emerging social classes are expressing a growing demand 
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for foreign products and opening up to foreign influences, which are neither 

accepted with prejudice nor viewed passively.25 

China’s strong economic ties with the United States of America, the popularity 

and prevalence of American culture, the successful marketing of American brands, 

the ever-advancing technology and fancy products of the Silicon Valley, all make 

American cultural influences affect China and Chinese consumers deeper than 

ever. Needless to say, the country-of-origin information significantly influences 

Chinese consumers’ evaluation of products from the country and their 

consumption behaviors.26 American TV programs, films and music are widely and 

avidly consumed by the Chinese of different ages and backgrounds. This is clearly 

confirmed by the survey data from this study. 

Another factor that catalyzes this consumption propensity is the English 

language whose impact should not be underestimated in any way. English is 

currently the first foreign language in China, and while English language 

instruction is mandatory for children from primary school on, in reality it often 

starts already in kindergarten. In most Chinese provinces and municipalities, 

English is one of the major subjects students must take at the College Entrance 

Examination (Gaokao). At most colleges and universities, passing the College 

English Tests is one of the academic requirements for obtaining academic degrees. 

Due to these mandatory tests and examinations during a student’s career, English 

language learning has for quite a while been among young people’s educational 

priorities. The economic opening-up attracts foreign investment, as a result of 

which a great many international organizations and enterprises settle down and 

run their businesses in China. Chinese employees associated with these 

multinational institutions and those seeking job opportunities continue to learn 

and improve their English language skills so as to freely communicate at work and 

better compete against and outdo others on the job market. To fulfill this learning 

demand economically, efficiently, practically and in an entertaining manner, 

students and non-students usually learn the language and communication skills 

via watching English language movies, TV programs, talks and soap operas. 
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Consuming these cultural products does not differ much from taking extra-

curricular language courses, which are usually seasoned with entertainment and 

cultural values. Unsurprisingly, this study’s survey data show that 68.82% of the 

respondents acknowledge that one of their purposes in consuming foreign 

cultural products is to learn language and culture. The linguistic pursuit combined 

with the intake of foreign cultural values reshapes consumers’ cognitive systems, 

multi-dimensional consumption needs and experiences as well as the dynamic 

upgrade of consumption structure. As linguists, anthropologists and other 

scholars have argued and acknowledged, language irrefutably plays a role in 

shaping people’s thoughts, modifying their perception and creating their reality.27 

Language communicates culture and also creates culture. The survey carried out 

within this study also proves that linguistic change not only reflects the evolution 

of culture but also is responsible for cultural change and diversity.28 Language 

indeed is an important intermediary in facilitating smooth cultural 

communication and a vital catalyst for promoting the consumption of cultural 

products.         

3. The participants’ understanding of Poland and Polish culture is very 

limited; yet some of them still hold an open attitude towards Polish 

cultural products   

The statistics of the first survey show that more than two thirds of the 

participants frankly estimate their level of knowledge about Poland and Polish 

culture to be at the lowest point on a 1-4 scale, acknowledging that they have little 

understanding of the country. Their limited knowledge about Poland and Polish 

culture is likely caused by four factors.  

1) Limited information on traditional and new media in the Chinese 

language 

Traditional Chinese media, such as TV, radio, print materials, off-sight signs, 

as well as various new media channels and advertisements, only provide limited 

information, programs, and visual and audio resources related to Poland and 

Polish material and non-material products in the Chinese language. Although there 
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are official websites offering the related information in Chinese, they are neither 

regularly updated nor dynamically restructured to keep up with time and changes. 

A study conducted by Polish researchers from the Jagiellonian University in 

Krako w has found that the surveyed Chinese tourists to Krako w had limited 

knowledge about Poland. In addition to the language barrier, the insufficiency of 

information in Chinese, both on Chinese websites and in traditional media, is seen 

as another obstacle that makes Chinese tourists’ independent travel to Poland 

difficult or impossible.29 Importantly, Polish literary works and publications are 

also a weak presence on China’s imported book market. Except for some historical 

volumes and capacious academic-oriented books, translated literature and fiction 

by Polish authors can rarely be found in online bookstores or on e-commerce 

platforms that sell imported books, although Poland boasts many world-

renowned poets and writers, including Nobel Prize Winners in Literature.      

2) The language barrier 

The Jagiellonian University’s researchers concluded that the main problem 

that Chinese tourists encountered was the language barrier both online and on 

sites. The present study has also found that one of the main reasons why the 

participants were reluctant to choose and consume Polish cultural products was 

their concern with the language barrier. Currently, across China only four 

universities offer a Polish language major, one of which is Sichuan University. In 

response to the “Belt and Road” Initiative and the “16+1” strategy, Sichuan 

University established a collaboration with the University of Warsaw and opened 

a Polish language degree program (oriented toward Economics and International 

Relations) in September 2017. At present, the number of students enrolled in 

Polish language degree programs across the country is rather small, as are the 

related job opportunities.         

3) The weak network marketing and low advertising exposure rate of Polish 

products  

For cultural products, although high-profile cultural and musical events are 

held in Chinese major cities every year, advertising before and after the event does 
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not attract enough attention from the mass public. In the second survey, the 

participants were asked if they had ever seen any Polish artists promoting Polish 

culture in China through their works (e.g., fine arts, performance, sculpture, 

photographs, posters, etc.), which 80.33% of the participants answered in the 

negative. As the unique superiority of Polish theatre, opera and contemporary 

dance is not communicated to most Chinese consumers, the excellence of Polish 

cultural programs remains unknown to many, as explained by the Director of 

the Tianjin Grand Theatre Mr. Qian Cheng when interviewed by The Adam 

Mickiewicz Institute.30 New media seems not to be leveraged in advertising and 

promotion. Online ads, reviews and articles about Poland and Polish cultural 

products with high hits and multiple comments are rarely found in China social 

networks in the current digital era, as observed by some survey participants. 

Regarding the advertising of material products, 84.02% of the participants 

claimed that they had never noticed any advertisements or promotional 

campaigns. Although there was radio advertising reported by the positive 

respondents, the penetration rate and effectiveness of advertising in both 

traditional and new media, is too low to attract attention from the public.     

4) A weak presence of Polish brands and the lack of social and digital 

consumer engagement strategy 

Industrial and food products are currently the main Polish goods imported to 

China. Food, as the cornerstone of human existence, is essentially connected to 

people’s everyday lives. The consumption of food is a cultural experience and also 

an initial means of getting in touch with different cultures.31 Food facilitates 

communication through which people come to understand their own and others’ 

culture, habits and traditions.32 Despite their superior quality, Polish food 

products are still less known to mass Chinese consumers than foods from other 

countries and regions. Famous Polish brands are not actively present or 

highlighted in traditional media, on popular e-commence platforms, in social 

networks as well as in life circle media, such as metro ads, elevator and cinema 

ads. The second survey statistics show that among 244 participants, 79.51% said 
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that they had never purchased any Polish products in China. As for the categories 

that buyers consume, food ranks the first, followed by beverages, whereas the 

other categories are very marginalized. In China, good “word-of-mouth,” on-line 

reviews and comments by other fellow shoppers and social recommendations 

have a powerful say in winning consumers’ attention and swaying their choice.33 

In the first survey, the participants’ limited knowledge about Poland indirectly 

reveals the ineffective branding and weak “word-of-mouth” marketing of Polish 

products as well as the inactive consumer engagement with them on China’s 

market. 

Recommendations 

Presently, China’s market is undergoing a continuous consumption increase, 

consumption structure upgrade and digitalization. In the first three quarters of 

2018, consumption contributed to 78% of the country’s economic growth.34 

Market studies and consumer insights indicate that more and more consumers 

pursue quality life and healthier lifestyle, demand quality, value and consumption 

convenience, and crave new experiences. E-commerce platforms, which offer 

consumers convenient online comparisons of prices and products, fast delivery 

services (due to traffic avoidance) and a wide range of choices, are becoming an 

important bridge between foreign products and Chinese mass consumers. The 

share of products imported online is considerably higher than that in traditional 

off-line channels. In addition to quality and convenience, consumption 

experiences are being given more and more attention. Increased outbound 

travelling also enables Chinese consumers to know more about foreign products 

from more countries, which consequently diversifies their choices of countries of 

imported products.35   

Poland’s active participation in the 2018 Shanghai CIIE (China International 

Import Expo) implies that the Polish government and enterprises are determined 

to build a balanced trade between Poland and China through promoting exports 

and expanding categories of products sold to China in order to raise Chinese 

consumers’ awareness of and draw their attention to the superior quality of Polish 
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goods and services, highlight to them the excellence of Polish cultural products, 

encourage them to consume and more importantly increase their recognition and 

overall good impression of Poland and Polish culture.36  

Although two thirds of the participants in the first survey were reluctant to 

choose and watch Polish cultural programs, 33.33% of them held a rather open 

attitude and said they would like to have a try. This reveals that even in the current 

context there are business opportunities, but to seize and capitalize on them some 

effort is needed. 

1. Providing adequate and effective information resources in Chinese and 

promoting their transmission via traditional and new media 

The results of the second survey show that there are some promotion 

materials in which the participants are more interested and which they consider 

particularly helpful in improving knowledge about Poland and Polish culture. 

These materials include travel-themed video programs (56.56%) and 

documentaries (50.00%) that fully and vividly introduce Poland and its culture in 

the Chinese language and are not only broadcast in the mainstream traditional 

Chinese media, but also circulated in new media and social networks. Movies 

(46.72%), videos about Polish culture and people’ lives (38.52%), food fairs 

(35.25%) and tourist guidebooks (30.74%) in Chinese are also more highly valued 

and expected by the survey participants than other resources. Currently, there is a 

strong demand for travelling among Chinese people, and they pay more attention 

to the combination of travelling with culture, innovation and technology, in 

addition to improved quality and performance.37 Attractive and updated tourist 

information (both online and printed, in China and Poland) could be worded 

interestingly and embellished with illustrations. Such resources could not only 

include stories and introductions about Polish historical and cultural sites, Polish 

customs and culture, world-renowned Poles, famous Polish brands and popular 

cultural products, but also contain useful tips about transportation, shopping, 

dining, ticket purchasing and sight-seeing. Such information and clues could stir 

Chinese people’s interest in Poland, educate and better prepare potential Chinese 
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outbound travellers to Poland and make things easier to those who have already 

arrived in Poland.  

The participants’ preferred promotion methods are listed in Chart 4, which 

shows that video programs combining visual, vocal and literary art, replete with 

cultural and educational values and employing entertaining elements and modes 

are more favored by the participants than other forms, such as on-site 

performances or literary works. Such preferences can be well explained by the 

three influential factors, namely “time, companion and price,” identified in the first 

survey of this research. As video programs are free from cost, time and space limits, 

they are the most popular, economical and efficient information source. They are 

cultural fast food in fast modern life and in a society driven and accelerated by the 

rapidly growing economy.  

 

Chart 4. Ranking of participants' preferred promotion channels 

2. Improving the advertising of Polish products, expanding their media 

coverage and enhancing their social influence  

Although cultural products (e.g., movies, music concerts, theatre and art, etc.) 

are not the most popular way in which the participants of the second survey 

choose to obtain knowledge about Poland and its culture, these cultural products 

actually play a critical role in cross-cultural communication as long as people’s 

attention and interest are triggered. The International Chopin Festival and the 

International Chopin Piano Competition in Poland attract plenty of attention from 

Chinese musicians and music learners. Polish performers, artists and 

representatives of the Polish culture industry have actively participated in 

prominent Chinese cultural events, such as the Wuzhen Theatre Festival, and 
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amazed audiences with their world-class performances.38 To elicit attention and 

thoughtful resonance not only from a handful of Chinese professionals and 

audiences but also from the mass public and to expand social influence, new media 

and social networks, mainstream media and other media, such as cinema and 

metro ads should be fully leveraged by Polish agencies for information update, 

product advertising and engagement with target audiences and consumers. Such 

an approach is necessitated by the digitalization of China’s market, the exponential 

effect of new media and the high exposure rate of life circle media. In the second 

survey, the participants were asked what methods were likely to draw their 

attention to Polish cultural products. “Intensive advertising on the Internet and 

social media networks” was the most common answer which topped the list, 

standing at 69.67%. It was followed by “news coverage by mainstream media” and 

other methods, such as “programs toured in more cities,” “online comments and 

reviews” and “cooperation with Chinese media and relevant enterprises.” Details 

of the participants’ selections are listed in Chart 5.  

 

Chart 5. The methods of promoting Polish cultural products which are likely to attract the 

participants' attention 

3. Strengthening branding efforts and collaboration with e-commerce 

platforms                     

Successful branding of foreign material products can impress people not only 

with the product or the service itself but also with the cultural values it carries. 

Digitalization is an outstanding feature of today’s Chinese market. Statistics show 
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that the number of Chinese online shoppers had reached 569 million by mid-

2018.39 Because e-commence platforms cater to vast numbers of consumers and 

set lower-shelf thresholds for sellers, many foreign enterprises and business 

owners build direct relationships with e-commence platforms so as to better 

understand their consumers and have an improved access to data and consumer 

insights. They actively use social networks, devise active social and digital 

consumer engagement strategies to establish their brand images in Chinese 

consumers’ minds, declare quality and values, educate consumers and foster a 

loyal following. Establishing better ties with consumers makes it easy to sell 

products. In view of the digitalization of the Chinese market and the current 

massive number of online shoppers, the second survey asked the participants if 

promoting and selling Polish products on e-commerce platforms could help them 

know Poland a bit better. As many as 70.08% of the participants answered in the 

positive, which implies that: 1) cooperation with e-commerce platforms could help 

Polish business thrive in China; and 2) consumption is a very practical way of 

learning and expanding knowledge for the Chinese. In addition to collaborating 

with e-commerce platforms, successful branding, reasonable pricing strategies 

and active engagement with consumers, as suggested by some participants, could 

also help Polish brands and products extend and consolidate their presence in 

China and enjoy the boon that China’s market offers. In the meantime, Polish 

cultural influence could be better delivered and expanded in China, as culture and 

business are side products, or precisely speaking, twin products of each other. 

What’s worth noting is that from the culture promotion perspective, food fairs 

are considered to be a potentially interesting promotion channel by 35.25% of the 

second-survey participants. When asked if they would like to try the Polish cuisine, 

a striking 92.62% of the 244 participants answered positively. This confirms the 

sociological and anthropological insight that food is the most-utilized means for 

knowing other cultures, as eating the food of other peoples seems apparently 

easier than decoding their languages.40 The openness of Chinese middle-class 

consumers towards Polish food means that food (e.g., restaurant food) could serve 
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as an instrumental pioneer in cross-cultural communication, in addition to its 

business function.             

4. Strengthening the collaboration in education 

Education plays a critical and irreplaceable role in preparing people to 

establish their abilities and attitudes (e.g., openness) towards the world, society, 

career, market, consumption, etc. Its role is not just limited to preparation; 

education is also a factor in transforming the existing values, behaviors and 

attitudes. Therefore, if education is not involved, no effort invested in cultural 

interaction is fully-fledged or truly future-oriented. In order to find if Polish 

cultural programs had a “market” in the Chinese education sector, the participants 

of the second survey were asked whether they would welcome and feel excited 

about Polish cultural programs launched on Chinese campuses in the assumption 

that they were teachers or students. Not surprisingly, 95.90% of the participants 

gave a positive response. Openness to education surpasses openness to food 

(92.62%). While eating food is an easy way to experience other cultures, the 

survey data indicate that people are not likely to be satisfied with and limit 

themselves merely to this comfortable and facile achievement; rather, engagement 

with academia and art is an equally or even more aspired-to approach. In this 

sense, collaboration in the educational sector and student exchange are 

indispensable and critical in cross-cultural communication and bilateral trade, 

which is also suggested by some survey participants. Polish universities could 

further explore the Chinese student market in lower tier cities. To expand social 

influence and win favor from the Chinese educated youth, the growing consumers 

and the future consumption power, Polish cultural and educational institutions 

should consider initiating “campus campaigns,” bringing Polish cultural activities 

and talks to Chinese campuses. This is a forward-looking effort similar to sowing 

seed today for tomorrow’s harvest.  

Culture, education and business are organically interwoven, with no 

distinction in products and consumption. Country-of-origin (COO) perceptions 

and product usage experience jointly influence consumers’ product judgments in 
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the purchasing context. Promotional effectiveness could be maximized through 

establishing associations between country images and products.41 To build a 

stable market for Polish products in China requires concerted efforts of cultural, 

business and educational sectors. In this paper, some general recommendations 

are initially formulated on the basis of the data from the reported surveys. 

Successful cases should be studied and explored in future research work in order 

to collect more solid and useful guidelines for the promotion of Polish material and 

non-material products on China’s market, which is now opening ever wider to 

global trade and foreign products. 
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Chapter 2 

The “Theatrical Waves from the West” in China and Foreign Theatre’s 

Influence (Polish Theatre as an Example) 

Chinese Theatre (Huaju) 

Chinese theatre (话剧, Huaju) is an “imported” theatrical art form from the 

West. Compared with the time-honored traditional theatrical art Chinese Opera 

(Xiqu, 戏曲 ) which narrates stories with songs and dances, Chinese theatre 

(Huaju) is a new form which uses dialogue, physical movement and stage setting 

to create a stage vision. Chinese theatre (Huaju) came into being at the beginning 

of the 20th century and was initially called "New Theatre/Drama" (新剧, Xinju). It 

reached maturity around the 1919 May 4th Movement, a period of "absorbing the 

new trend and breaking away from the traditional conventions". In 1928, in order 

to distinguish Huaju from Chinese Opera Xiqu, Hong Shen, a Chinese theatre 

master who studied western theatre art in the United States and devoted his whole 

life to its development in China, proposed to officially name the new theatrical 

form which mainly expresses meaning through dialogue and movements as 

"Huaju".1 In this study hereafter, the term Chinese theatre is mainly used to refer 

to “Huaju”.  

Since Chinese theatre is an “imported product”, the influence of foreign 

theatre on it is inevitable. Facts have proved that modern Chinese theatre started 

from the extensive absorption of many schools of western modern theatre and has 

gradually formed its own tradition in the process of receiving (e.g., absorbing, 

discarding and renewing) foreign theatrical theories and practices. Chinese 

dramatist Tian Benxiang thinks that the history of Chinese theatre is a history of 

accepting the influence of foreign theatrical theories, genres, and innovations, and 

creatively transforming and using them in Chinese theatre.2 

 “Theatrical Waves from the West”  

In the history of Chinese theatre over a hundred years, there have been three 

large-scale and far-reaching influential “theatrical waves from the West” (西潮, 

Xichao). After entering the new century, especially in the last decade, another 
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round of “theatrical wave from the West” took place and is still going on with 

strong momentum.  

The first “theatrical wave from the West” occurred around the 1919 May 4th 

movement, and its direct impact was the birth and growth of theatre Huaju in 

China. The second “wave” took place in the 1950s. Influenced by the campaign of 

“learning from the Soviet Union", Stanislavski system became a target for study 

and imitation in the theatre circles nationwide.3 During these two “waves”, the 

main approach to introducing foreign theatre was to translate the texts of superior 

foreign dramas and introduce them in China; subsequently they were rehearsed 

by domestic troupes or folk drama lovers and presented to the audience. In the 

1950s, there were also large numbers of printed images of Soviet dramatic works 

brought into China, which became the material for theatre creators to learn from 

and imitate.4 

The third “theatrical wave from the West”, also known as the first wave of the 

New Period, emerged in the 1980s, soon after the country launched the historic 

reform and opening-up policy. In the social and economic atmosphere of 

“emancipating the mind and opening up”, various modern western philosophical 

concepts, such as the ideas of Modernism on the exploration of humanity, human 

mind/heart and soul, and diversified artistic trends and theatrical genres were 

introduced into China through the translated foreign plays, theatrical texts and 

theories, and also through inviting foreign theatre experts to China for them to 

direct theatrical productions. The western modernist theatre, the theatrical works 

and theories of foreign theatre masters such as Brecht, Meyerhold and Grotowski 

brought new feelings and inspirations to Chinese people engaged in theatre, 

arousing their high attention and heated discussions on the condition and view of 

theatre in 1980s (known as the Great Discussion on the View of Theatre).5 This 

“Wave” in the 1980s led to an important turn in Chinese theatre development, that 

is, to let theatre restore its original aesthetical nature. Chinese theatre 

practitioners/workers realized that “theatre is theatre”, and that theatre should 

return to what it is essentially concerned about. At that time, most Chinese theatre 
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people tended to believe that theatre was “what takes place between spectator and 

actor”—a view of theatre by the Polish theatre master Grotowski. The heated wide 

discussion on the view of theatre helped Chinese theatre people to broaden their 

views and knowledge of theatre from the single and fixed model (mainly 

dominated by the “Ibsen— Stanislavsky” model) to the open and exploratory 

theatrical views and concepts of western modernist theatre, and to pursue and 

acquire the awareness of modern theatre. The third “wave” gradually reached its 

climax as the Chinese theatre turned from being a closed form to being open, and 

Chinese theatre people enriched and diversified their theatre 

views/concepts/theories due to learning from their western counterparts’ works 

and through their own explorations and practices in the aspects of text and 

productions. 

Since the beginning of the new century, especially in the last decade, with the 

deepening of China's economic and social development, reform and opening up, a 

large number of foreign theatrical productions have been performed in China, and 

this has become a boom. The academic circles call it the fourth “theatrical wave 

from the west” in theatre development, or the second “wave” in the New Period. 

At present, this “wave” is still in progress. During this “wave”, the way of 

introducing the translated texts of great foreign plays and theatrical works 

continues. What has become more common is to invite foreign theatre directors, 

lighting and stage art experts to cooperate and work with Chinese theatre artists 

and actors on performances presented in Chinese theatres. In addition to these 

ways of introduction of the new trends, another significant way is to bring fully 

produced foreign theatrical works into China and present them in Chinese theatre 

festivals, invitational exhibitions and other activities. For example, in recent years, 

theatre festivals organized in China such as Beijing Youth Theatre Festival, Wuzhen 

International Theatre Festival, Lin Zhaohua Theatre Arts Festival among others 

have introduced a large number of western theatrical works to China.6 In addition, 

in recent years due to high technological development, the fashion of introducing 

and presenting video recordings of foreign theatrical works also emerged in China. 
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The foreign theatrical productions have been processed into video/movie works 

by modern developed recording and editing technology. These movie recordings 

are introduced into China, and presented to Chinese theatre audiences.  

Features of the New Period’s second “wave” 

As for the second “wave” in the New Period, there are multiple features 

perceived by Chinese theatre scholars from different perspectives and through 

comparison with the New Period’s first wave. From the perspective of the 

introduction of foreign theatrical productions and performances, Chinese theatre 

experts believe the new wave mounted in recent years shows some outstanding 

features in terms of scale, quality and diversity.7 

1) Unprecedented large scale 

Since 2010, foreign theatrical productions have been presented and 

performed one after another in Chinese theatres, especially in Beijing, Tianjin, and 

Shanghai, and in various theatre festivals and exhibitions on an unprecedented 

scale and number. Take the 2014-2015 foreign theatre performances in Beijing as 

an example. The number of foreign theatrical performances increased from 220 in 

year 2014 to 362 in year 2015, and the box office takings rose from 24.67 million 

yuan in 2014 to 77.57 million yuan in 2015.8  

2) High-level works from global theatre masters 

During the New Period’s second “wave”, theatrical works of some world-class 

theatres, directors and actors are selected and invited for presentation in Chinese 

theatre festivals and exhibitions. For example, since 2014 world-renowned Polish 

theatre master Krystian Lupa had been invited for four consecutive years to Lin 

Zhaohua Theatre Arts Festival to present his theatrical productions, which were 

Persona·Marilyn (《假面·玛丽莲》) in 2014, Woodcutters (《伐木》) in 2015, Heroes' 

Square (《英雄广场》) in 2016, and Sino-Polish co-production Mo Fei (酗酒者莫

非) in 2017. Another Polish theatre director Krzysztof Warlikowski who in recent 

decade gained high reputation and aroused great attention from theatre circles 

worldwide was invited to present his highly-valued and widely-praised theatrical 

production (A)pollonia in China at the initiative of 2016 Lin Zhaohua Theatre Arts 
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Festival.      

3) Diversified forms from different cultures  

The diverse and original foreign theatrical performances are introduced into 

China through the second “wave”. They include not only the traditional theatrical 

works but also avant-garde theatre, physical theatre and so on from different 

countries and cultures. For example, in recent years in addition to inviting and 

introducing the theatrical works from the countries which are conventionally 

regarded by the Chinese as the ones with theatrical strength such as Russia, Britain, 

Germany and France, theatrical productions from countries such as Poland, which 

previously was not given much attention, have also been introduced to China and 

impressed Chinese audience. 

Through comparison with the new Period’s first “wave”, the second “wave” 

also shows new features in terms of historical context, the groups involved, ways 

of communication and so on, according to Chinese scholar Gu Haihui.9 The first 

“wave” occurred in the historical context of “cultural fever” in the 1980s, and it is 

a wave of Chinese theatre people’s comprehensive study of western modern 

theatre and practicing (imagining and imitating) under the guidance of western 

theatrical theories in the face of Chinese theatre’s development difficulties posed 

by single theatrical model (“Ibsen— Stanislavsky” model), lack of state-of-art 

theatrical forms and theories, as well as challenges from the media forms 

emerging at that time. Thus, it was a cultural choice and self-help strategy adopted 

by Chinese theatrical artists when they were pondering over the fundamental 

question of the essence of theatre (i.e., what is the basic concern of theatre?) The 

second “wave”, on the contrary, is a market choice—introduction and exchange 

activities propelled by the market according to its own logic after the Chinese 

cultural market has become relatively mature. Through the second “wave”, it is not 

just theories but original and diversified foreign theatrical productions that are 

introduced and fully presented on Chinese stage so that Chinese audience have 

direct encounters with original foreign works from multiple cultures and in 

different forms. The occurrence of the second “wave” urges Chinese theatre people 
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to construct the consciousness/awareness of developing theatre industry/market. 

The existence and development of the theatre industry is closely related to the 

audience, but the prosperity, the economic condition of the whole industry is 

dependent on and conditioned by how many theatrical products can win the 

audience.10 The second “wave”, through which artists provide the diversified 

theatrical “nutrition facts” and artistic guidance to the theatre-goers, targets just 

them, members of the audience.  

As for the initiators, the two “waves” also differ. The leaders of the first “wave” 

were some artists, as they were those seeking artistic innovation, exploring views 

of theatre, imagining, imitating and practicing what was learned; whereas the 

second “wave” is driven by the co-operation of multiple participants, with the 

purpose of selecting theatrical productions and planning exhibitions. It is led by 

artists, and involves governmental and private institutions, taking art and market 

into account. In this sense, both the target/involved group at the reception end and 

the foreign theatre’s communication channels of the two “waves” vary. During the 

New Period’s first “wave”, people who were mainly involved were those in art and 

academic fields. At that time, Chinese people were used to the traditional realistic 

aesthetics. Therefore, when facing the new theatrical concept and aesthetic 

method some people in art and academic field could not accept it, which led to the 

heated discussion on the view of theatre in 1980s. As mentioned earlier, the 

second “wave” mainly aims at the audience in the market which consists both of 

people in art and academic field and ordinary audience. Thanks to the first “wave” 

and three decades of theatre development, Chinese people from art circles and 

academia, and ordinary audiences, have basically cleared the barrier to acceptance 

of foreign theatrical ideas and views.11 

In terms of the outreach of foreign theatrical productions in China, 

undoubtedly there are more ways of communication and a much wider range of 

audience coverage in the second “wave” as a result of more convenient and fast 

transportation, the rapid development of media technology and media 

convergence. In the physical world, touring of theatrical productions is organized 
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so as to reach a wider audience. In the virtual world, the media, both traditional 

and new, macro/institutional and micro/individual, is the driving force of 

communication and promotion of the introduced foreign theatrical productions. 

Moreover, in the new media and “we media” era, the popularity of Chinese social 

networking service website such as Douban (Douban.com), and diversified media 

portals and platforms such as microblogs and WeChat, makes drama reviewing 

possible for everyone and accessible to everyone. Dramatic criticism and 

discussion is no longer the domain of professionals and academia only; rather, new 

media and micro-communication breaks the boundaries of profession, allowing 

the public to share their views and opinions, which as a consequence promotes the 

attention and interest in theatre, especially foreign theatre, from all sectors of the 

society.   

Analysis of the causes of New Period’s second “wave”  

Scholars believe that the emergence of the New Period’s second “wave” 

exemplifies historical inevitability and is a result of demand and supply. 

1) Economic and social conditions 

There is no doubt that the atmosphere of reform and opening-up provides a 

historic opportunity for the second “wave” to emerge. The development of China's 

economy is an important reason for the second “wave” to boom. In recent decade, 

on the one hand, the government has increased the input into cultural funds; on 

the other hand, it is coupled with private institutions becoming more willing to 

invest in theatre. This provides a financial guarantee for introducing foreign 

theatrical works. Undoubtedly, the Chinese economic and social development 

offers conditions for the cultural and, in particular, for theatre development and 

the arrival and booming of the second “wave”.12 

2) Theatre market development 

China’s soaring economy, progress of urbanization and social transformation 

has driven the emergence and explosive growth of the country’s middle-class. An 

olive-shaped diagram of social structure with the middle class taking the middle 

majority is in the process of being defined. The growth of the “middle class” means 
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an increasing purchasing capacity and consumer confidence as well as changes in 

consumption habits and life style. A soft indicator of the life style of the middle 

class is their consumption of cultural products (quantity and choice). In the 

previous study on Chinese consumers’ consumption of cultural products, the 

statistics of the surveys on 255 middle-class urban dwellers from different 

consumer segments shows that 79.61% of them have interest or extreme interest 

in visiting on-site cultural venues such as music halls, cultural exhibitions, 

theatres, etc. In tier-1 cities, 64.92% of the middle-class survey participants visit 

cultural sites at least once per quarter-year (59.18% in tier-2 and 72.41% in tier-

3 cities).13 As is known, the middle class is the main group leading social 

consumption. When the middle class makes up the majority of the society, the 

lifestyle of the middle class guarantees a huge and stable consumer market. As the 

most dynamic force, the market has driven the development of the theater 

industry in recent years, with the emerging urban middle class as the main 

audience of theatre. They attend theatrical varieties and productions according to 

their interest and preference. Therefore, each theatrical type, whether classic or 

experimental, traditional or avant-garde, historical or modern romance, has its 

own market and audience. What is worth noting is that in today’s China’s market, 

the younger millennials (born 1990-1995) and older millennials (born 1980-

1990) together make up a current strong consumption driving force. The 

members of generation Z (born after 1995) are believed to be the most 

westernized Chinese consumers, forming the next big consumer market and 

purchasing powerhouse. These younger generations, although some of them 

whose wealth for the time being does not necessarily match the financial criteria 

of the middle class, are strong fans and the most active forces in the current 

theater market. For the young audiences, theatre is an important part in their life 

in the aspect of leisure, entertainment and personal interests. Scholars believe 

that as long as these young audiences cultivate the interest and habit of going to 

theatre, their tastes are likely to change and so they will become audiences of 

other theatrical types and supporters of more spiritual and artistic theatrical 
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works, despite the fact that today they are fond of modern romance drama and 

entertaining comedies.14 Thus, the young generations are the audience groups 

that can be expected to refine their cultural tastes, and are the supporting force 

for the development of theatre market.  

In the past decade, some theaters have cultivated their audiences by 

introducing and presenting foreign theatrical productions. For example, since 

2003, Shanghai Dramatic Arts Center had been selecting and introducing well-

recognized American and European theatrical productions with unique features 

to the Center where they were performed to Chinese audiences. Starting from 

2012, a series of foreign productions for small theatre had been introduced. In two 

years from 2013 to 2014, a total of 24 productions were performed in the Center. 

The purpose of the introduction of foreign productions is to use them to cultivate 

audiences, in terms of the numbers and of the audiences’ choices of genres, 

contents, and types. According to Mr. Yu Rongjun, in 2015, the audience numbers 

of serious (as opposed to entertaining) classical productions is larger than before, 

accounting for 21.5% of the total audience.15 

All the facts mentioned above prove that over the past decade theatre public 

is growing and audiences’ tastes are being cultivated. The active market is a 

favorable opportunity and premise for the second “wave” owing to which a large 

number of foreign theatrical productions are introduced to China market.  

3) Contradiction between demand and supply: high social demand and 

expectation for theatrical works versus sluggish development of Chinese 

original theatrical works 

At a time when theatre market is unprecedentedly prosperous, going to 

theatre has become a cultural consumption trend among intellectuals and the 

middle class, and when the audience’s enthusiasm of watching theatrical works 

has been activated, the development of Chinese original theatrical works is 

sluggish, and good works created from excellent texts are rather limited in number. 

People often see dramatic works about daily emotional entanglements, 

neighborhood disputes, and hot topics. Despite various themes, types and 
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performing forms, these works avoid many complex and deep questions about 

humanity and self-reflection in face of either the temptation of market interests or 

criteria of the appraisal system. As scholar Gu said, “When the profound concern 

for cognitive spiritual world is absent, the exploration of social issues and values 

is absent, and when the theatre people’s introspective spirit is absent, we can at 

least say that the theatrical spirit of the time is tilted. It is either toward power or 

toward capital. Any tilt would lead to a lack of spiritual nourishment in the theatre 

of the time, making it an accessory to power or capital…Despite the growing 

number of local theatrical works, the stage performances are rather superficial, 

focusing on dramatic plots but neglecting the spiritual depth of humanity. They 

give the audience a passive role of ‘watching’ the stage action, instead of provoking 

them to be present, to relate to themselves and face their own life, although 

painfully…As an experimental field to explore human spirit, and a mirror to show 

the state of life and deep humanity, theater has not realized its due value through 

local theatrical works”.16 In addition to that, the lack of innovation, whether in text 

composition, aesthetic design and performing approaches, is also a common 

problem in current Chinese productions, as very often theatre workers fall into 

established patterns and traditions thus neglecting originality. Therefore, the new 

theatrical works without spiritual and aesthetic nourishment cannot meet the 

needs of the audience. This situation undoubtedly provides an opportunity for the 

introduction of foreign theatrical works. There are two major factors that help a 

production win public recognition: one is the deep concern about humanity; the 

other is the special form. Chinese audiences' recognition of some foreign theatrical 

productions is precisely because they are full of human concern and artistic 

innovation. Little wonder that dramatist Tian Benxiang said, “There is no denying 

that our theatre just cannot meet the demand of the audience for good productions, 

performances and performing artists. Especially under the condition that the 

audience's pursuit and appreciation level for cultural product have improved, the 

professional level of our theatre seems to lag behind. Audiences look forward to 

first-class performances and get satisfaction from watching foreign theatrical 
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productions.” 

4) Chinese theatre professionals’ demand for communication and exchange with 

their foreign peers 

During the New Period’s first “wave” in 1980s, texts of foreign plays were 

translated and performed by Chinese theatre professionals. During the second 

“wave” foreign theatrical works are directly introduced to China, and they are no 

longer text-based dramas but productions of post-dramatic theatre art. Theater 

artists’ concern about art and their ideas are often demonstrated in these works, 

whose common characteristics are also to be seen in other post-modern art forms, 

such as discontinuity, not text-based, polyphonic, symbol diversification, 

subversion, deconstruction, anti-interpretation, etc.17 These introduced theatrical 

productions often have philosophical depth and innovative aesthetic design. They 

are performative, supported by actors’ strength in physical skills. For example, the 

stage design of Lupa’s Woodcutters and Warlikowski’s (A)pollonia, as well as the 

live concert by a live music band in (A)pollonia, impressed a large number of 

Chinese theatre professionals. From the perspective of developing theatre and 

professional skills, Chinese theatre people are eager to watch and study the 

theatrical productions of their foreign counterparts to understand the current 

trend of foreign theatre art. Through experience, observation, study and 

communication, they are hoping to get inspiration from foreign productions 

introduced in the second “wave” so as to develop Chinese theatre that creates 

space for dialogue with contemporary Chinese audiences. 

The influence of New Period’s two “waves” (exemplified with regard to Polish 

theatre) 

The first theatrical “wave” emerged along with the New Period’s reforming 

and opening-up in 1980s. Modern philosophical ideas, theatrical theories and 

concepts from foreign countries and cultures were translated and introduced into 

China, which aroused a wave of discussion and learning in China’s theatrical circles. 

Foreign views on theatrical and experimental practices, such as Polish theatre 

master Grotowski’s “Poor Theatre”, helped Chinese theatre people to restore to the 
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original nature of theatre aesthetically. The second “wave” appeared in recent 

decade and is still in process, as the development of China theatre market is 

becoming vigorous and cross-cultural communication and exchange is more and 

more active. With regard to the means of introduction and communication of 

foreign theatre, in the first “wave”, foreign theatre was introduced to Chinese 

theater people and audience mainly through the translated foreign plays, 

theatrical texts and theories, and through their practice of the translated texts. In 

the new century, inviting foreign theatre experts and professionals to guide and 

work with Chinese theatre people, and presenting foreign theatrical productions 

in China became an outstanding feature of the ongoing second “wave”. Accordingly, 

Chinese theatre people and audience’s impression and knowledge about foreign 

theatre has gone through the “imagined phase”, especially in the New Period’s first 

“wave” when the majority of them very often relied on the translated text and the 

other’s teachings to imagine and practice what they felt or thought what it might 

be, to the experienced phase in the New Period’s second “wave” in particular when 

Chinese theatre people co-work with their foreign peers on theatrical projects in 

China. At the same time a number of famous foreign productions with market 

prospects and social influence are performed on Chinese stages and perceived by 

people with full senses and mind/heart. 

These introduced foreign theatrical productions are representatives of the 

world’s contemporary theater art, showing the diversified development of theatre, 

the latest creative ideas and approaches, and directing art in the world. They are 

often presented in various Chinese international theatre festivals and exhibitions, 

as well as theatres and art centers across the country. Through these festivals and 

exhibitions, a bridge of communication between Chinese and foreign theatre 

people, and between them and the Chinese audience is established or 

strengthened. For example, in 2014 the presentation of Lupa’s production 

Persona·Marilyn (《假面·玛丽莲》) at the First Tianjin Cao Yu International Theatre 

Festival became Chinese audience’s first contact with Polish theatre in China. It 

also brought the two countries’ theatre people together. Very often during such 
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kinds of theatre festivals and invitational exhibitions, a slew of communication and 

exchange activities are held, such as after-show talks attended by foreign directors, 

actors and Chinese audiences, and seminars attended by Chinese and foreign 

theatre experts, professionals and scholars. In these activities, Chinese audiences 

and theatre people have more direct and face-to-face contact and exchange of 

ideas and thoughts with foreign theatre artists on the presented production from 

different perspectives, on their views of theatre, the development of Chinese 

contemporary theatre and what may be beyond.  

Take Polish theatre for example. Chinese theatre people and audiences are 

impressed with the presented Polish theatre works’ exploration of human inner 

world, philosophical depth and the wonderful performance of the actors. Lupa’s 

production Persona·Marilyn, which uses analytical psychology theory to interpret 

the inner world of Marilyn—a representative of mankind, was highly praised by Li 

Liuyi,  director of Beijing People's Art Theatre, as Li said that Persona·Marilyn was 

one of the highest level productions introduced to China in the past decade.18 After 

watching Persona·Marilyn, Chinese dramatist and director Guo Shixing 

commented that in a time when entertainment was prevailing in theatre, rarely 

there were works that could touch one’s soul, as People’s inner world, their 

eagerness for contact, their loneliness and helplessness were often ruthlessly 

ignored.19 Lupa's Persona·Marilyn, performed by outstanding Polish actors, 

revealed a female’s complex inner and spiritual world and made people realize 

how difficult and confusing life can be. Guo reflected on Chinese theatre and said 

that if literature and art works paid little attention to what was invisible, then it 

was no different than breach of duty for people work on these. Other than that, 

Lupa’s production Woodcutters (《伐木》) presented to Chinese audience in 2015 

at The Fifth Lin Zhaohua Invitational Exhibition & The Second Cao Yu International 

Theatre Festival also shocked people in the theatre circles in Beijing and Tianjin 

due to its deep concern and special form. “From the perspective of its form, 

Woodcutters is anti-dramatic. The lengthy, 5-hour work, with its content lacking 

conflicts and conversational dialogue is designed not to tell a story but to present 
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a stage in life and a state of mind. The meaninglessness of life does not just exist 

on the stage but is universally experienced in common people’s lives. Through the 

unconventional and anti-dramatic presentation, Lupa’s purpose is to let theatre 

reach the soul of people. His production is like a mirror, in which we find the 

weakness of Chinese theatre,” was the acknowledgement by theatre scholar Gu 

Haihui. All the ideas exemplified above support the claim that through the 

theatrical “waves” from the West, Chinese theatre people and audiences expand 

their understanding of the current development and diversified genres of the 

theatre worldwide, enrich their cultural and aesthetic vision, realize the existing 

gap and reflect on Chinese theatre development.  

While the current second “wave” keeps advancing, the new landscape of 

Chinese theater stage performance has gradually taken novel shape and foreign 

theater performance has gradually become the norm in China. This not only helps 

enrich the Chinese audiences’ cultural life and broaden their vision, but also exerts 

an influence on the relationship between theatre audience and performance, on 

the changes of Chinese audience's psychological and aesthetic attitude and views, 

and on their expectations of theatrical works. For example, back to 2015, Lupa’s 

Woodcutters was a distinctive piece of work for Chinese audiences as it broke their 

traditional view of theatre. It aroused a heated discussion among theatre goers 

and critics. Five hours of the slow-paced performance with even silence from time 

to time on the stage was a big challenge to the endurance of the audience, yet it 

was highly praised by a considerable number of people in the audience. They 

praised the director as a master of playing with time on stage.20 

Ideas for follow-up studies 

Some Chinese scholars believe that the second “wave” is not just art 

communication and exchange. It will have impact not only in the field of art and 

theatre but also on the current social change, economic development and the 

whole cultural ecology of China. Most of the invited theatrical productions in the 

second wave lay stress on the director's creative intention, the work’s 

philosophical depth and exploration of human nature, as well as the high 
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integration of new media and theatre on stage in the era of media convergence. 

Works as such are believed to provide reference value for Chinese theatre. These 

are predicted appraisals and estimations of the values and effects of the second 

“wave” from macro perspective. It is worthwhile to examine and evaluate the 

communication and influence of foreign theatre in China from the macro to the 

micro scale. 

Polish theatre enjoys a good reputation on the international theatre arena. 

Some Polish theatre artists such as Grotowski are regarded as 20th century theater 

masters whose innovative approaches to acting, actor’s training and theatrical 

production have significantly influenced global theatre today. Polish 

contemporary theatre continues flourishing today in creation and performance, 

thanks to the exploration of and search for the new forms and functions of 

theatrical art by Polish artists, such as Lupa and Warlikowski among many others. 

In recent years, with the second theatrical “wave” from the West, works of Polish 

theatre which have aroused great attention and heated discussion among 

academic circles and theatre audiences have been introduced to China through 

Chinese theatre festivals and invitational exhibitions. In the subsequent two 

chapters of this thesis, Polish theatre as a representative of foreign theatre will be 

selected for study. From the receiver-end, research on Chinese theatre people and 

audience’s understanding and acceptance of Polish theatre, as well as the views 

and theatrical productions of a few Polish famous theatre directors will be 

conducted from both qualitative and quantitative perspectives on micro scale with 

two major purposes: a. To understand the influence of Polish theatre in China (e.g., 

Chinese theatre creators, academia, theatre audience, etc.) b. To find the factors 

that affect cross-cultural theatre exchange and communication. 
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Chapter 3 

A Study on the Recognition and Reception of  

Polish Theatre in China 

—Through the case study on Jerzy Grotowski’s theatrical legacy and Krystian 

Lupa’s Mo Fei at the reception end 

Abstract 

With Chinese people’s increasing investment and attention to personal 

development, there is a growing market demand for cultural productions such 

as theatre. In recent years there are more cases of contact and collaboration 

between China and Poland in the field of theatre. To understand the 

communication mechanism, recognition and influence of Polish theatre in China, 

this study deals with conducted research and analysis from two aspects, one is 

theatre’s experimental discoveries and the other is theatrical production. In the 

first aspect, Chinese scholars and theatre people’s research on Jerzy Grotowski 

and his experimental traces/legacy was investigated. Analysis of a few scholars 

and theatre experts’ speech texts, interviews and academic papers on Grotowski 

and his key “concepts”, such as “Poor Theatre” and “Art as Vehicle”, proves that 

in different times Grotowski’s ideas, methods and legacy are positively 

recognized, accepted, studied and practiced by some Chinese scholars and 

theatre people. In the second aspect, the Polish theatre director Krystian Lupa 

and his latest production Mo Fei was the main focus. Analysis of newspaper 

articles, production reviews as well as the various statistics on the Chinese social 

networking service website Douban.com finds that the creative design and 

philosophical depth of Mo Fei, and Lupa’s directing and coaching ability are 

recognized and resonate not only with theatre academics but also with many 

audiences, despite some disputes on the text adaptation and the play’s lengthy 

duration. The study also presents some additional findings. 1) In the 

communication process, the translation and publication of the writings by Polish 

theatre master and theatre-related literature play a crucial role. However, 

currently in China the books that relate to Polish theatre and also translations 
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are still relatively few, and the Chinese version of some writings by Polish theatre 

outstanding representatives, such as Grotowski’s, is not yet systematic and 

complete. It is suggested that we give more attention not only to the quantity of 

translations of Polish works on theatre, but also to the high quality of the 

translation; that requires those who translate, study and read Polish theatrical 

works to have a broader and deeper cultural sensitivity and stronger literary 

and linguistic capital and intelligence cultivated and accumulated from long-

term learning and doing/practicing. 2) The political factor has a strong say in 

cultural communication and exchange, and socio-political and economic factors 

affect people's cultural pursuits, development of new literary and artistic genres 

and research trends. 3) Although in the current Chinese theatre market people 

pay attention to the “story” feature of a drama, there is a growing demand for 

theatre’s philosophical and spiritual character which marks its uniqueness and 

significance in human development and cross-cultural communication. 

Theatre’s influence cannot just be measured based on audiences numbers who 

watch the drama as it’s being performed, but should be measured from both 

quantity and quality dimensions and from an open perspective of time. 4) 

Success of Mo Fei indicates that cooperation in the field of theatre between 

Poland and China that is based on mutual understanding and utilization of 

Chinese resources (e.g., literature, actors, etc.) will benefit not only theatre 

people of the two sides but also help the communication and wide recognition 

of Polish theatre in China. 5) A useful channel for Polish people of the theatre to 

access China’s market and the effective communication of their theatrical 

productions can start from participating in Chinese theatre exhibitions and 

festivals.   

Key words: Theatre, Communication, Jerzy Grotowski, Mo Fei, Promotion   

1. Introduction 

In a digitalized and high-tech-accelerated world where films, TV programs 

and live shows that are produced in appealing and entertaining way are widely 

circulated, consumed and hailed in digital networks and nicely-prepared venues, 
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theatre, as a “conventional” form of performing arts might sound outdated; yet 

it is always young, always needed and alive on its way of development, from its 

birth to the present. As was declared during China’s Daliangshan International 

Festival, theatre is filled “with innate compassion, truth-seeking, redemption, 

reflective and innovative spirit”.1 Fascinated with the insight value of theatre, 

some Chinese theatre professionals and scholars have been craving for and 

searching instructive theatrical works that provoke and inspire themselves and 

spectators. Meaning of life, truth, secrets of humanness, knowledge of mankind 

and of the Self have long been the pursuit of human beings, regardless of 

professions, gender, age, races, and cultural origins, spatial and temporal 

differences.   

In China, the four decades of rapid economic development brings to most 

of the Chinese the improvement of material living standard and increasing 

disposable income. With the growing investment in material prosperity and 

health, in recent years Chinese consumers also give attention to non-material 

areas that are related to human self-development, such as education and culture 

(e.g., arts and various cultural forms). It is believed that these areas will prove 

opportune to consumption market growth due to market demand.2 A previous 

research paper prior to this one shows that among 255 surveyed Chinese 

participants who live in Chinese cities (categorized in tier 1, 2 and 3), 79.61% 

reported interest or extreme interest in visiting on-site cultural venues, and the 

respondents’ interest was mainly triggered by their desire to cultural and 

aesthetic awareness (63.14%), expand their knowledge (49.80%) as well as 

relax (78.82%) and socialize with friends (51.37%).3 This set of survey data 

substantiates that: 1) artistic products offered in cultural venues are in demand 

in today’s China market; 2) in addition to the entertaining cultural products, 

such productions that provoke people’s minds and expand their knowledge 

(about both subjective and objective world) through the visit to the venue and 

encounters with the productions are also needed by some Chinese, if not all.   

As a unique class of performing arts that cannot be replaced by any 
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medium-based forms such as films and TV programs, theatre has distinct 

qualities and values. As it was expressed directly by the renowned Polish theatre 

master Jerzy Grotowski theatre is what takes place between actor and spectator, 

and the distinct element of it is the closeness of the living organism. According 

to Grotowski, theatre is not to satisfy a spectator’s mere social need for contact 

with culture or to relax; rather, true theatre is related to the endless process of 

actor and also spectator’s self-development, search for the truth about oneself 

and his mission in life.4 Being aware of and fascinated with the core essence and 

concern of art and of theatre itself, Polish theatre masters and professionals, as 

represented by Grotowski and many others, deeply explored and “did” theatre 

and theatrical works, so that the experiment features of Polish theatre masters 

stirred up research interest and recognition, not only in western countries but 

also in China. In recent years, the Polish theatrical works that are introduced to 

China and the China-Poland theatrical coproduction also attract a great deal of 

attention from theatre insiders and outsiders, and some recently became a 

heated topic on Chinese public network platforms. In 2017, at a seminar 

(shortened as Mo Fei seminar hereafter in this study) on Polish theatre director 

Krystian Lupa’s Mo Fei (《酗酒者莫非》in Chinese, a drama based on the Chinese 

writer Shi Tiesheng’s novel and performed by Chinese actors), the playwright 

and theatre festival director Yu Rongjun, who is also the vice president of 

Shanghai Media Group’s Performing Arts Group, expressed his opinion that 

cities like Shanghai needed more dramas such as Mo Fei so that more Chinese 

audiences could feel what theatre is and what theatre gives and provokes, as it 

should not be a mere representation of reality and only provide entertainment.5 

Yu’s comment seems to say that excellent Polish theatrical works and 

productions, whether in theatre academic area or in market, are in potential 

demand. However, why is there such demand? And how are communicated and 

recognized in China the theatre explorations and discoveries of Polish theatre 

masters and the Polish theatrical productions, and what is their influence on 

Chinese theatre people and audiences? Triggered by these questions, this study 
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embarks on its journey.   

According to a Chinese scholar Xu Jian, since the founding of People’s 

Republic of China (1949), the communication of Polish drama had gone through 

three major phases: phase one is the state-planned translation and introduction 

of Polish drama in the 1950s and 1960s; phase two is the limited introduction 

and active reception of Polish drama and the theatrical research particularly by 

Grotowski in the 1980s and 1990s; and the third phase is the 21st century’s 

“Marching toward Theatre and Closer Cooperation”, especially in the recent 

decade.6 As a matter of fact, Chinese scholars and theatre professionals’ research 

and interest in Grotowski’s experimental legacy never stopped after the 1980s 

phase two, rather, they are continuing and even increasing, the proof being a 

good number of research articles published in recent years. On this account, this 

study will focus on Chinese scholars’ research on Grotowski and his 

experimental legacy (not theories/systems but heritage or experimental 

discoveries according to Grotowski, as he himself did not want his works to become 

a system or theory that the others merely follow), and the Chinese theatre people 

and audiences’ responses to the Polish theatre director Krystian Lupa’s 

production, particularly Mo Fei. Considering these two angles (theatre 

experimental  discoveries and theatrical production), this study is aiming to 

answer the questions that were raised prior to the start of this study and that 

are related to the detailed mechanisms of communication, recognition and 

influence of Polish theatre on individual levels in China among scholars, 

professionals and audiences. While attempting that, the study will also identify 

the factors that may affect Chinese’s understanding, recognition and 

communication of Polish theatre.  

2. Method and Materials  

To study the Chinese scholars’ research on Grotowski and his experimental 

heritage, this study selected and reviewed a dozen of Chinese papers which 

focus on Grotowski and his “teachings” and which were published in some 

theatre, art and literature-related Chinese major academic journals, such as 
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Theatre Arts 《( 戏剧艺术》), Chinese Theatre (《中国戏剧》), Foreign Literatures 

(《国外文学》) and others. In literature review, some comparison  on a couple 

of Grotowski’s key “concepts” such as “Poor Theatre”, “Theatre as Vehicle” was 

conducted between the interpretations and understanding shown by Chinese 

scholars and Grotowski’s original speeches and writings compiled in research 

sources.  

To study Polish theatrical works staged in China, especially drama, and their 

social responses and influences in Chinese society (theatre society and beyond), 

the famous Polish theatre director Krystian Lupa and his latest production Mo 

Fei was the main focus in the study. We review and analyse the articles on Mo Fei 

that are published in Chinese journals, such as Arts Criticism (《艺术评论》) and 

Chinese newspapers, such as China Yi Shu Bao (《中国艺术报》) , Beijing Daily 

(《北京日报》), Wen Xue Bao (《文学报》), Heilongjiang Daily (《黑龙江日报》), 

etc. In addition to that, this study also takes into account the article in Shanghai 

Theatre (《上海戏剧》) which contains its interview with Lupa, as well as the 

speeches and opinions of Chinese theatre experts, professionals and scholars on 

the Mo Fei Seminar which was organized by Shanghai Theatre Academy. In order 

to understand Chinese audiences’ responses and opinions about the drama Mo 

Fei, this study analyzed the audience’s reviews and ratings given to Mo Fei on the 

Chinese social networking service website Douban.com (Douban website: 

https://www.douban.com/, Mo Fei at Douban: 

https://www.douban.com/location/drama/26962706/). Douban is one of the 

most influential websites that allows its registered users to record information, 

create content, and give reviews and ratings to films, books, music, recent events 

and activities in Chinese cities. Lupa’s drama Mo Fei is listed on Douban. Figure 

1 illustrates the research method and materials in this study.   

https://www.douban.com/
https://www.douban.com/
https://www.douban.com/location/drama/26962706/
https://www.douban.com/location/drama/26962706/
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Figure 1. Illustration of research method and materials for studying the 

reception and influence of Polish theatre in China 

Given that the research focus of this study comprises two aspects, namely 

Polish theatrical research and Polish theatrical production, the analysis and 

discussion section of this study will be divided into two parts accordingly. The 

first part centres around Grotowski’s discoveries and “teachings”, and the 

second part focuses on Lupa’s Mo Fei. Through analysis, the study will end with 

some findings regarding the evolving process of interpretation, understanding, 

reception, recognition, and influence of Polish theatre in China, and came up 

with the identification of factors that contribute to or affect the effective 

reception and promotion of Polish theatre.    

3. Analysis and Discussion  

Part One: The understanding and recognition of Grotowski’s theatrical 

legacy in China (among Chinese theatre professionals and scholars)  

1) In the 1950s and early 1960s  

Poland is not only one of the first foreign countries that established 

diplomatic relations with New China, but also the first country that signed with 

China the cultural cooperation agreement. In the 1950s and early 1960s, 

communication and exchange in theatre between the two countries were 

actively and stably maintained based on the signed agreement and annual plan, 
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which included translation and introduction of each other’s literature and 

publications, performing each other’s theatrical productions and cultural works, 

sending delegations to each other for visits and performances, and so on and so 

forth. Thanks to the friendly relationship between the two countries in that 

period, the mutual translation and introduction of theatrical works and mutual 

visits of theatre people enjoyed a stable cultural environment.7  

In this context, it is recorded that according to the annual implementation 

plan of the China-Poland bilateral cultural cooperation agreement, in around 

mid-August of 1962 a delegation organized by Polish Ministry of Culture and 

Arts visited China. Grotowski, the then-director of The Theatre of 13 Rows in 

Polish city Opole, visited China and spent nearly a month here as an official 

delegate of the Polish working group on theatre matters.8 During the trip, 

Grotowski visited drama schools and theatres in Beijing and Shanghai, and had 

discussions on theatrical arts and skills with Sun Weishi (1921–1968), a Chinese 

communicator, practitioner and pioneer of the Stanislavski’s System and also the 

first female theatre director of New China. He also visited several times the 

former residence of Mei Lanfang (1894–1961), a distinguished Peking Opera 

artist in modern Chinese theatre. During the visit, Grotowski left his footprints 

in Beijing, Nanjing, Shanghai and Hangzhou.9 To Grotowski, his visit was fruitful 

owing to his discussions and exchanges with Chinese theatre experts, his 

discoveries and appreciation of the training methods and art of acting in 

different classical Chinese theatres that originated in different Chinese areas 

(e.g., Peking Opera, Yue-ju Opera, Pingju Opera, Shaoxing Opera, Huaiju Opera, 

etc.) as well as other performing arts.10 In Shanghai, he discussed with and 

learned from the voice expert Doctor Ling Junqing the respiration techniques 

and the use of the various vocal resonators, which after his return to Poland was 

applied by Grotowski in his productions and became renowned. He also made 

thoughtful observations of Chinese actors’ stage movements in Peking Opera, 

and reflected on the way that the actor’s each action begins with a distinct 

movement in the direction opposite to where the actor wants to go, which was 
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later called “the Chinese principle” and used by his Polish actors back in 

Poland.11  

Cultural cooperation is always a two-way and mutual learning and 

exchange process. To Chinese theatre people, Grotowski’s visit to China was also 

beneficial and triggered their great interest. In Beijing, at the invitation of 

Chinese Theatre Association, Grotowski joined a seminar and shared with 

Chinese theatre directors and actors his opinion on the theatre development and 

the main genres in Poland, his viewpoints on some hot theatrical theories, his 

experimental explorations, and the creative work and productions of the 

Theatre of 13 Rows with which he worked as director. Grotowski shared his 

thoughts about the uniqueness of theatre that neither film nor television could 

do to compete, which is the actor-spectator relationship of perceptual, direct, 

"live" communion. He introduced that in his theatre’s laboratorial experiments 

as they had explored various possible performer-audience relationships in each 

production, resigning from the stage-and-auditorium plant, and having designed 

a new space for the actors and spectators. In their practical experimentations, 

the actors could play among the spectators, directly touch and make contact with 

the spectators, and even offer them a passive role in the drama. Grotowski also 

updated his Chinese theatre peers with his theatre’s ongoing explorations of the 

inner psychological truth behind dramatic action and actor-spectator 

relationship.12 According to scholar Xu Jian, Grotowski’s sharing his theatrical 

explorations in the seminar was considered by his Chinese peers to be novel and 

inspiring, and provoked Chinese theatre people’s great interest and thinking, 

especially in the time when modern Chinese theatre “Huaju” (话剧 ) was 

dominantly guided by the so-called “Henrik Ibsen-Konstantin Stanislavsky” (易

卜生—斯坦尼模式) model. However, the ripples that Grotowski set off in the 

field of theatre in China did not last long nor go deep because of the gradually 

soured Sino-Polish bilateral relations in the 1960s. In 1967, the annual 

implementation plan of the two countries’ bilateral cultural cooperation 

agreement turned to be unsigned. From late 1960s through the end of 1970s, 
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the bilateral cultural communication and exchange between China and Poland 

ceased because of the changed international political context, the soured Sino-

Polish bilateral ties, and China’s domestic political tension caused by the Cultural 

Revolution (1966-1976).13  

2) In the new period of 1980s and 1990s   

The bilateral cultural communication was interrupted and not resumed 

until the 1980s when the two countries’ relations saw improvement and China’s 

opening-up policy was advocated and implemented. In the new period, a large 

number of western modern ideas, thoughts and literary works were translated 

and published in Chinese journals and newspapers. In terms of the theatre in the 

new period, Chinese theatre people’s new understanding of Polish theatre began 

with Grotowski; the renowned Chinese film and modern theatre director 黄佐

临 (Huang Zuolin, 1906–1994) played an important and catalytic role in 

introducing and communicating Growtowski’s ideas and works in China. Huang 

is famous for his “Xieyi Theatre” (ideographic theatre, or the theatre of the East). 

In 1920s (1925-1929) Huang received art guidance from George Bernard Shaw 

when he was studying in England, and he later studied directing with Michael 

Saint-Denis in the London Theatre Studio between 1935 and 1937. Huang and 

his wife Jin Yunzhi (Danny) were the first to teach Stanislavski techniques in 

China, and Huang was also the first theatre artist to introduce both Brecht’s 

ideas and dramas to China.14 In 1980, in a speech at a seminar in Shanghai 

People's Arts Theatre (Today’s Shanghai Dramatic Arts Centre) Huang 

introduced Grotowski’s “Poor Theatre” to theatre professionals, students and 

teachers from Shanghai People's Arts Theatre and Shanghai Theatre Academy. 

15 In the very beginning of his speech, Huang said what he would introduce to 

everyone was the Polish theatre director Grotowski’s “Poor Theatre” and the 

actor’s training of basic skills and techniques related to the “Poor Theatre”. 

Huang mentioned that the term “Poor Theatre” came from the book “Towards a 

Poor Theatre” by Grotowski. As for the book, he added that he already proposed 

at the National Conference of the Representatives of Literary and Art Workers 
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that the China Theatre Association should organize the translation. He then 

explained the reason why he gave “Poor Theatre” the Chinese name “穷干戏剧” 

(qiong gan xi ju) instead of “贫困戏剧” (pin kun xi ju), as he believed translating 

it only in this way could convey Grotowski’s original idea more properly. The 

beginning of Huang’s speech text is provided in Excerpt 1.  

Excerpt 1 of Huang’s speech text  

我在这里向同志们简单介绍的，是波兰导演格洛托夫斯基的“穷干戏剧”和

与之有关的演员基本功训练的情况。  

“穷干戏剧”的说法，来自格洛托夫斯基的一本名为《迈向穷干戏剧》的书。

这本书，我已在全国文代会上建议中国剧协找出，并组织人翻译。  

需要说明的是：我所以称之为“穷干戏剧”而不说“贫困戏剧”，是因为我觉

得唯有这样译，才能更恰切地表达格氏的本意。  

Before elaborating on Grotowski’s “Poor Theatre” in detail and sharing his 

thoughts and understanding of it, he introduced the context or the historical 

background in which Grotowski’s “Poor Theatre” came up, and why “Poor 

Theatre” and what “Poor Theatre” was mainly concerned about. The original 

Chinese speech text is provided in Excerpt 2, followed by the English translation 

of this study in italics in parenthesis.  

Excerpt 2 of Huang’s speech text   

同任何新的戏剧观的提出一样，格氏所以要提出自己的“穷干戏剧”，也是有

其针对性的。他所针对的，就是当今欧美戏剧日益受到电影、电视冲击的困窘局

面。因为在西方，戏剧受电影、电视的冲击要比我们大的多，几乎到了走投无路

的境地。为此，格洛托夫斯基提出了这样一些发人深思的问题： 

什么是戏剧？戏剧的特点是什么？什么是话剧所能做的而又是电影和电视

所不能做的？在他看来，话剧要想在电影、电视的巨大冲击下而继续生存下去，

就必须在思考上述问题的基础上寻找自己的出路。而格氏的思考结果是：一，话

剧要“穷干”；二，话剧要突破禁区，打破老框框。  

(Just like the emergence of any new theatre view, Grotowski’s coming up with 

“Poor Theatre” also has a historical context, which is the difficult time and 

situation that theatre in Europe and America is increasingly impacted by film and 
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television. Theatre is much more impacted by films and television in the West than 

in here, and it is almost cornered. On this account, Grotowski raised some thought 

provoking questions, such as: What is theatre? What is unique about it? What can 

it do that film and television cannot? In his opinion, if theatre wants to survive 

under the great impact of film and television, it must contemplate and reflect on 

these questions and search its own way. And Grotowski’s thinking resulted in two 

conceptions: 1) “Poor theatre” 2) Theatre should break the restricted area, break 

the old bars.)   

After this, Huang shared his understandings of the two conceptions, quoted 

Grotowski’s ideas, and elaborated the details of “Poor Theatre”. His words are 

listed in Excerpt 3.   

Excerpt 3 of Huang’s speech text  

所谓要“穷干”，就是要明智地把那些已经被实践证明为不必要的东西，逐渐

从话剧身上去掉。格氏认为……唯有演员和观众的关系，才是戏剧中一个永远具

有生命力的因素；只要演员和观众产生默契和共鸣，那么，完全可以舍弃除此以

外的一切，如灯光、布景、服装、化妆……等等。应该说，格氏的这种看法还是有

他的道理的。因为在话剧的发展过程中，确实有过这样的实践。  

所谓要打破老框框，也同上述看法有关。他要打破的，是那种认为戏剧是门

综合艺术的传统观念……格洛托夫斯基说：“把各种东西混在一块，就要变成杂种，

不再是纯粹的艺术，不能成为一个完整的、有脊梁的艺术。因为它不是有机的组

成，而是把许多别的元素综合在一块，是用阔干的办法在拚命与电影、电视竞争

比美。而这条路，实际上是走不通的。”……所以，他才要提出“穷干戏剧”。  

(The so-called “poor” means that (we) should wisely eliminate from the 

theatre those that have been proved by (our) practices superfluous. Grotowski 

thinks…only actor-spectator relationship is the ever-alive element in theatre. As 

long as the actors and the audiences have a tacit understanding and resonance, 

then it is completely fine to eliminate everything else - lighting, scenography 

elements, costumes, makeup...etc. (I) should say, Grotowski’s view has well-

grounded reasons. Because in the process of theatre’s development, indeed there 

was such practice.  
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The so-called breaking old bars is also related to the above-mentioned view. 

What he wants to break is the conventional idea about theatre that regards 

theatre as a synthetic art…Grotowski said that drawing from other disciplines 

constructed hybrid spectacles without backbone or integrity. Because it is not an 

organic work, but a conglomerate that multiplies assimilated elements. It is the 

rich theatre’s way to compete with film and television. However, this way is 

impassable…For this reason, he put forward the idea of “Poor Theatre”. )  

To avoid his listeners’ misunderstanding of “Poor Theatre”, Huang further 

explained it (Huang’s explanation see Excerpt 4). He then went through 

Grotowski’s “Poor Theatre” methods and found appropriate examples and 

evidence of such practice also in Chinese classical theatre. Through this 

comparative study approach, Huang wanted to ensure his listeners’ better 

understanding of the essential idea of “Poor Theatre”. Table 1 shows a summary 

of Huang’s text regarding the comparative study on the method in Grotowski’s 

“Poor Theatre” and Chinese classic theatre.   

Excerpt 4 of Huang’s speech text   

一说“穷干”，人们往往会朝降低演出成本方面想。应该说，格氏的“穷干戏

剧”也包含这方面的意思……但它的意义又不止于此，正如格洛托夫斯基本人所

说的：“穷干戏剧”的主要诀窍，就是要把演员的艺术提高一条，完全靠演员的

功夫，不靠或少靠别的东西……格氏总的精神是要将所有可以免掉的东西全部

免掉。只有演员和观众是不可缺少的。这就必须将演员的基本功提到一个很高

的水平。可以说，演员的基本功是“穷干戏剧”的基础。  

(When it comes to "poor", people tend to think it is about reducing the cost of 

performing. (I) should say, this is also encompassed in Grotowski’s “Poor 

Theatre”...But “Poor” meaning is not just that, as Grotowski himself put, the core of 

“Poor theatre” is to improve the actor’s craft, it entirely depends on the actor’s 

acting techniques, having none or little dependency on anything else…Grotowski’s 

main idea is to eliminate all that can be eliminated, only actor and 

spectator/audience are indispensable to theatre. This requires the actor’s basic 

technique to be raised to a very high level. (I) can say that the actor’s basic 
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technique is the foundation of the "Poor Theatre".)  

 

Table 1. Huang’s comparative study on the method between Grotowski’s “Poor 

Theatre” and Chinese classic theatre 

Huang mentioned that Grotowski’s “Poor Theatre” concept was practiced 

not only in Grotowski’s laboratory theatre and his productions, but also learned 

and practiced by others. In Grotowski’s theatre productions, spectators were 

involved and could play a part in the performance. However, some others 

misunderstood the idea, their involvement of spectators, on the contrary, was to 

attract audiences. He gave an example of such case that had happened in 

America, which he said was against Grotowski’s original idea. Huang said, 

“Grotowski is an artist who takes art seriously. He repeatedly claimed that the poor 

theatre that they practiced was not his own invention (something entirely new). 

So it is, indeed. His learning started with acting, later directing, and his theatre 

journey started from Stanislavski's system. Later he studied Brecht’s theory. He 

thinks that Brecht is concerned with aesthetics, as for systematic methods, only 

Stanislavski's system is the most established. He also studied actor-training 

methods of Europe (mainly from my teacher’s teacher Jacques Copeau. Copeau has 

two favourite pupils, one is my teacher Saint-Denis, and another is Dullin. He 

studied Dullin’s method of facial expressions). In addition to these, Grotowski also 

visited China and studied our Peking Opera. He also visited Japan and India, and 

studied Japanese Noh Theatre, the classical theatre in India, and Yoga. He thinks 

Method
Physical

Arrangement

Selected?

Physical

Arrangement

Selected?

Examples Method (examples)

Actor's use of stationary light-sources

and actor's personal technique in

creating light effect. (*. Spectator can

play a part in the performance)

No Lighting effects No
Chinese Classical Opera-Theatre

(xiqu, 戏曲)

Lighting used merely for lighting

Atmosphere creation completely

depends on actors' real skills

Stage device also simple in old times

Actor's actions and voices No Costumes Yes
Chinese Classical Opera-Theatre

(xiqu, 戏曲)

Xiqu costume is expensive, Huang

noted.

Actor's body, voice and facial

expressions, movements of actor's

facial muscles

No
Make-up, mask,

fake noses, etc.

Clown in Chinese Kunqu Opera

(Kunqu, 昆曲)
Exercises of facial muscles

Actor's body and craft

Actor's controlled use of gesture
No

Plastic elements

(布景)
No

Chinese Classical Opera-Theatre

(xiqu, 戏曲) examples:

"Autumn River" ("Qiu Jiang" ,《秋江》,

"The Fisherman's Revenge" ( "Da Yu

Sha Jia" ,《打渔杀家》)

Actor's body actions and voices

Orchestration of actors' voices, The

intonations, association of sounds, the

musicality of the language.

Body resonators (head, chest, occiput,

belly...whole doby)

No
Music (live or

recorded)
Peking Opera

Actor's occiput (back of head)

resonator

Even no text Text No

No text in Chinese crude stage play ("

文明戏", the earlier form of Chinese

modern theatre) in 1930s, Huang

noted.

Chinese Classic TheatreGrotowski's "Poor Theatre"
Physical

Arrangements
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that the method of his “Poor Theatre” is not a combination of techniques from all 

the above-mentioned sources, not eclectically collecting them together. Rather, he 

takes and adapts them for use according to his needs—through this he arrives at 

his method of training actor’s basic techniques.” (The original Chinese speech text 

sees in Excerpt 5)  

Excerpt 5 of Huang’s speech text  

他是一个很严肃的艺术家。他曾再三声明,他的这套“穷干”理论并不是他自

己发明的。事实也是如此。他是从学习斯坦尼的体系起家的。先是学表演,后又

学导演。后来他又研究了布莱希特的理论。他认为布莱希特不是个体系,而是个

美学观点,论体系,唯有斯氏体系是最完备的。他还研究了欧洲的优秀表演方法 

(这主要是从我的老师的老师 J·柯波那里学来的。柯波有两个得意门生,一个是

我的老师圣丹尼,一个叫杜兰。他是向杜兰学的面部表情的一套)。除了以上三

个方面外,他还到过我国,研究了我国的京剧；也到过日本和印度,研究了日本的

能乐和印度的民间古典戏剧及瑜伽。他认为,他所提出的“穷干戏剧”,不是集上述

种种之大成,将它们折衷地集中起来,而是按他自己的需要来加以采用和吸收的 

——这才成为他的那套演员基本功的训练方法。  

Huang then added, “Although we do not necessarily agree on all the 

viewpoints of Grotowski, but his method of training basic techniques is very 

valuable. Because no matter whether it is “Rich Theatre” or “Poor Theatre”, it 

(Grotowski’s method of training actor’s basic techniques) is very beneficial to our 

actors. The reason is simple as without a set of basic techniques, we cannot have 

external skills through which to represent/express the character's inner feelings.” 

He summarized Grotowski’s training putting it in four aspects (1. body exercise 

2. shaping exercise 3. facial expression exercise 4. vocal exercise) and described 

each briefly. He said, “Grotowski’s training method was very reasonable and 

suitable for theatre actors. For a long time, I have been trying to work out a method 

for actor’s daily training (like one’s daily washing) so as to improve an actor’s 

performing expression. Now, I recommend Grotowski’s method to you all. His 

method nowadays becomes very popular in Poland, Western Europe, the United 

States and West Germany, and he was invited to teach (it) in many countries. Of 
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course, it is too late for some of the elder actors in our theatre, but young actors 

can and should learn. Danny (Huang’s wife Jin Yunzhi) has already translated the 

training method (of Grotowski), we can set up a pilot group and do some 

explorations. The basic training (of techniques) is very difficult to do, and its 

requirements are very strict and demanding....First we can practice what he says, 

for what we can't do (we can) leave it for the time being. Because if you do it wrong, 

instead, it can lead to trouble…If our comrades have interest, let us explore 

together!” (The original Chinese speech text is cited in Excerpt 6)  

Excerpt 6 of Huang’s speech text  

虽然我们并不一定同意格氏的全部观点,但他的这套基本功训练方法还是很

有价值的。因为无论是“阔干”还是“穷干”,它对我们的演员都上分有用。道理很简

单,倘没有一套基本功,我们就拿不出表现人物内心感情的外部技巧。格氏的基本

功训练共有四大部分:  

(一)形体练习; (二)塑性练习；  

(三)面部表情练习; (四)发声的练习。  

……总之，我觉得格氏的这一套训练方法很有道理，对我们话剧演员很合

用。长期以来，我一直想搞出一套供演员每天“漱洗”用的训练方法，以提高演员

的表现力。现在，我就把格氏的这一套推荐给大家。他的这一套如今在波兰、西

欧、美国、西德都很风行，不少国家都请他去教学。当然，这对我们剧院中有些

老演员来说，已经太晚了；可对青年演员来说,完全可以学，也应该学。现在，丹

尼同志已将这套训练方法译了出来，我们可以先成立个先行小组作些摸索。这套

基本功是很难做的，要求很严。……我们可以先按他所说的去练,做不到的先暂时

不做。因为假使做错了，反而会出乱子……同志们如果有兴趣的话，我们就一块

摸索吧！  

From the above-excerpted text of Huang’s speech delivered in Shanghai 

People's Arts Theatre in 1980, one can notice Huang’s recognition of Grotowski’s 

view and method, although not with all of Grotowski’s viewpoints Huang agrees, 

as he said in this speech. As the then-honorary president of Shanghai People's 

Arts Theatre and a key figure with high reputation nationwide in the area of art 

and theatre in China, in the year 1980 starting a new period, Huang’s 
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introduction of Grotowski’s idea and practical experimentations to China at the 

country’s important conferences and seminars, his recommendation of 

Grotowski’s method to Chinese theatre people and actors, his proposal in the 

national conference of translating Grotowski’s “Towards a Poor Theatre”, he and 

his wife’s pioneer effort in translating Grotowski’s works and method and 

initiating the training method among young actors, all of these strongly confirm 

that Huang is indeed a Chinese “bosom friend” of Grotowski, that they both think 

alike and find enough common ground. Also, Huang’s effort and contribution is 

significant in promoting Grotowski’s view, method and theatrical explorations 

and in promoting Chinese theatre people’s understanding and practice of them.   

As a matter of fact, before his above-mentioned speech in Shanghai People's 

Arts Theatre in the May of 1980, earlier in November of 1979 in the Third 

Congress of China Theatre Association, Huang gave a speech titled “Ren Qi, Xian 

Qi, Zhi Qi” (《人气·仙气·志气》), which was later published in the journal Chinese 

Theatre (《人民戏剧》).16 In his speech, when talking about theatre development 

trends at home and abroad, he mentioned Grotowski and stated that Grotowski 

was a serious artist who developed and worked on “Poor theatre”, as opposed to 

“Rich Theatre” that focused on making money and attracting more audiences. 

He said that Stanislavski asked the key methodological questions, answered the 

questions, and taught people how to do. Grotowski started from Stanislavski’s 

system and went on and made further development. Grotowski came up with 

the idea that says what not to do, and for an actor, how to remove all the 

obstacles in his acting. When elaborating why an actor should have “Ren Qi” (“人

气”, physical techniques, acting craft), he took “breathing” technique for an 

example to say how Grotowski gave attention to an actor’s breathing and vocal 

training based on the actor’s individual physical situation. In his elaboration on 

how to cultivate an actor’s “Xian Qi” (“仙气”, spiritual acting/high-level art 

quality), he said that high level art quality/spiritual acting, like what opera 

master Mei Lanfang has in his acting, could only be achieved with long-time 

persistent hard work, effort and exercises. With “Ren Qi” only but no “Xian Qi”, 
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an actor could only become an ordinary actor instead of a real artist. Training of 

“Ren Qi” and “Xian Qi”, according to Huang, is based on the actor’s “Zhi Qi” (“志

气”, whole-hearted dedication to art and theatre). From this perspective, one 

could find that Huang and Grotowski shared similar thoughts which were just 

expressed in different languages. In fact, as early as 1962, Huang gave a speech 

titled《漫谈“戏剧观”》in Guangzhou.17 In his speech, he came up with the term 

“戏剧观” (theatre view, view as that in world view), and believed that through 

the long history of theatre development, there were numerous theatre 

approaches developed, yet theatre views could be categorized into three groups: 

reality-oriented theatre view (写实的戏剧观) which has much shorter history, 

meaning-oriented theatre view (写意的戏剧观) and the theatre view that has 

both reality and meaning orientations (写实写意混合的戏剧观). In his opinion, 

the experiences from various genres or sources in theatre that were recognized 

in the course of time became a precious legacy, and when the legacy was 

systemized and became a system, the theatre view formed. He undertook the 

comparative study on the theatre views of Stanislavski, Mei Lanfang and Brecht, 

and found not just differences but also commonalities among their theatre and 

art views, for example the connection between the inner feeling, the unseen and 

the external act, the seen. He quoted Sichuan Opera master Zhang Decheng’s 

words that “feelings move from inside to be formed outside” (情动于中而形于

外) to emphasize that what was common in Stanislavski and Brecht’s view was 

also echoed in Chinese theatre. Huang suggested in his speech that Chinese 

theatre people should have a broad theatre view and produce theatrical works 

that were deeply philosophical, touching not the general thing but people’s view 

of the world, of the time, view of life and the deep inner mind.  

Huang is famous for his “Xieyi Theatre”. In an article talking about how his 

“Xieyi Theatre” came to be, Huang once wrote, “文学即人学，我们得理解人，认

识人。但树人必须先树己，做戏先做人。 Literature & Art is a study of Man, we 

should understand Man, know Man. But to educate and cultivate the others one 

must first educate and cultivate oneself. Work on theatre must first work on 
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oneself” and “情与理，形与神，不可分割。Feelings/emotion and reason, the 

form and the formless, cannot be separated”.18 Looking at all these words from 

Huang, it would not be hard for any readers to understand why Huang 

recognized Grotowski’s view and experimental explorations. Both Huang and 

Grotowski have a broad theatre view, both are totally committed to art and 

theatre, aiming to achieve deep thinking and true knowledge of humanity 

through doing theatre and theatre explorations. In his efforts in introducing 

Grotowski’s theatre view to China, in addition to his speeches, in 1982 Huang 

also published his article titled 《什么叫“穷干戏剧”》(What is meant by “Poor 

Theatre”?) in the Chinese academic journal Foreign Theatre (《外国戏剧》).19 In 

July of 1984, thanks to Huang’s proposal earlier on, the book《迈向质朴戏剧》, 

the Chinese version of Grotowski’s “Towards a Poor Theatre” (edited by Eugenio 

Barba) was published by China Theatre Press, and the preface of which was from 

the above-mentioned Huang’s speech delivered at the seminar in Shanghai 

People's Arts Theatre in 1980.20 

In 1988, Huang received the Drama Director Award (lifetime achievements 

award) issued by the Institute of Chinese Drama, and at the prize-awarding 

ceremony held in January of 1989, Huang gave a speech. In his speech, as for 

how to develop Chinese theatre, Huang raised 14 proposals. The first three are 

highly worth noting here. His first proposal suggested that theatre people be 

fully dedicated to theatre with whole-hearted sincerity, not longing for fame and 

fortune. The second suggested that theatre people should raise the quality of art 

to a higher level, take the outstanding theatrical elements from the world, 

broadly read works from both home and abroad, and also learn from the Chinese 

classical theatre and become heir to its great traditions. In his third proposal, 

Huang said, “(We) should improve theatre acting techniques: systematically study 

Stanislavski’s system, study Brecht, Grotowski and Peter Brook’s theatre views and 

theories. Selectively, but not blindly, invite foreign directors to our theatre groups 

and academies to do directing work. Everyday set aside a certain period of time 

for basic technique exercises.” From these first three proposals, one can sense not 
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just the similarity of ideas that Huang shares with Grotowski’s but also 

Grotowski’s influence on Huang’s theatre view. In 1990, Huang’s book《我与写

意戏剧观》(I and my theatre view) was published by China Theatre Press, in 

which his article on Grotowski’s “Poor Theatre” was included.21 Some of Huang’s 

key public speeches and published studies on Grotowski are summarized in 

Table 2.    

 

Table 2. Huang Zuolin’s key speeches and publications relating to Grotowski 

In addition to Huang, in 1980s and 1990s there were also other Chinese 

scholars, playwrights, translators and theatre people studying and translating 

Grotowski’s works and writings and practicing his method. For example, scholar 

Wei Shi’s translation of “The Theatre’s New Testament” was published in the 

fourth issue of the journal Foreign Theatre in 1980.22 In the same issue of the 

journal, Lin Hongliang published his study and understanding of Grotowski’s 

experimental theatre.23 Some writings regarding Grotowski’s “Paratheatre” 

were also translated and introduced to China.24 During the years of hot 

discussions on theatre view in 1980s, the famous playwright Gao Xingjian 

actively shared his views on Grotowski’s theatre practices on newspaper 

pages.25   

3) Grotowski’s influence on Chinese theatre practitioners   

Grotowski’s idea and method also exerted influence on the practicing and 

directing work of some Chinese famous theatre directors and actors, such as 

directors Lin Zhaohua, Mou Sen and actor Feng Yuanzheng. Take director Mou 
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Sen (1963- ), a Chinese pioneer of experimental theatre for example - in an 

interview with “南方文学” in 2012, he said that Grotowski was a man he really, 

really admires.26 His original words in the interview are excerpted below and 

the English translation is given in parentheses. From that one can find 

Grotowski’s influence on a current Chinese avant-garde theatre (先锋戏剧) 

director, although Mou himself does not agree that his theatre is avant-garde.    

Excerpt 1 of Mou Sen’s interview with “南方文学”  

格洛托夫斯基所做的就是斯坦尼斯拉夫斯基晚年所开始的一种东西。格洛

托夫斯基是我真正的、非常非常崇拜的一个人……我最早接触格洛托夫斯基是

通过他那本被翻译过来的书《迈向质朴戏剧》，这本书我快翻烂了，不同的时

期都在翻，不同的时期我有不同的感受。书里包括他的技术方法，开始时跟着

练，后来从冯远征那儿又学习到一些。格洛托夫斯基他问自己，我们为什么要

跟戏剧发生关系？他说事实上就是要让自己身体内部某一部分不透明的东西

变得透明，而他最重要的是变得透明的这个过程，冲破身心内的篱笆。我跟他

的这种感受很靠近。用格洛托夫斯基的一个演员的话来讲，他是从战胜某种心

理障碍开始的，他的心理障碍是在跟人的交往上。我觉得格洛托夫斯基的戏剧

是真正的先锋戏剧，他在今天，有人说他过时了，但他对我没有过时，他关注

的角度跟别人不一样。  

(What Grotowski did was one of the things that Stanislavski began to do in his 

later years. Grotowski is a man I really, really admire…I came to know Grotowski 

through the translated text of his "Towards a Poor Theatre ", which I went through 

in different times, and I have different feelings in different periods of time. The book 

includes his techniques. I followed them and began my practice, and later I learned 

some more from Feng Yuanzheng. Grotowski himself asked why we were concerned 

with art. He said that it was to cross our frontiers, go beyond our limitations, and 

that it was a process in which what was dark in us slowly became transparent. My 

feeling and thought is very close to his. One of Grotowski’s actors said that he began 

(his craft) by overcoming a certain psychological obstacle, which stood in his 

relationship with the others. I think Grotowski’s theatre is the real avant-garde 

theatre. Today, some people say that he is out of date, but for me he is not. His 
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perspective is different from the others.)   

Excerpt 2 of Mou Sen’s interview with “南方文学”   

事实上格洛托夫斯基的观众是很少的，因为剧场不可能容纳很多观众，而

且他对观众的要求实际上是很高的，不是说随便什么人都可以去看他的戏，也

不是所有人都喜欢他的戏。我觉得这都很正常……他最早认为一切多余的东西

他都可以不要，但只有两个最基本的元素：演员和观众，但到了 80 年代左右，

他连观众都不要了。他现在发明了一个词，叫节日。他走得更极端。他的原话

是一些毫无畏惧的人相处在一起这就叫节日。我看这个话本身就已经很激动了，

这是我感觉到的一种非常纯粹的东西。  

(In fact, there are few spectators in Grotowski’s theatre, because it is 

impossible to accommodate many spectators; moreover, Grotowski in fact has high 

demands on his spectators. It is not like that anyone can just go to see his theatre. 

And not everyone likes his theatre. I think this is normal. In an earlier time, he 

thought that whatever proved superfluous could be eliminated but only the two 

essential elements: actor and spectator. Yet in 1980s, spectators were not even 

needed for Grotowski. He invented a term, the “Holiday”. He went to further 

extreme. He said that “Holiday” was the meeting of people who have no fear at all 

(who have unveiled themselves). At reading just the word by him, I was already 

very thrilled. It (“Holiday”) is something I feel as very pure.)   

Excerpt 3 of Mou Sen’s interview with “南方文学”  

还有一个就是格洛托夫斯基实际上创造了一种非常系统的演员训练方法，

几乎被全世界采用，可能只有中国没有普遍地采用。他的方法不是他自己发明

的，他博采众长，从斯坦尼斯拉夫斯基那里，从印度的古代戏剧那里，从京剧

的、日本的古典戏剧那里，从欧洲的哑剧传统里，从意大利假面喜剧的传统里，

从瑜珈里，等等等等，只要是他感受到的，只要是他认为好的东西，他都融汇

到一起。这里面有一个概念问题，对人的训练，他吸收的东西更多的是古代东

方的一种哲学智慧，跟佛教、禅宗里的修行是一样的，他是通过正身来正心。

他认为人的身体的改变会改变人的肌肉，同时改变人的情绪人的心灵。  

(Another thing is that Grotowski actually created a very systematic method of 

actor training. It has been used almost all over the world, (but) probably not 
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popular in China. His method is not his own invention, he draws on many strengths 

from the others, from Stanislavski, from Indian classical theatre, Peking Opera, 

Japanese classical theatre, from European traditions of pantomime, from 

traditions of Italian comedy, from Yoga, etc. Whatever elements (from other 

sources) that were deemed good, he adapted for use. Here is a concept, which is the 

training of a “Man”. What he absorbed was more of a philosophical wisdom of the 

ancient East. His training is the same as the practice in Buddhism and Zen. His is 

through work on the body to work on the mind (heart and the head of the doers.) 

He believed that changes in the human body bring changes in human muscles as 

well as changes of human emotions and mind.)        

Excerpt 4 of Mou Sen’s interview with “南方文学”  

他非常非常重视演员身体的开发……格洛托夫斯基与斯坦尼斯拉夫斯基一样，

他从来不满足于自己某时某刻的所谓成果和结果，一生都在寻找变化。只要感觉

到了这个东西，需要变他就去做……按顺序说，接受格洛托夫斯基，最早是看他

的书，后来 1991年去美国访问，还在纽约的林肯戏剧图书中心看到了他的一个

录像带，这是我目前为止看到的唯一的一个录像带，是《卫城》。然后办《彼岸》

训练班的时侯，冯远征是在德国学习过他的方法，又开始教他的方法。但实际上

格洛托夫斯基身体训练的一个主要的基础是以瑜珈的方法为主。我自己是从 90

年就开始瑜珈练习，所以很多东西到最后就通了。瑜珈它强调每一个人都可以做，

而且它还强调缓慢地变化。你只要坚持就会感觉到，它强调身体内部的变化，开

发身体内部能量的东西。我在今天依然在学习各种东西，因为很多不同的东西我

有不同的感受。  

(He focused very much on the development of the actor's body... Like 

Stanislavski, Grotowski was never satisfied with the results achieved at a certain 

moment, (rather) he spent his whole life time searching for changes. As soon as he 

felt it (the change to make), he did it…My acceptance of Grotowski started from 

reading his books. Later in 1991, during my visit to the United States, I saw a 

videotape of him in the bookshop of Lincoln Centre in New York. It is the only 

videotape (of Grotowski’s works) I have seen so far, (it is) the Acropolis. Then at 

the time when I was running the training group for “Bi An” (name of a drama), 
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Feng Yuanzheng, who used to study Grotowski’s method in Germany, began to 

teach his (Grotowski’s) method (in the group). Actually one of the main 

foundations of Grotowski's physical training is the Yoga method. I had been 

practicing Yoga since 1990, so a lot of things have worked out in the end. Yoga 

emphasizes that everyone can do it, and it emphasizes slow change. As long as you 

keep practicing, you will feel it (change). Yoga emphasizes the changes inside the 

body and development of the inner energy. Today, I still learn various new things, 

because different feelings will come up when learning different things.)  

The above-excerpted words of director Mou show the acceptance and 

recognition of Grotowski by the representative of Chinese avant-garde theatre 

director and his peers. As one of the greatest reformers of 20th century theatre, 

Grotowski exerts not just significant influence on theatre today, but also brings 

Polish theatre onto the global stage. As for China, it is said that in the new period 

in China since 1980, people’s understanding of Polish theatre began with 

Grotowski. He became the next foreign theatre practitioner, director and 

reformer, after Stanislavski, Meyerhold and Brecht that Chinese scholars, theatre 

directors and actors study and learn from.  

4) New century   

In the new century, many more translations, studies and publications 

regarding Grotowski’s experimental theatre practices and views in the different 

phases of his theatre journey are to be found in Chinese academic journals and 

networks. For example, in 2002, Peter Brook’s “Grotowski, Art as Vehicle” was 

translated by Shu Chang and published in the journal Theatre Arts, the academic 

journal of Shang Theatre Academy.27 Seven years later, in 2009, the article 

“Grotowski and the Grotowskian” by Richard Schechner was translated by Cao 

Lusheng and published again in Theatre Arts.28 As for Chinese scholars’ studies 

and publications, they focus not just on the “Poor Theatre”, not just the earlier 

period of Grotowski’s productions and views, rather, they cover all the five 

phases of Grotowski’s journey, namely Theatre of Productions (1959-1969), 

Theatre of Participation (or Paratheatre, 1969-1978), Theatre of Sources (1976–
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1982), Objective Drama (1983–1986), and Art as Vehicle (or Ritual Arts, 1986–

1999). For example, scholar Liang Yanli reviewed Grotowski’s idea and 

methodology from Theatre to Post-Theatre, from the “Poor Theatre” to the “Art 

as Vehicle” and concluded that Grotowski's idea of theatre was that theatre was 

not the goal but a way.29 Another scholar Wang Yuli studied Grotowski’s post-

theatrical activities from philosophical and anthropological perspectives, and 

generalized that Grotowski’s activity after “Theatre of Productions” was to 

explore the three fundamental and philosophical questions (“Who or what am I? 

Where am I from? Where will I go?”), and to search for and realize the mission 

of life.30 In Wang’s opinion, Grotowski’s post-theatrical activities have deep 

philosophical and anthropological implications, which are more about revealing 

the “miracles of life”, and which have much more significance in inspiring 

modern men in their pursuit of the value of life than reference to the theatrical 

practice itself.   

In addition to these, some deep studies of Taiwanese scholar Zhong Mingde 

published in the Shanghai Theatre Academy’s Theatre Arts journal are highly 

worth mentioning in this study. In his published paper, Zhong studied 

Grotowski’s “Art as Vehicle” and the possible development of the idea in the local 

culture.31 In Zhong’s view, “Art as Vehicle”, put simply, indicates that art is a way 

for the fulfilment and liberation of one’s self and life. (简单地说,“艺乘”即“艺术

创作作为个人自我/生命的实现/ 解脱之道。) Unlike many others, Zhong 

translated “Art as Vehicle” into “艺乘’, because he said,   

“几经考虑，我最后还是决定将格氏最后研究阶段之名—Art as Vehicle—译为

“艺乘”（乘，梵文 yana，意为车乘，英译做 vehicle），因为格氏的一生及其创作

成果，不仅仅是对剧场人有意义，对任何艺术家、创作者、人，“艺乘”都是可行

之道，八万四千法门之一！”   

(After full consideration, I finally decided to translate the name of Grotowski’s 

final research phase - Art as Vehicle - into "艺乘". 乘, yana in Sanskrit, meaning 

ride, in English it is translated into vehicle. Because Grotowski’s creative 

achievement in his lifetime is not only meaningful to theatre people. To any artist, 
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creator, and anyone, "Art as Vehicle" is also a feasible path/way, a path out of 

eighty-four thousand paths/ways!”) Note. Eighty-four thousand paths/ways is a 

term from Buddhism. It is a symbolic expression, implying that there are many 

paths/approaches one can take to reach the truth of self and life.   

Zhong agreed with Peter Brook that Grotowski was indeed “a deeply simple 

man” and his research was “profoundly pure”. Grotowski’s interest since 

childhood to the end of his life remained pure and consistent, and theatre for 

him is not a goal but a way. The long trajectory that Grotowski made was 

displayed by Zhong in a photograph, in which “Art as Presentation” is one 

extremity of the chain, and “Art as Vehicle” is the other extremity of the same 

chain (shown in Figure 2, English names were added in this study).   

 

Figure 2. Zhong’s graphic display of Grotowski’s research “trajectory” 

Zhong then elaborated in detail about Grotowski’s clarification on the 

difference between “Art as Presentation” (a performance) and “Art as Vehicle”, 

and explained the “Objectivity of the ritual”, the “primordial elevator/the basket” 

and “Verticality” of the “Art as Vehicle”. He used and transformed some words 

from Grotowski’s “Performer” and wrote,  

“格洛托夫斯基是个行动的人,他不扮演另一个人。他是行者(doer)、僧侣 

(priest)、战士(warrior)：他在美学型类之外。他是个有知识的人—如果我们喜欢

浪漫的事物,我们可以说他就像是卡斯塔尼达小说中的“智者”。知识是种做。智者

会做,而不是拥有观念或理论—从这种“行动的人”的角度来看,我们以上用“仪式的

客观性”、“垂直升降”、“升降篮”、“内在行动”和“能量的转换”等等譬喻,来反复指

向“艺乘”的核心—我们就是把这些说法当成经文记诵得滚瓜烂熟,事实上,离格氏

的教诲依然十分遥远。“艺乘”是种做,而不是可被拥有的观念或理论—我们去做之

后才能了解。我们只能去做或不做!”  
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(Grotowski is a man of action, he does not play another. He is a doer, a priest, a 

warrior: he is outside aesthetic genres. He is a man of knowledge—if we like 

romanticism, we can say he is like the man of knowledge in Castaneda’s novels. 

Knowledge is about doing. The man of knowledge has the doing and not ideas or 

theories—From the perspective of “man of action”, the metaphoric descriptions, 

such as “the objectivity of the ritual”, “itinerary in verticality”, “the basket”, “inner 

action” and “transformation of energies” and so on, are all repeatedly pointing to 

the core of “Art as Vehicle”—Even if we memorize his words and remember them by 

heart like scriptures, (yet) in reality we are still far distant from his teachings. “Art 

as Vehicle” is about doing, rather than the theory or idea that one can have—only 

after we do it, can we understand it. We have to do it or not!)   

On this account, Zhong thinks that what should be continued is not the 

“System of Grotowski”, rather, it should be the “Art as Vehicle”—the old tradition 

which re-emerged in the end of the twentieth century. He also thinks that the 

exploration of “Art as Vehicle” should not just halt at where Grotowski’s research 

stopped (the “Action” that Grotowski and Thomas Richards collaborated on), 

instead, for all those who are concerned about Grotowski’s teachings, the 

research work on “Art as Vehicle” should be continued, being powered by life. 

“Art as Vehicle” is not about speaking/talking but doing. (“乘是行义，不在口争”), 

and what it requires is to do it. He found that in local culture there were many 

traces of “Art as Vehicle” that were left by the ancestors to the following 

generations, such as the ritual activity in temple, the ritual songs, dances of local 

aborigines. In his paper, he shared some experimental work and discoveries 

from the local ritual activities and practitioners. Truly, it is not about discovering 

something new but something forgotten, as was said by Grotowski.32 Zhong 

believed that those that he and his partners were working on could be the 

content with which to “tell it (Grotowski’s Art as Vehicle) forward”. “And, if one 

day, what we say has some profound difference from what Grotowski tells us, 

only by then can we say we fulfil our responsibility of telling it forward,” Zhong 

added.   
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Except for the above-mentioned study on “Art as Vehicle”, Zhong also re-

searched Grotowski’s concept of body in his other article.33 He studied 

Grotowski’s Method of Physical Action (MPA) and illustrated it by means of a 

visualized diagram, which is displayed in Figure 3, and the English version is 

added in Table 3. By studying Grotowski’s MPA research work, Zhong concluded 

that a performer of MPA should cultivate his own physical actions to “penetrate” 

the “three bodies” so as to achieve the “total act” and realize his own “essence” 

as a true man (czlowiek).   

  

Figure 3. Zhong’s illustration of Grotowski’s MPA: from “body and essence” to 

“body of essence” 

 

Table 3. Translation of Zhong’s illustration of Grotowski’s MPA: from “body and 

essence” to “body of essence” 

In Performer, Grotowski said, “I am a teacher of Performer…the teaching 

should be received, but the manner for the apprentice to rediscover it can only 

be personal.” A Chinese proverb says, “师傅领进门，修行在个人” (Teachers open 

the door; you enter by yourself). Zhong’s view echoes these words. Indeed, only 

through doing can the true knowledge be obtained, only through doing can Art 

become a Vehicle to true knowledge of self and life.   

With respect to Polish theatrical research and practice (one aspect of Polish 

theatre in this study), from all the above analysis of the speeches, interviews and 
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papers by Chinese scholars and theatre people, whether in the new period in the 

twentieth century or in the new century, it is beyond doubt to say that Grotowski 

is a reformer of theatre and also a messenger of ideas and Polish theatre to China. 

Whether it comes to the “Poor Theatre” intensively studied since 1980s, or the 

“Art as Vehicle” researched and practiced nowadays, Grotowski’s ideas, methods 

and legacy are positively recognized, accepted, studied and practiced by some 

Chinese scholars and theatre people. In the meantime, Grotowski's 

revolutionary idea of making avant-garde theatre by returning to the theatre 

very sources reverberates with many ideas in Chinese performing art tradition. 

In addition to theatrical research aspect, this study will also consider the 

communication of Polish theatre productions in current Chinese market in part 

two. Polish director Krystian Lupa and his work Mo Fei is selected for research 

and analysis. 

Part Two: The communication of Polish theatrical production (e.g., Lupa’s 

Mo Fei) in China   

1) Mo Fei  

As mentioned in the introduction of this study, Mo Fei (《酗酒者莫非》, full 

literal translation of the Chinese name is “The Drunkard Mo Fei”) is a drama 

directed by the Polish theatre director Krystian Lupa. It was staged first in 

Tianjin Grand Theatre on June 24th, 2017 and was later performed in other 

Chinese cities such as Harbin, Shanghai, Xia Men, Xi’an and so on. The official 

poster of Mo Fei is shown in Figure 4.   
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Figure 4. The official poster of Mo Fei 

Since 2014, Lupa had been invited to Lin Zhaohua Theatre Arts Festival for 

three consecutive years and presented his theatre productions in China, which 

included Persona·Marilyn (《假面·玛丽莲》) in 2014, Woodcutters (《伐木》) in 

2015, and Heroes' Square (《英雄广场》) in 2016. According to Q Daily, the reason 

why it was Lupa who directed Mo Fei in 2017 can be traced back to 2016.34 In 

that year, following Lupa’s Polish theatre production Heroes' Square, the then-

President of Tianjin Grand Theatre Mr. Qian Cheng asked Lupa if he could also 

direct a Chinese drama in China in addition to just introducing his Polish theatre 

productions to China. Lupa asked if there was an appropriate play to use, then 

the Chinese theatre director Lin Zhaohua recommended him Shi Tiesheng’s 
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medium-length novel titled《关于一部以电影作舞台背景的戏剧之设想》(“A 

conception of a drama with film as the stage background”, the short name 

“Conception” will be used hereafter in this study). Although Lin had the right to 

adapt the play, for a long time he had not been able to make it possible. It is rather 

difficult to stage, because even the writer Shi himself wrote in the postscript of 

the “Conception” that he did not think it was very likely to stage and film it, and 

that perhaps it was rather better to let it live solely as a novel.35 The direct reason 

for this might be financial or technical issues, however Shi said, “…But the 

fundamental reason why it is difficult to be staged and filmed is that such a play 

is probably one of God's amusements, and we, as part of God's amusements, are 

unlikely to reproduce the whole of God's amusements." (……但难于排演和拍摄

的根本原因在于：这样的戏剧很可能是上帝的一项娱乐，而我们作为上帝之娱

乐的一部分，不大可能再现上帝之娱乐的全部。 ) Lupa took Shi’s play 

“Conception”, and used some of his other philosophizing and humanistic 

representative works, such as the  narrative prose “The Temple of Earth and 

Me” (《我与地坛》), “Acacia Tree” (《合欢树》), “Sin and Destiny” (《原罪宿命》) 

and finally adapted the play and worked out his theatre production Mo Fei. Using 

Mo Fei as the title is because of two reasons: 1) the drunkard Mo Fei is the thread 

of the whole drama 2) “莫非 “ (Mo Fei) in Chinese language has another 

implication. It usually refers to the chance of other possibilities (e.g., “another 

possibility could be…”, “or, it could be…”) Due to these two reasons, Lupa used 

Mo Fei as the title.36  

The drama is divided into three acts (15 scenes) and lasts for about 5 hours. 

In the drama, in an empty room with a wall made of movie screen, Mo Fei has 

different encounters in reality and in his illusionary mind (technically supported 

by the movie screen wall and stage design). By drinking, he transcends to the 

past and the future, and reveals his everyday life, his view of the world and life, 

and his fear and struggles. He meets a rat, his imaginary ex-wife who divorced 

and left him, a police officer, and his parents and siblings. During all these 

encounters in reality and Mo Fei’s fantasy, a series of dialogues between Mo Fei 
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and others, Mo Fei and himself (character Mo and character Young Mo Fei) take 

place on the stage. For instance, he warned his teenage-self two times that he 

should cherish the world and stay away from alcohol. He tried to stop his 

parents' marriage and said, "You are going to make not just your own tragedy 

but also mine." Mo Fei lives in a crowd that can be seen but cannot be touched. 

In his view, “wall” is everywhere, in family, in the world and everywhere. People 

are just living and ramming from “wall” to “wall” all day, being barred and 

separated by “walls”, walls of air, sunshine, language, eyes, coughs, head-shaking, 

sigh, winking, etc. etc. Even if people stand close and naked, there is still a “wall” 

that keeps them apart for thousands of miles. Barred and separated by the 

“walls”, in Mo Fei’s view, people live like actors, pretending, being arrogant, 

cheating and self-cheating, harming and hating one another, yet none can avoid 

inner loneliness, because these “walls” are thin but heavy. At a moment, he 

visualizes the disappearance of all the walls, but his visualization again is just a 

fantasy. Thus Mo Fei’s obsession with touch and fear coexist. "I dare not...I'm 

afraid...Afraid to touch that layer of cloth (movie screen) again...There's nothing 

behind the layer of cloth..." At the end of the drama, the alcoholic Mo Fei finds 

that (in the light shadow on the screen) he and his beloved ex-wife have gone 

away together, but in reality he is left alone on the other side of the screen. He 

tore the screen off in anger and died. A tragedy thus happens which cannot be 

avoided in space and time. The prophecy that appeared in Mo Fei’s dream in 

earlier days that his body was not found until seven days later eventually comes 

true.37 As for the actors, the drama is mainly performed by Chinese actors, with 

actor Wang Xuebing performing Mo Fei. Figure 5 shows a poster of Mo Fei by 

Tianjin Grand Theatre, in which the male actor is Wang who performs Mo Fei. In 

the drama, there is only one Polish actor who is Sandra Korzeniak performing a 

foreign journalist.   
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Figure 5. A poster of Mo Fei by Tianjin Grand Theatre (Actor Wang Xuebing on 

the left performs Mo Fei) 

Before analyzing Chinese theatre people and public’s responses to Lupa’s 

Mo Fei, it is necessary to give some background information about the famous 

Chinese writer Shi Tiesheng (1951-2010). Shi was born in Beijing in 1951 where 

he spent most of his life near the Temple of Earth (地坛). After graduating from 

high school, in 1969 Shi was sent to a rural area of Shaanxi and worked there as 

a zhiqing (zhiqing refers to a youth sent from urban area to countryside due to 

a social movement in Culture Revolution). At the age of 21, Shi was paralyzed in 

an accident in Shaanxi, and was sent back to Beijing. It was since then that he 

began his writing career. It was also since then that Shi began the rest of his life 
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in a wheelchair for 38 years, and from 1998 on he was plagued by kidney disease 

and dialysis treatment. Shi once said, “My profession is illness. My part time job 

is writing.” On the last day of 2010, Shi died of a cerebral haemorrhage.38 

Shenzhen Daily commented, “The departure of Shi is a huge loss for Chinese 

literature. Shi was not a lucrative writer, and his works were the result of long, 

deep thought, unlike most Chinese writers of his time. Physically constrained 

and facing the threat of death almost daily, his perception of the world was highly 

spiritual and his view of life was clearer than the view of most healthy people. 

This could explain why his works were so influential.”  

2) The Chinese theatre experts, professionals, and scholars’ responses to 

Lupa’s Mo Fei  

Upon being staged, Lupa’s Mo Fei attracted a high degree of attention from 

Chinese theatre people, scholars and dramatic critics. There are not only articles 

and critics published in some main-stream newspapers but also specific 

seminars held among theatre people. Although individual opinions differ from 

one another, which is evident from the review of the published articles and critics, 

it can be generalized that theatre people’s discussions and views are mainly 

about three topics: 1) the great aesthetic and thought provoking feature of Mo Fei 

2) Lupa’s adaptation of Shi’s original work “Conception” in Mo Fei 3) the length 

and pace of the performance. This study selected a few published articles and 

critical opinions to analyse Chinese theatre people’s views on the three topics.  

Journalist Yang Ningshu’s article in Heilongjiang Daily praised the aesthetic 

and thought-provoking feature of Mo Fei and also reported theatre experts’ 

debate about it.39 Yang wrote, “Through the five-hour drama, we read the history 

of a person’s mind/heart…Mo Fei’s time-space overlapping story itself already 

greatly attracts the audience's curiosity, let alone as it is offered in a novel form 

of representation. It is performed on theatre stage, using movie as the 

background of the stage. Actors move in and out in between stage and movie, and 

the story shifts in between reality and illusion/fantasy. This makes us, who are 

immersed in the dreamlike scene and exposed to Mo Fei’s delirious words, like 
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the writer Shi Tiesheng, and leads to questioning the truthfulness of the whole 

world and the script of life which is directed and performed by each person.” (The 

original text is cited in Excerpt 1)  

Excerpt 1 of Yang’s article in Heilongjiang Daily  

5 小时大戏我们阅读一个人的心灵史…… 发生在莫非身上时空重叠的故事，

本身就会吸引观众的好奇，何况它还有一个新颖的表现形式，以电影作为舞台背

景，用话剧艺术表演，人物在屏幕与舞台间穿梭，故事在虚幻与现实中切换。这

让置身梦幻般场景和酗酒者呓语之中的我们，也会像史铁生一样，质疑整个世界

的真实性，以及每个人自导自演的人生剧本。  

The article reported that although Mo Fei had ended, people’s debate about 

it continued. Some experts questioned the actor’s garrulous lines and the 

slowness of the story/plot, and believed that the five-hour performance was too 

long for the audience. Other experts said that the drama diminished the “story” 

feature, thus did not keep up with the audience’s needs and the demand of fast 

culture. For these views, the article quoted what was said by the famous Chinese 

independent drama critics Bei Xiaojing and Wang Shijian, which is cited and 

translated in Excerpt 2.      

Excerpt 2 of Yang’s article in Heilongjiang Daily  

对此，知名评论人北小京撰文反驳说，充满功利性的创作，与舞台上演技夸

张的演员一样，内心是干瘪空洞的。进剧场看故事，确实是中国大部分观众的习

惯，但这不是唯一的习惯！是谁培养了我们这种习惯？难道各位专家不该自省一

下吗？故事，杀死了创作者的脑细胞和想象力，让一代又一代的创作者陷入“精

彩绝伦的情节”以及“巧妙的起承转合”中！回到《酗酒者莫非》这部戏中，正是因

为时间消解了故事，表达的想象力替换了情节，才让演员和观众有了珍贵的内心

注视……我们真正缺少的，不是高屋建瓴的大意义，而是走进个体灵魂深处的关

怀……陆帕导演把一个被社会挤压到边缘的灵魂放到了舞台中心!关注那些绝望

者的灵魂，给予他们被倾听的舞台，这是他的伟大之处，也是史铁生先生的作品

所表达的救赎之路！评论人王诗剑撰文说，《酗酒者莫非》作为一部大戏，从一

个前所未有的高度投射了我们的内心，让我们短暂的带着勇气一窥自己的内心，
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那里有些地方从未被照亮。  

(For these, the prominent critic Bei Xiaojing argued, “The utilitarian creation, 

like an actor with exaggerated acting skills on stage, has a shrivelled and empty 

heart. Watching stories in theatres is indeed a habit of most Chinese audiences, but 

it is not the only habit! Who cultivated this habit for us? Shouldn't the experts 

themselves do some self-examination? Story kills the creators’ brain cells and 

imagination, thus successive generations of them are trapped in the “wonderful 

story/plot” and “clever transition”! Back to the drama Mo Fei, it is right because 

time has dissolved the story, and the imagination out of the actor’s expression has 

replaced the story/plot so that the actors and the audiences have the precious 

“inner gaze”…What we really lack is not the big meaning from a lofty point of view 

but the care that goes deep into the individual’s soul…Director Lupa puts center 

stage a marginalized soul in the society! Paying attention to the souls in despair, 

giving them a stage to be heard, this is the greatness of Lupa’s work, and also the 

way of redemption expressed by Shi Tiesheng in his works!” The critic Wang Shijian 

said, “As a great drama, Mo Fei penetrates/projects our hearts from an 

unprecedented height, giving us a brief glimpse of our hearts with courage, where 

some parts have never been illuminated.”)  

Yang’s article also reported the president of Harbin Grand Theatre Qian 

Cheng’s introduction of Lupa’s creative process and his view toward Mo Fei. 

According to Qian, in order to create Mo Fei, Lupa found five translators to help 

him translate some of Shi’s works (e.g., “The Temple of Earth and Me”, “Acacia 

Tree”, “Sin and Destiny”, etc.), watched a documentary about Shi’s life, and made 

three trips to the Temple of Earth to explore Shi’s inner journey along the road 

that Shi’s wheels used to pass. Qian said that what was presented in front of the 

audience had gone beyond the original text, and that it was a second-time 

creation which was completely based on Lupa’s understanding of the writer Shi 

and which integrated Shi’s story with its spiritual core.   

In another article published in the New Criticism of Wen Xue Bao/Literature 
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Press (《文学报》新批评), the author A Zhi wrote that Mo Fei was the result of 

the equal negotiation and communication between the Chinese actors and 

Polish theatre master.40 It commented on Lupa’s creative adaptation of Shi’s 

original text and how Lupa worked out a new text for Mo Fei. A Zhi’s original text 

is cited in excerpt 1, followed by the translation.   

Excerpt 1 of A Zhi’s article in the New Criticism of Wen Xue Bao  

陆帕对《设想》所发挥的主观能动性要强烈得多。陆帕并没有对《设想》原

文做出大刀阔斧的改编，而是在中方的引荐、协助下，陆续读了史铁生的其他篇

目《我与地坛》《宿命》《合欢树》，并且在成立演员班底后，每天与演员进行讨

论与磨合，在磨合的过程中整理出文本，这才有了最终定稿的《酗酒者莫非》。

这样的工作手法在欧洲剧场界屡见不鲜，业界称之为“构作”，从“后戏剧剧场” 的

观念来看，文本不再统领全剧，而是作为演出的元素之一，与演员、导演、舞台、

灯光等元素平起平坐，因此主创团队的二度创作就显得尤其重要……史铁生在《设

想》的文末曾经感慨过，这样的一出戏不太可能被排演出来……但以今天的技术

水平来看，实现这样跨媒介、多类型的融合并非难事，陆帕所做的改编，其实是

让先锋文本回归传统戏剧。  

(Lupa’s subjective initiative on Shi’s “Conception” is much stronger. He did not 

make a radical adaptation of the original text of “Conception”, but with Chinese 

side’s recommendation and assistance, Lupa read Shi’s other works such as “The 

Temple of Earth and Me”, “Acacia Tree”, “Sin and Destiny”. Moreover, after the 

setting-up of the team of actors, Lupa and the actors discussed and adjusted the text 

every day. In the process of communicating and adjusting, the text was worked out, 

which became the final text of Mo Fei. Such work practice called "Composition" is 

common in the European theatre. From the perspective of Post-dramatic theatre, 

text is no longer a dominant element in theatre, rather it is just one of the elements 

that are equally important as the actors, director, staging, lighting, etc. Thus, the 

second-time creation of Lupa’s team is particularly important…In the postscript of 

the “Conception” (written on March 25th, 1996), the writer Shi lamented that such 

a play was unlikely to be staged/filmed...However, with today's technology, it is 

rather not difficult to achieve such a cross-media and multi-type integration. Lupa's 
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adaptation is to make it come true that the then avant-garde literature/play (of 

1996) is staged in today’s theatre.)   

Regarding the most debated topic that Lupa’s Mo Fei betrayed the writer 

Shi’s will, the critic A Zhi shared his thoughts, which is cited in Excerpt 2. To 

facilitate the readers’ understanding about why “betrayal” became a hot topic, 

the original text of the preface and postscript of Shi’s “Conception” and the 

translations are provided in the appendix of this study.     

Excerpt 2 of A Zhi’s article in the New Criticism of Wen Xue Bao  

在首演后的研讨会上，出现最多的争议，就是陆帕“背叛”了史铁生——史铁

生曾在《设想》开篇便郑重声明“不要改动这剧名，更不要更换，也不要更换之后

而把现有的剧名变作副标题。现在的剧名是唯一恰当的剧名，为了纪念已故的酗

酒者 A，这剧名是再完美不过了”。史铁生斯人已逝，我们无法向他求证酗酒者 A

是否在现实生活中确有其人，只是从史铁生的纪实散文以及媒体对其夫人的采访

中可以推测，史铁生与《设想》中的 A几乎无共同之处。陆帕所做的，并非还原

A，他想探索和还原的，是史铁生本人，因此他在阅读史铁生的过程中，会将自

己代入进史铁生的角色。总结起来，《设想》只是框架，《宿命》才是灵魂，而《我

与地坛》和《合欢树》是血肉，血肉是为了让灵魂更加丰满起来。陆帕在创作的

过程中深化了对史铁生的理解，而观众则通过舞台上的演出更加读懂了陆帕。  

(In the seminar after the first presentation of Mo Fei, the most controversial 

argument was that Lupa "betrayed" Shi Tiesheng, the reason being that Shi had 

written in the “Conception” preface, “Do not change the title of the play, do not 

even replace it, or use it as the subtitle after replacing the current title. The current 

title is the only proper title, a perfect one in honour of the deceased drunkard A.” 

Writer Shi has passed away, and we cannot check with him whether the drunkard 

A really exists in real life or not. From Shi’s documentary prose and the media’s 

interview with his wife, we can only speculate that Shi hardly shares any 

commonality with the drunkard A of the “Conception”. What Lupa did is not to 

present exactly the same A as it was written; rather, what he wanted to explore 

and restore was Shi himself. Therefore, in the process of reading Shi’s works, Lupa 

put himself into Shi’s shoes. In conclusion, the “Conception” is the frame, the “Sin 
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and Destiny” is the soul, while “The Temple of Earth and Me” and “Acacia Tree” are 

the flesh and blood used to carry/enrich the soul. Lupa deepened his 

understanding of Shi in the process of creation, while the audience understood 

Lupa better through the performance on the stage.)   

To Lupa’s Mo Fei and his cooperation with Chinese actors, the Chinese 

mainstream media have given positive reviews. For instance, Feng Xinping’s 

article in Culture Week of Beijing Daily said that with a two-tier narrative 

structure and two-sided metaphor that seamlessly connected stage 

performance with real-time movie, Lupa vividly presented the loneliness, 

painful struggle and fear of the drunkard Mo Fei. Feng admitted that to perform 

that kind of loneliness was not owing to the actor’s thinking but to the actors’ 

real understanding and their organic act. Lupa’s discussion, guidance and 

cooperation with Chinese actor brought about a change to the Chinese actors so 

that “the contemporary Chinese (actors) on the stage finally have the spirit of 

acting that is like the silence of a hurricane,” Feng quoted what the Chinese 

literary critic and playwright Li Jing said.41 Regarding Lupa’s effort to inspire the 

actors, theatre critic Zhang Xiangyang also gave her high recognition. In her 

article in Arts Criticism, Zhang wrote, “Lupa spends a lot of time coaching actors 

on how to construct characters. This resulted in the rebirth of actors on the 

Chinese stage”.42 Zhang’s article recorded some interviews with the Chinese 

actors who performed in Mo Fei. Actor Wang Xuebing (performing the character 

Mo Fei) said, “In rehearsals one of the things Lupa talked to them the most was 

what it look like to be drunk…If one can fully understand the psychological 

process of drunkards, then this is a very good starting point for creation…” He 

shared how Lupa inspired the actors and how he could act “slowly” and 

organically, although in the beginning he felt the first act could have been 

finished within three minutes. Wang said, “Lupa tells us that we shouldn’t care 

if the audience can see it or not, as long as we give the action meaning, then it's 

not just an action. We wouldn't be so quick…The audience will see this as a real 

interaction, not a lengthy one.” Actress Li Mei (Mo Fei’s sister) said that Lupa 
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helped them find the philosophical foundation of the drama. “Lupa has a strange 

knack for rediscovering things that people buried deep in their hearts and never 

wanted to touch,” said Li. Actor Zhang Jiahuai (Young Shi Tiesheng in Mo Fei) said, 

“We Chinese performers are used to performing things clearly to the audience 

in case they do not get it. But Lupa does not think it matters. An actor on the 

stage should be involved in continuous thinking and full psychological activities, 

and that drives the body's external performance. A sudden pause, a sudden talk, 

these are the natural physical reactions of the inner mind. What one’s 

mind/heart wants to say, or what is hidden is far more than what one says.” 

Actress Zhao Xiaolu said that Lupa’s drama put everything into a world that is 

both real and unreal, facing the deepest part of human nature. She admitted that 

it was difficult to work in Lupa’s drama, and actors would consume a lot of 

energy. However, she said that was what she wanted—the value that is different 

and unique. What’s worth mentioning in this study is that due to Lupa’s coaching 

and their performance in Mo Fei, actor Wang Xuebing and actress Li Mei won the 

7th International Theatre Academy Awards (Acting Awards) for Best Lead Actor 

and Best Supporting Role, respectively. Needless to say, Lupa’s Mo Fei won the 

Award for Best play.   

In addition to the discussions it triggered in the newspapers, Lupa’s Mo Fei 

also attracted high attention and stimulated talks among Chinese scholars and 

people who are engaged with theatre and performance industry. In October 

2017, Chinese theatre scholars, experts, industry leaders and Lupa attended the 

Mo Fei Seminar (mentioned at the outset of this study) and shared their views 

at Shanghai Theatre Academy after Mo Fei had been staged in the academy. As 

the seminar host, the President of Shanghai Theatre Academy Huang Changyong 

believed that the guest audiences must have had a very profound and shocking 

aesthetic experience from watching Mo Fei. Prof. Wu Weimin from Yunnan Arts 

University considered Mo Fei as a very good piece of work from the perspectives 

of aesthetics, stage design and style, as well as structure and meaning. He said, 

“First of all, I feel that last night's drama touched my heart, in a sense, and I feel 
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that it was full of sincerity.” However, he added that some audiences felt the 

drama was a bit lengthy. To this, the independent theatre artist Zhang Xian gave 

his point of view and said, “We need immersive experiences, we need time, that’s 

important.” In his view, people in the theatre have to put aside the short 

experience that cares for only results but not the process, have to leave the 

production and consumption patterns of the era that is dominated by industrial 

and commercial consumption. Professor Lv Xiaoping from Nanjing University 

believed that a good drama was the one that could guide and inspire the 

audience, and could express what people doubt rather than what people believe. 

“Lupa took writer Shi’s works and made Mo Fei, through which he expressed on 

the stage the human beings’ real doubt about the world and their melancholy, 

sadness and loneliness because the individual and all the humanity could not 

make/handle the world…But, we here still do not understand the real art, thus I 

think it is very meaningful to bring Lupa’s Mo Fei to Shanghai,” Lv added. 

Playwright, director and Professor Sun Huizhu of Shanghai Theatre Academy 

said he was impressed with Lupa’s “vision” (shi ye, 视野, literal translation is 

eye field). The term “vision” for him is not just an interesting word but a deep 

metaphor, implying that things can be seen, or spiritual things can be seen with 

eyes. The head of Shanghai Theatre Academy’s Acting Department Professor He 

Yan contributed to the discussion saying that when an actor’s physiology is not 

activated, the body rhythm is chaotic. Lupa’s work on the actor’s vocal skills, 

language and field/lifewave in Mo Fei is of great significance to Chinese theatre 

practitioners and teaching staff. The playwright, theatre festival director and 

also the vice president of Shanghai Media Group’s Performing Arts Group Mr. Yu 

Rongjun expressed the opinion that bringing Mo Fei to Shanghai had a special 

meaning. He said, “There is a phenomenon in Shanghai this year which is the 

explosive amount of musicals, as many as you can imagine. The commercial 

market in Shanghai is doing well, and we have relatively mature audiences. But 

I think in recent years we have few dramas like Mo Fei in Shanghai. We need to 

have this kind of drama to influence people who want to be influenced…Last 
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night I noticed a phenomenon while I was watching the drama. During the two 

breaks between acts, people sitting around me were leaving, yet their seats were 

soon taken by the new comers. This remind me of my experience in Berlin years 

ago when watching Castorf’s work. Those people who come in are the people we 

get to influence, and the people who stay are the people we get to influence. It 

looks that what the director gave us last night was only the things on the stage, 

yet the force that was generated from your memory and knowledge while you 

were watching the drama would definitely have a greater impact/shock on you 

at that time. We need such performances, and we have the market and audiences.”   

3) Chinese audience’s responses to Lupa’s Mo Fei 

In this part, Chinese audience’s responses, reviews and ratings to Mo Fei on 

the social networking service website Douban.com will be analyzed. Since its 

first staging in June, 2017, Mo Fei has scored over 8.0 points on Douban. Figure 

6 shows the Mo Fei’s page on Douban as of March 2nd of 2020, in which one can 

see the score standing at 8.1 points with 4 stars being rated by 1015 users. Users’ 

rating breakdown and its translation are shown in Figure 7.       

 

Figure 6. The screenshot of the webpage of Mo Fei on Douban.com (as of March 

2nd, 2020) 
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Figure 7. Douban users’ overall rating of Mo Fei (as of March 2nd, 2020) 

On Mo Fei Douban page, among 1015 users who participated in the rating, 

there are 510 users who not only gave ratings but also submitted brief 

comments, and 54 users giving both ratings and drama reviews. The details of 

the rating statistics on Douban users’ brief comments and drama reviews are 

listed in Table 4.   

 

Table 4. Rating statistics of Douban users’ brief comments and drama reviews 

on Mo Fei 

To further study Chinese audiences’ responses and opinions to Mo Fei, in 

this study the 54 Douban users who gave drama reviews to Mo Fei are selected 

as the target audiences for analysis through both quantitative and qualitative 

approaches. Reading through the contents of the 54 reviews finds that users’ 

focus is mainly on six aspects, which are: the drama’s design (including stage 

design, lighting, etc.), director’s ability (directing, coaching to actors, creative 

ability, etc.), actor’s performance, the thought-provoking messages that Mo Fei 

delivered or the users received and interpreted, text adaptation, and the length 

or duration of the drama. The statistics of the 54 reviewers’ response to Mo Fei 

Rating Persons Percentage Rating Persons Percentage

5-star 168 32.94% 5-star 25 46.30%

4-star 216 42.35% 4-star 19 35.19%

3-star 97 19.02% 3-star 5 9.26%

2-star 15 2.94% 2-star 3 5.56%

1-star 14 2.75% 1-star 2 3.70%

Total 510 100.00% Total 54 100.00%

Brief Comment (短评) Drama Review (剧评)
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is listed in Table 5, with “Yes” indicating the reviewer’s positive response, while 

“No” indicating the negative.   

 

Table 5. The statistics of the 54 Douban reviewers’ responses to Mo Fei (Yes—

positive response, No—negative) 

In the reviews 27 users shared their opinions and understanding of the 

philosophical and humanistic messages that they captured from Mo Fei, among 

whom 26 gave 5-star rating to the drama. The number of reviewers who praised 

the stage design, director’s ability and actor’s performance is 16, 15 and 14, 

respectively, and all of them gave Mo Fei either 5 or 4 stars. In terms of drama 

length, 13 reviewers talked about it, with 8 reviewers expressing agreement yet 

5 showing disagreement. There are also 13 reviewers who talked about text 

adaption, among whom 7 showed their disagreement and belonged to the lower 

rating groups (3-star, 2-star, 1-star). To better understand the differences in the 

reviewers’ opinions and views, some reviews are excerpted and translated 

below.  

Excerpts of Mo Fei Douban reviewers (giving 5-star in rating)  

Excerpt 1:  

看完戏一周多了，我似乎还沉浸在里面，也许是因为产生的巨大共鸣吧。  

(It’s been more than a week since I watched the drama, I still seem to be 

immersed in it, perhaps because of the great resonance.)   

Excerpt 2:   

很多悲伤的事情是那么的不堪言说，那么的憋闷在心中难以表达，用身体表

达也局限，用文字表达也局限，用画作表达也局限，所有的表达都不会呈现得俱

足之感，最后索性就逃避，算了，我不表达了，太痛苦。可是，史铁生做到了，

陆帕做到了，我也为他们更加不怕疼痛的表达所折服和哭泣。  

(A lot of sad things are so unbearable to say, and they are hidden in the heart 

Stage

Design
Director Actor

Thought-

provoking

Yes (ps) Yes (ps) Yes (ps) Yes (ps) Yes (ps) No (ps) Yes (ps) No (ps)

5 25 9 11 8 15 5 4

4 19 7 4 6 11 1 4 3

3 5 1 2 1

2 3 3 1

1 2 2

Total 54 16 15 14 27 6 7 8 5

Text

(Adaptation)
LengthRating

(star)

Persons

(abbr.: ps)
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and so difficult to express. There are always expression limitations, whether 

expressed with body, with text/language, or with painting, all these expressions 

cannot present a totality of feeling. Eventually (we) simply escape from expressing, 

too painful (to express). However, Shi Tiesheng made it, Lupa made it, and I cried 

and was impressed by their expressions who fear not pain.)  

Excerpt 3:   

发现陆帕的改编和重构，其实是在沿着原著的精神脉络前进，他像是一棵树，

把自己的根须扎进了史铁生显露及隐藏的精神土地，且徐徐又有力地伸展开来。

这是一个已故作者最大的欣慰。一个导演艺术家，正以他的敏锐、敏感和不凡的

创作、创造能力，不畏险阻，从一个作品出发，向他的精神内核跋涉。  

(I find Lupa’s adaptation and reconstruction work actually progresses along 

a spiritual vein of the original work (of Shi). He is like a tree, driving his roots into 

the spiritual land revealed or hidden by Shi Tiesheng, and slowly and powerfully 

stretching out (the roots). This is the greatest comfort for a deceased writer (Shi). 

As a theatre directing artist, with his keen, sensitive and extraordinary creation 

and creative ability, Lupa journeyed from a piece of work to the spiritual core, 

regardless of obstacles.)  

Excerpt 4:   

五个小时里，对陆帕从期待到失望，到不信任，到轻视。甚至中间两次中场 

休息尾声部分，一度都以“不鼓掌”来抗议。包含对他这种文本处理方式的不理解。

然而，这个老头慢慢炖，慢慢炖，把骨髓里的味道都炖出来了。最后的五十分钟，

让你肃然起敬，绝对对得起世界级名导的称号！他完全让戏剧，升腾到了文学和

哲学的高度。一定要提一下王学兵，用教科书级的表演赞美他……做作品，真的

不能着急，给点时间，时间。  

(In five hours, my expectations of Lupa changed from disappointment to 

distrust to contempt. I even protested by giving no applause at the end of two acts 

before breaks started due to my lack of understanding about his way of working 

on the text. However, the old man kept sucking, to bring out the taste of the marrow. 

The last fifty minutes were awe-inspiring. (He) absolutely is worthy of the title of 

world-class director! He completely “elevated” drama to literary and philosophical 
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heights. Must mention actor Wang Xuebing, and praise him for his performance of 

textbook level…Work on theatrical works, really can't rush, give some time, time.) 

Excerpt 5:   

陆帕给中国的戏剧工作者好好的上了一课，什么是对文本的解构与建构？什 

么是形式造就意义？什么是剧场？什么是后现代戏剧文本的意义？  

(Lupa gave Chinese theatre people a good lesson: What is the deconstruction 

and construction of the text? What is the form that conveys meaning? What is 

theatre? What is the meaning of postmodern dramatic texts?)  

Excerpts of Mo Fei Douban reviewers (giving 4-star in rating)  

Excerpt 1:  

尽管这部戏剧在叙述、结构、时长等方面遭到了部分观者的诟病，但其诗性 

或曰象征性上的深刻成立，使得它是一部较为成功的作品。  

(Although the drama has been criticized by some viewers for its narration, 

structure and duration, its poetic or symbolic profoundness makes it a relatively 

successful work.)  

Excerpt 2:  

五个小时话剧，有点长，有点累，有点似懂非懂。  

(Five hours of drama, a little long, a little tiring, and not fully understandable.) 

Excerpt 3:  

我是那类并没有被完全感染的观众，尽管我非常欣赏王学兵的表演……相当

比例的内容对我而言是可以忽略的冗余信息……再一个是某些特定时代符号性形

象的引入，隔靴搔痒没必要。  

(I was one of those in the audiences who were not completely 

impressed/touched, although I enjoyed Wang Xuebing’s performance very 

much...Quite some parts (of the drama) for me are redundant and could be 

ignored...Another thing is the introduction of symbolic images of certain past 

Times, which is not necessary to have.)  

Excerpt 4:  

很喜欢这种大大超出真实生活节奏的对于时间的抻长。这种时间的缓慢与放
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大，就像将皮筋拉长一样，使你可以更清晰地看到皮筋内部的机理。但是，作为

舞台表现手段，就必须在这些时间的缝隙里填满“机理”，才可以使被抻长的时间

不只是一种情绪的表达，而是充满了内容与细节。这一点上，希腊电影导演安哲

罗普洛斯做得比陆帕好，因为他的缓慢中饱含着丰富的细节，而不只是情绪。喜

欢陆帕对于影像和音效的结合……这种欧洲式的缓慢的浪漫，考验着中国观众的

耐心，有点意思。是很新鲜的观影体验。  

(I like very much the length of time that goes far beyond the pace of real life. 

This slowness and magnification of time, like stretching a rubber band, allows you 

to see the mechanism inside the rubber band more clearly. However, as a means of 

stage performance, the "mechanism" must be filled in these time gaps so that the 

extended time is not just an expression of emotion, but full of content and details. 

In this respect, the Greek film director Angelopoulos does better than Lupa, 

because his slowness is rich in details, not just emotion. I like the combination of 

film and sound in Mo Fei...This kind of European slow romance tests the patience 

of Chinese audience, interesting. It’s a very new theatre experience.)  

Excerpt 5:  

陆帕，戏剧大师也是心理学大师，细节的堆砌铺垫到爆发，看似拙，但蕴含

着原子弹一样的力量，从本我到超我的穿梭，拷问，挤压，最终感悟生与命的意

义……王学兵的表演更像是勇士一样撕开自己的内在，又在极克制，极残酷的传

达着灵魂的困境与斗志，好演员……爱情，亲情，人性，生命，存在……5 个小时，

能坐下来就很（不）容易，更不必说演员还要演出来。好作品是思考，不会煽情，

更不会讨好……  

(Lupa, a theatre master and also a master of psychology. The details (of the 

drama) are accumulated and lead to the “explosion”, which seems clumsy, but 

contains the same power as the atomic bomb. (It reveals) the transition between 

one, one’s ego and super-ego full of quests and repressions to one’s final perception 

of the meaning of living and life...Wang Xuebing's performance is more like a 

warrior tearing up his inner self, cruelly revealing the plight of his soul and fighting 

spirit with extreme restraint. A good actor...Love, affection, humanity, life, 

existence...Five hours, it's not easy to stay seated, not to mention that the actors 
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have to perform. Good works provoke thinking, (they are) not sensational, not just 

to please the audience...)  

Excerpt 6:  

好的戏剧有让人相聚的魅力，比如陆帕导演的《酗酒者莫非》。我们从不同 

的地方赶来，坐在剧场一起做了一个相同的梦。《酗酒者莫非》，有人读到孤独，

有人解析梦境，有人关注两性，还有无数的人生命题，我们在梦境之外看完他的

一生，却感同身受他所面对的生活来自四面八方的包围。他用 4 小时写了一首

冷酷、克制但极具美感的诗，需要慢慢读。  

(Good drama has the power to bring people together, and Lupa’s Mo Fei is an 

example. We come from different places, sit in the theatre and have the same 

dream together. In Mo Fei, some read loneliness, some interpret the dreams, and 

some focus on gender, some on countless questions about life. We watch Mo Fei’s 

life as outsiders, but we feel what he feels - that he is facing a life besieged by people 

from all sides. He (Lupa) spent four hours writing a cold, restrained but beautiful 

poem that needs to be read slowly.)  

Excerpts of Mo Fei Douban reviewers (giving 3-star in rating)  

Excerpt 1:  

总体感觉都是不明觉历、玄虚有余，还不如文字表达有想象空间……想表达

的东西倒没觉得有多少新意和深度……将近 5 小时倒不觉得漫长难耐，但也没什

么特别抓人的点，整个人的思绪就在戏剧营造出的迷幻、沉郁的氛围和气场下飘

忽游移，不知起止。字幕控制时常掉线且含义和演员所说意思差距较大。  

(The overall feeling is that this drama is perplexing, over-mysterious and has 

less room for imagination than the written words... (I) don't think there is much 

originality or depth in what it wants to express... (I) didn’t feel nearly five hours 

was rather a long time, but there was nothing particularly remarkable (in it), and 

my mind wandered in and out of the psychedelic and somber atmosphere and field 

created by the drama. Subtitle control often lost connection, and its meaning had 

large gaps with what the actors said.)  

Excerpt 2:  
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这一场酒鬼的梦呓真的需要五个小时来呈现吗？  

(Does it really need five hours to present a drunkard’s utterance of his 

somniloquy?)  

Excerpt 3:  

不过整体来说，《酗酒者莫非》不太是我的菜，可以接受，没有太大惊喜， 

还是自己文化素养不够。  

(But overall, Mo Fei is not my cup of tea, (it’s) acceptable, yet not too much 

surprise, (perhaps) because my own cultural literacy is not enough.)  

Excerpt 4:  

个人认为全剧中承载的东西太多太多了，五个小时的信息量很大，导演通过

莫非提出了太多太多的社会问题，哲学问题，人类最普遍的内心情感。有直接表

达有隐喻，莫非的思绪从一个问题蹦到另一个问题，一个观点到另一个观点，一

个故事到另一个故事，作为清醒的观众，反而跟不上莫非支离破碎的节奏，无逻

辑的情节……感受到太多无法理解的地方。看完此剧有一种看了一场当代艺术展

的感觉，表示无法参透艺术家的脑回路。  

(Personally, I think there is too much crammed in the whole drama, with a 

large amount of information in five hours. Through the character Mo Fei, the 

director raised too many social problems, philosophical problems and the most 

common inner feelings of human beings. There are direct expressions and 

metaphors. Mo Fei’s thoughts jumped from one question to another, one point of 

view to another, one story to another. The sober audiences rather can't keep up 

with Mo Fei's fragmented rhythm and illogical plots/story…there's much that (the 

sober audiences) can't understand. After watching the drama, I feel like I have seen 

a contemporary art exhibition, I have to say I cannot get the idea of the artist.) 

Excerpt 5:  

那么全场热烈的掌声证明了陆帕四年间在国内形成的强大影响力，也显示出

我国父老乡亲对艺术更高层次的追求和更具弹性的接受能力……希望更多波兰的

好艺人好作品能够远道而来一展风采。  

(Then the warm applause from the audience proves the strong influence that 

Lupa has exerted in China in the past four years, and also shows our Chinese folks’ 
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higher level of pursuit and more flexible acceptance of art...I hope more Polish 

artists will come from afar to show their works.)  

Excerpts of Mo Fei Douban reviewers (giving 2-star and 1-star in rating)  

Excerpt 1:  

对话：只要是较好的台词必定要重复个几遍……即使是出自一个酗酒者的口

中，这种重复只会让观众觉得啰嗦与无聊。影像：拍摄的影像几乎全部是灰色阴

暗的色调，令人压抑沉闷不说，这几段影像还毫无内容……节奏：全剧中有很多

的两人对视场景，而对视一对就是好几分钟，节奏完全被拖慢了，难以适应当下

这种快节奏高期待的观剧氛围。情节：整部剧充斥着大段大段无意义的对话，几

乎没有情节的存在，更没有所谓的情节与人物上的冲突矛盾，这样的处理更像是

意识流……无法吸引国内的大多数观众……我的结论就是这部剧也许是好剧，但绝

对不适合当下国内的观剧环境。  

(Dialogue: whenever there’s a good line, it must be repeated several 

times...This repetition, even by a drunkard, just makes the audience feel bored. Film: 

all the films look almost gray, dark and depressing, and several pieces even lack 

content...Pace: in the drama, there are many scenes in which two actors just look 

at each other, and this can last for several minutes. The pace is completely slowed 

down, and it is difficult to meet today’s (market) demand of fast-paced and high-

expectation works. Plot/story: the whole drama is full of long pieces of meaningless 

dialogue, there is almost no story, no so-called conflict between story and 

characters, it is more like a stream of consciousness...Unable to attract the majority 

of the domestic audiences...My conclusion is that this drama may be a good one, 

but it is definitely not suitable for the current domestic theatre market.)  

Excerpt 2:  

5 个小时，还没有个具体的情节线索，让大部分观众要怎么坚持呢？  

(Five hours without a specific clue in the story, how do most of the audiences 

hang on to the end?)  

Excerpt 3:  

片段式的叙事方式使我不是很明白要讲的故事。大段大段的空白让我昏昏入 
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睡，而且本身的剧情和我并不是很有关系，也感受不到共鸣。  

(The fragmented narrative style makes me feel lost about the story. Big empty 

gaps made me fall asleep, and the story didn't have much to do with me, so I didn't 

feel I resonated.)  

Excerpt 4:  

就是没看懂，不知道究竟要表达什么……还有太多细节太多疑问不知道意义 

何在，我能理解到的真心太少太浅了……  

(Just don’t get it, don’t know what exactly it wants to express...There are too 

many details and questions that I don’t get the meaning of. What I can understand 

is truly too little, too shallow.)  

Above listed are some review excerpts from the 54 reviewers. In addition 

to sharing their opinions on Mo Fei, some reviewers also gave tips and reminders 

to the others. For example, a reviewer who gave Mo Fei a 4-star rating wrote, 

“Because of the time required, many people left after watching the first two acts, 

but I personally think the most exciting is the last act, so we must make it to the 

end. Much of the plot/story and mood is driven by details, so it is more suitable 

for small and medium-sized theatres (although from commercial perspective, 

only a large theatre could make some money). I suggest buying the ticket with a 

seat in the front 10 rows, it’s worth the price.” (Original text: 因为时间原因，很

多人看完上、中两场就撤了，但我个人觉得最精彩的是最后一场戏，所以一定

要坚持到最后；这部剧很多情节和情绪要靠细节推动，所以更适合中小剧场（当

然商业化考虑大剧场才可能赚钱），建议买十排之前的票，绝对值回票价。) 

Another two reviewers who gave 5-star rating reminded the others of “bringing 

enough water” and “having enough food and sleep before watching the drama, 

because the 280-minute performance is really a test of both physical and mental 

energy.”   

From the above review content analysis, and various statistics on overall 

and breakdown levels, it can be seen that the design and philosophical depth of 

Mo Fei is generally recognized and resonated with Douban audiences. People's 

dispute mainly focuses on the text adaptation, story and duration. However, 
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judging from the high Douban rating and widespread media coverage, Lupa’s 

“Mo Fei has received praise and recognition from most Chinese audiences and 

theatre people. As was covered by Sohu website, Mo Fei has long been a hit with 

fans and has received a lot of applause in every city it has toured.43 In July 2017, 

the article titled “《酗酒者莫非》该如何评价（墙内看花）” (How to evaluate Mo 

Fei) published in People’s Daily Overseas Edition wrote, “For the audiences, from 

the perspective of drama adaptation, Mo Fei is undoubtedly a bright spot 

because of its stage design, seamless integration of movie and 

performance…However, the fusion of multiple texts, the reference to writer Shi’s 

life experience and the actors’ improvisation made Mo Fei not the same as Shi’s 

original text. This triggered the audiences’ different voices - some praised, some 

criticized - but anyway it provoked people’s thinking. We are no longer just 

sitting passively receiving the information from the stage.44 (Original text: 从戏

剧改编角度来说，《酗酒者莫非》无疑让人眼前一亮，就像在座的观众所说，这

部剧的舞美、视频与表演的衔接设计，我们都很难做到……当然，对于多个文

本的融合，对史铁生自身经历的借鉴以及演员团队的即兴发挥，使得这部戏并

不等同于原作，观众对此或褒或贬，但终究引发了对此的思考，我们不再只是

坐着被动地接受舞台的信息。) 

4. Conclusion  

This study not only investigated the communication mechanism and 

influence of Polish theatre master’s theatrical ideas, methods and theatre 

director’s productions in China, but also studied Chinese people’s responses at 

the reception end, whether in academic circles or in the market. The research 

was conducted from two aspects in two parts. Part one focused on the study on 

how Polish theatrical research and discoveries were received and got 

recognition in Chinese theatre academia. In this part, Polish theatre master 

Grotowski and his theatrical legacy and “teachings” were selected as a target to 

analyze Chinese scholars and theatre professionals’ response and 

understanding. A few of Chinese scholars’ speech texts and academic papers on 

Grotowski and his key “concepts”, such as “Poor Theatre” and “Art as Vehicle”, 
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were reviewed and analyzed. Part two studied the communication and influence 

of Polish theatrical productions in China. Polish theatre director Lupa and his 

production Mo Fei was targeted to understand Chinese theatre people, critics 

and audiences’ responses. A few articles about Mo Fei published in Chinese 

journals and newspapers were reviewed and analyzed. In addition, this study 

also analyzed the audience’s reviews and ratings given to Mo Fei on the Chinese 

social networking service website Douban.com, considering qualitative and 

quantitative aspect.  

In terms of Polish theatrical research and discoveries, the analysis of the 

speeches, interviews and papers of Chinese scholars and theatre people proved 

that Grotowski was regarded as a reformer of theatre and a messenger of ideas, 

and one to introduce Polish theatre in China. His “Poor Theatre” was intensively 

studied by Chinese scholars and theatre people since 1980s. In the new century 

Grotowski’s experimental practice was more studied by the Chinese from 

philosophical and anthropological perspective. Nowadays, “Art as Vehicle” is 

researched and practiced. It can be concluded that in different times, 

Grotowski’s ideas, methods and legacy are positively recognized, accepted, 

studied and practiced by some Chinese scholars and theatre people.  

As for Chinese theatre people and audience’s responses and opinions 

toward Polish theatre director Lupa’s production Mo Fei, analysis of newspaper 

articles, and Douban drama reviews as well as the various statistics find that the 

creative design and philosophical depth of Mo Fei and Lupa’s directing and actor 

coaching ability are recognized and resonate not only in theatre academia but 

also in many audiences. Despite some disputes on the text adaptation and 

lengthy duration, Mo Fei receives high rating score (8.1 points with 4 stars as of 

March 2nd, 2020) on Douban.com. It not only triggers the audiences’ voices but 

more importantly provokes their thinking. Theatre goers are transformed into 

active thinkers rather than the mere passive receivers of information from the 

stage and listeners to story. Except for the above mentioned study result, there 

are also five additional findings based on the study.   
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1) The role of literary translation and language use in the communication 

and understanding of Polish theatrical studies in China  

In this study, when analyzing the communication and acceptance of Polish 

theatre master’s concepts, especially Grotowski's theatre view and his 

experimental practices in China, it is found that the translation of Grotowski’s 

writings and the related works plays a crucial role in the communication process. 

Through the introduction, translation and publication of theatre theories and 

works, a wider range of people in China can access the cutting-edge genre and 

dynamic trend in Polish theatre studies and development.   

For example, in 1980, the Chinese theatre director Huang Zuolin proposed 

at the National Conference of the Representatives of Literary and Art Workers 

that Grotowski’s “Towards a Poor Theatre” should be introduced and translated 

into Chinese. Thanks to his proposal, in 1984 the Chinese version of the book 

was published by China Theatre Press, which facilitated more Chinese theatre 

people to study and understand Grotowski's view of theatre. Meanwhile, in early 

1980s due to Huang's wife Danny’s translation of Grotowski’s training method, 

some Chinese theatre pioneers who were interested in the method began their 

early explorations since 1980s. In the twenty-first century, some more foreign 

articles such as Peter Brook’s “Grotowski, Art as Vehicle” and Richard 

Schechner’s “Grotowski and the Grotowskian” were translated and published in 

Chinese theatre academic journals. All of these translations have helped Chinese 

theatre scholars and theatre people understand in a more comprehensive way 

Grotowski's theatrical views and all the five phases of his theatre journey.  

It should be acknowledged that the translation and publication of Polish 

theatre masters’ works have become a beneficial medium for the 

communication of Polish theatre in China. As for the books and translations 

about the general introduction of the history and development of Polish theatre, 

Chinese scholars and translators also put in their effort. For example, in 1995 

the book《波兰戏剧简史》(A Brief History of Polish Theatre) was written by the 

Chinese scholar Lin Hongliang and was published by China’s Social Sciences 
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Academic Press.45 In 2016,《波兰戏剧史》, the translated Chinese version of 

Dariusz Kosin ski’s “Teatra polskie. Historie” was published by Chinese Theatre 

Press, to become another book dedicated to the systematic introduction and 

research on the rich history and robust development of Polish theatre.46 

However, it should be noted that in China the Polish theatre related books and 

translations are still relatively few, and the translation of the works of some 

Polish theatre masters, such as Grotowski, is still not systematic nor complete.   

In addition, in the analysis of Chinese scholars' research on Grotowski’s 

theatrical view and legacy, it is noticed that there are several kinds of Chinese 

translations for “Poor Theatre”. Literally speaking, “poor” in Chinese language 

could be translated into “贫穷”, “贫困”, “穷”. Huang Zuolin translated “Poor 

Theatre” into “穷干戏剧”, but later other scholars translated it into “贫穷戏剧”, 

“质朴戏剧 ”, and in recent years some scholars think “简朴戏剧 ” more 

appropriate. In Huang’s 1980 speech in the Shanghai People's Arts Theatre when 

he first introduced Grotowski’s “Poor Theatre” to Chinese theatre professionals 

and students, he explained that translating “Poor Theatre” into “穷干戏剧” 

instead of “贫困戏剧” could express Grotowski’s original idea more properly.   

Huang’s opinion is perhaps grounded, because according to the Chinese 

dictionary the character “穷” has more profound meanings in usage than the 

meaning of “poor”, such as “to explore the extreme/essential” (推究到极点。穷，

极也), “to study the principle/law of things” (穷物之理), “to search and seek the 

truth” (穷追,穷究).47 The character “干”, when it is used as a verb, means “do”. It 

is well known that Grotowski’s “Poor Theatre” is aimed at eliminating all that is 

not essential to theatre so as to reveal not only the backbone of the medium but 

also the deep riches that lie in the very nature of the art-form. For Grotowski, 

theatre is a place of provocation, and theatre production should lead to 

awareness. Grotowski emphasizes actor’s “doing”, because he believed, “One 

must learn through “doing” and not through memorization of ideas and theories. 

It is only in the doing that understanding can occur. Keep doing. The answers 
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will come in the doing”.48 On this account, Huang’s “穷干戏剧”, which combines 

the Chinese characters “穷” and “干”, might be a proper translation indeed. With 

regard to the other translations such as “贫穷戏剧”, “质朴戏剧”, “简朴戏剧”, they 

all more or less express the meaning that theatre should pursue what is essential 

to theatre in a “poor” way instead of “rich” way. However, “doing”, which is the 

“how” aspect of achieving the “Poor Theatre” is not implied in these translations. 

Another concept of Grotowski that triggered scholars’ interest is “Art as Vehicle”. 

In the mainland China, it is translated into “作为媒介的艺术”, while the Taiwan 

scholar Zhong Mingde translated it into “艺乘”. “作为媒介的艺术” is more like a 

literal translation, emphasizing that art is a medium (媒介), yet medium to what 

is not revealed in the translation. Zhong’s translation “艺乘 ” gives much 

attention to vehicle, and he translated it into “乘” ( “乘”, yana in Sanskrit, 

meaning ride, in English it is vehicle). It is known that Buddhist scriptures in 

Sanskrit were translated into Chinese a long time ago, and “yana” (vehicle, in 

English) was translated into “乘”, which is generally understood as “way/path” 

to truth of oneself and life. Zhong’s translation of “Art as Vehicle” into “艺乘” 

implies that art is one of the feasible ways/means one can take to reach the truth 

of self and life. This is in line with Grotowski’s concern with the art of 

performance as a means/way that allows man to have access to another higher 

level of perception and consciousness.49  

Translation is the explanatory interpretation in another language that is 

based on the translator's understanding of the meaning of the original text. 

Translation can help people to acquire new knowledge from other cultures and 

peoples who speak other languages, but it may also limit, even mislead people’s 

understanding if it does not cover the full meanings and implications of the 

original text. Moreover, linguistic text itself has limitations and “diffe rance” in 

communication.50 And people’s understanding may differ as it depends on their 

perspectives and context. This also explains why Grotowski’s actual writings are 

few and he was very cautious in putting his thoughts on paper, as he knows “once 

something was in print, it was in danger of becoming a recipe or formula.” For 
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him, language is always alive and changing, and “should never become petrified”. 

He often edited and reworked his lectures or interviews to clarify his ideas and 

thoughts. In terms of theatre, he thinks that language could freeze the organic 

process of the actor’s performance, and awareness is not linked to language (the 

machine for thinking) but to “presence”. Therefore, in his theatre productions, 

instead of using Polish language which some spectators may not understand, 

voice as “pure sound” becomes more than a means to communicate intellectually 

the meaning of words. Due to the limitations of language and the potential risk 

of misunderstanding through translations, and given the fact that real 

understanding is obtained from doing/practicing, it is reasonable that Grotowski 

did not want his writings and works to be used for creating a System that was 

taught; rather, he wanted the others to continue from where he stopped.  

However, it must be admitted that the medium of language and translation 

is in any way needed in the cultural and theatre exchange and communication. 

This means that more attention should be given not only to the quantity of 

translations of Polish theatre works, but also to the high quality of the 

translation. This requires those who translate, study and read Polish theatrical 

works to have a broader and deeper cultural view and stronger cultural and 

linguistic capital and intelligence, which is of course cultivated and accumulated 

from long-term learning and doing/practicing.  

2) The factor of socio-political and economic environment in the 

communication of Polish theatre in China  

Grotowski’s journey along theatre experimental practices went through five 

phases: Theatre of Productions (1959–1969), Theatre of Participation (or 

Paratheatre, 1969–1978), Theatre of Sources (1976–1982), Objective Drama 

(1983–1986), and Art as Vehicle (or Ritual Arts, 1986–1999). Although in 1962, 

Grotowski visited China as an official delegate of the Polish theatre group, and 

introduced his work and exchanged ideas and thoughts with his Chinese peers, 

from the late 1960s to the end of 1970s, the bilateral communications in theatre 

and Chinese theatre people’s study of Grotowski’s work ceased because of the 
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soured Sino-Polish bilateral relations, changed international political context 

and China’s domestic political tension as a result of Cultural Revolution. It was 

only in the 1980s that the bilateral cultural communication was resumed, and 

Chinese theatre people began to study Polish theatre again, starting from 

Grotowski’s works. In the 1980s and 1990s, their research mainly focused on 

Grotowski’s “Poor Theatre” and “Paratheatre”. Chinese researchers’ attention to 

the last phase of Grotowski’s journey, which is “Art as Vehicle” was not intensive 

enough until the twenty-first century. There could be two reasons for this. One 

might be due to the lack of translated systematic materials about Grotowski’s 

works and legacy. Another could be related to the socio-political and socio-

economic environment/context. In recent years, with the deepening of China's 

reform and opening up, and the rapid and stable development of the country’s 

economy and society, Chinese people pay more attention to overall self-

development, to physical, mental and spiritual needs. Therefore, whether in the 

theatre academic research or in theatre productions, people give more attention 

to theatre’s philosophical and humanistic value. Needless to say, political factor 

has a strong say in cultural communication and exchange, and social political 

and economic factors also affect people's cultural pursuits, development of new 

literary and artistic genres and research trends.   

3) Theatre’s unique value in cross-cultural communication   

In the analysis of Douban reviewers’ comments on Lupa’s Mo Fei, it is 

noticed that there were a few reviewers who said that they did not understand 

the drama, and that some also complained about the drama’s lengthy duration. 

However, most of the reviewers recognized the drama’s creative design, Lupa’s 

directing ability and the actors’ performance, and the philosophical depth and 

thought-provoking feature of the drama in particular. Many reviewers were 

inspired and the essential message conveyed through the drama resonated with 

them. Like what some reviewers wrote, “The drama itself is about a ‘man’ and 

his ‘plight’. As the drama itself goes, the audience will find that they themselves 

are actually Mo Fei, the man in the drama.” “Lupa's play is not a one-man show. 
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It shows the inner world of each of us, the inner world that is sometimes in chaos 

and sometimes in order.” Through watching Mo Fei, some reviewers applauded 

their choices of going to theatre. For example, one reviewer wrote, “I feel I know 

the answer to the question why I go to theatre, it is because of that feeling of 

presence.” As for the actor’s performance, although some Douban reviewers 

complained that some lines could not be heard clearly at the beginning of the 

drama, others believed that the voice of the actors had a real strength. “The first 

few lines were said vaguely, but they actually did not need to be heard clearly. It 

was just appropriate.”  Douban reviewers’ different feedback and comments 

reveal that although in the current Chinese theatre market people pay attention 

to the “story” feature of a drama, there is a growing and strong demand for 

theatre’s philosophical and spiritual nature. In addition, language is 

undoubtedly needed in today’s theatre performance in China, yet theatre does 

not predominantly rely on language to convey information and message. The 

stronger inner touch and provocation is in fact achieved through the actors’ 

organic acting, their voices and bodies, which go beyond the limitations of 

language expression and can touch the audience's inner mind. Grotowski once 

said, “Why are we concerned with art? To cross our frontiers, exceed our 

limitations, fill our emptiness - fulfil ourselves…” For him, theatre is a place of 

provocation. It is precisely because of the inspiring/provoking and spiritual 

nature of theatre and the spiritual shock that theatre brings to the actors 

themselves and the audiences that theatre has its unique and far-reaching 

significance and value in human development and cross-cultural 

communication. However, it has to be admitted that the influence of theatre 

cannot reach the entire public, because the direct encounter between actors and 

audiences, the details of actors’ performance, and the resonation between actors 

and audiences in the field will be greatly reduced if a drama is performed in a 

large-sized theatre. That is why a Douban reviewer commented that Mo Fei was 

“more suitable for small and medium-sized theatres”, and he suggested buying 

tickets in up to 10 rows. This seems to present another issue that cannot be 
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ignored, which is the seemingly irreconcilable contradiction between the 

development of small theatre for smaller groups of audiences and the on-going 

commercialization of theatre. However, what needs to be noted is that theatre’s 

influence cannot just be measured simply from the angle of the numbers in 

audiences who watch the drama there and now; rather, it should be measured 

considering both quantity and quality dimensions and an open perspective of 

time. For thought-provoking dramas performed in small theatres which can only 

host small groups of audiences, when time is extended or when it is considered 

from a long-term perspective, their direct and indirect influence on the audience 

can be exponential, and it goes further and deeper, as opposed to the effect of 

big commercialized theatres.   

4) Bilateral cooperation in theatre production  

In this study, another finding from Douban reviewers' comments on Lupa’s 

Mo Fei is that Chinese audiences seem to have high recognition for Lupa's 

directing ability, his cooperation and guidance offered to Chinese actors and his 

creative adaptation of Chinese writer Shi's text. Some reviewers wrote, “From 

Wang Xuebing's lines, his drunken voice, speaking speed and performance, we 

can obviously see the traces of Lupa's training and his coaching to the actors.” “I 

am so impressed with the Polish director’s presentation of Chinese works, his 

good training of Chinese actors, his design that connects space and time, his use 

of a lot of Chinese texts, and the introduction of some traditions from other 

cultures. I love Lupa’s rhythm very much.” Another reviewer even wrote, “After 

having watched the drama twice as I scheduled, my biggest feeling is that the 

combination of the foreign director plus Chinese actors plus Chinese text gives 

no sense of incompatibility”.   

In an interview with Lupa, when he was asked what motivated him to put 

Shi’s novel on the stage, Lu said that Shi’s work was special and very personal. 

He did study Shi, his novel “Conception” and other works, and used them in Mo 

Fei. He said, “I think Shi uses the drunkard to criticize the illusion and unreality 

of society, which are caused by our reluctance to face reality around us. Shi chose 
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the character of a drunkard so that the drunkard could say what he wouldn’t say 

when he was sober. Disability and alcoholism, to some extent, share similarities. 

Everyone has a disability inside, a mental disability that isolates people from 

society. Shi uses the drunkard to speak his own words…” For Lupa, the purpose 

of doing Mo Fei is to let the audience penetrate the dark place of the heart that 

they are not aware of yet, to better understand their hidden inner world and 

release the repressed emotions. Although Shi thought it was difficult to stage 

and film the play, as for Lupa he said, “It just gives me a lot of freedom, because 

Shi offered both film and drama worlds”.51 “It is a challenge, but I love it. What I 

really want is not just following Shi’s script but having a dialogue with him”.52   

Talking about his work experience with Chinese actors, Lupa acknowledged 

that Chinese actors had their own ways of acting. He did not suppress their ways, 

rather he utilized them and also added his ways, so that the actors could enter 

the inner world better. He coached and mobilized the Chinese actors and made 

their experimental improvisation come true and successful, because the actors 

entered the characters’ spiritual life in their acting, they cried and screamed and 

revealed their secrets to the audience.   

Mo Fei is a successful theatre production, which is attributed to the perfect 

combination of the Chinese writer’s text, Polish director and Chinese actors, to 

Lupa’s “dialogue” with Shi, to his understanding of the spiritual core of Shi’s 

works, and to his collaboration with Chinese actors and his creative adaptation 

and design. Theatre is a place of provocation, a place to trigger changes for those 

who act and those who watch. More cooperation in the field of theatre between 

Poland and China that is based on mutual understanding and utilization of 

Chinese resources (e.g., literature, actors, etc.) will benefit not only theatre 

people and professionals of the two sides but also help the communication and 

wide recognition of Polish theatre in China.   

5) Promotion of Polish theatre in China  

Chinese people have become familiar with Lupa through his consecutive 

attendance at the Lin Zhaohua Theatre Arts Festival and the presentation of his 
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theatre productions, such as Persona·Marilyn (《假面 ·玛丽莲》 ) in 2014, 

Woodcutters (《伐木》) in 2015, and Heroes' Square《英雄广场》in 2016. Thanks 

to Lupa’s creative design and utilization of Chinese scripts and actors, since 

being staged in 2017 Lin Zhaohua festival, Mo Fei has been touring the theatres 

of Chinese major cities and has won recognition and praise from Chinese 

audiences. Lupa’s reputation in China and the success of Mo Fei seem to indicate 

that there is Chinese market for Polish theatre productions and theatre experts, 

and a useful channel to access the market and the effective communication of 

productions can start from attending theatre exhibitions and festivals.   

In fact, in recent years, various types of Polish theatrical productions have 

been invited and presented at some famous Chinese theatre exhibitions and 

festivals, such as Wuzhen Theatre Festival and Daliangshan International 

Theatre Festival. For instance, in 2019 Daliangshan International Theatre 

Festival, Polish Klinika Lalek Theatre’s The Circus without Violence was 

performed outdoors at the festival and attracted a great number of young 

audiences and their families (shown in Figure 8, Figure 9). In the 2020 calendar 

designed and published by the festival as one of the promotion materials of the 

festival, an image of The Circus without Violence is used as the cover page for the 

month of June (shown in Figure 10). So far, The Circus without Violence has been 

touring in several big and medium-sized Chinese cities and received a lot of 

applauses from Chinese young and adult audiences.       
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Figure 8. The performance of Polish Klinika Lalek Theatre’s The Circus without 

Violence in Dailiangshan International Theatre Festival 

  

Figure 9. Interactions between the Polish performers of The Circus without 

Violence and Chinese audiences 
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Figure 10. The cover page for June in the promotional calendar published by 

Dailiangshan International Theatre Festival 

Through the festivals, not only more people can have access to the theatre 

productions according to their taste and choices, the image of country-of-origin 

can also be promoted and improved. More research in this field will be 

conducted in the future studies.    
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Annex  

1. Preface of Shi’s “Conception” (史铁生. (2014). 一个人的记忆. 上海: 上海

人民出版社, pp.282-283.)  

Original text  

1. 前言 

酗酒者 A临终前寄出了一封信，信上的字密密麻麻龙飞凤舞相互叠盖，多

不可辨认。可以认清的，惟这样几句：  

……每个人都是孤零零地在舞台上演戏，周围的人群却全是电影——你能看

见他们，听见他们，甚至偶尔跟他们交谈，但是你不能贴近他们，不能真切地触

摸到他们。……当他们的影像消失，什么还能证明他们依然存在呢？惟有你的盼

望和你的恐惧……  
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A的话，使我设想一种以电影为舞台背景的戏剧：  

1) 舞台的背景是一副宽阔的银幕。放映机位于银幕背后。 

2) 银幕前的舞台上演出戏剧。真正的剧中人只有一个——酗酒者 A。  

3) 其余的人多在银幕上，在电影里，或 A 的台词中——他们对于 A 以及对

观众来说，都仅仅是幻影、梦境或消息。但不必拘泥于此，影中人亦可

以根据需要走上舞台，但那对于 A 正如对于观众——仍是不可贴近和

触摸的，仍然只是幻影、梦境或消息而已。  

4) 背景银幕上根据剧情需要放映电影，就是说，情节与 A的视界、梦境、

臆想、幻觉等等对应或相关。  

5) 只有少量道具。有一个白发黑衣的老人负责搬运道具。  

6) 如有可能按此设想排演和拍摄，剧名即为：一部以电影作舞台背景的戏

剧。不要改动这剧名，更不要更换，也不要更换之后把现有的剧名变作

副标题。现有的剧名是唯一恰当的剧名，为了纪念已故的酗酒者 A，这

剧名是再完美不过了。  

Translation  

1. Preface 

The drunkard A had sent out a letter before he died. The words on the letter 

were so dense and overlapped that they could not be read. Only a few words can 

be recognized:  

…Everyone plays alone on the stage, the crowds around him are like films—

you could see them, hear them, even talk to them occasionally, but you couldn't 

get close enough to touch them....When their images disappear, what can prove 

that they still exist? Only your hopes and your fears…  

A’s words inspired me to conceive a play with film being the stage background:    

1) The background of the stage is a wide film screen. The projector is 

behind the screen.  

2) A drama is performed on the stage in front of the screen. There's only 

one real character in the show —drunkard A.  

3) Most of the rest are on the screen, in the film, or in A's lines—to A and 

to the audience they are mere phantoms, dreams, or information. But 
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there is no need to be limited just like this, the persons in the film can 

also go to the stage according to the requirement, yet they are still 

inaccessible and untouchable for A, the same as they are for the 

audience. They are still phantoms, dreams or information.  

4) The film is shown on the background screen according to the needs of 

the plot/story, that is, the plot/story corresponds to or is related to A's 

vision, dreams, illusion, hallucinations, etc.  

5) Only a few props. An old man with white hair and black clothes is in 

charge of carrying props.  

6) If it is possible to perform and shoot (film) as is conceived here, the title 

of the drama shall be: A conception of a drama with film as the stage 

background. Do not change the title of the play, do not even replace it, 

or use it as the subtitle after replacing the current title. The current title 

is the only proper title, a perfect one in honor of the deceased drunkard 

A.  

2. Postscript of Shi’s “Conception” (史铁生. (2014) 一个人的记忆. 上海: 上海

人民出版社, pp.347-348.)  

Original text  

14.后记 

我相信，这东西不大可能实际排演和拍摄，所以它最好甘于寂寞在小说里。

难于排演的拍摄的直接原因，可能是资金以及一些技术性问题。  

但难于排演和拍摄的根本原因在于：这样的戏剧很可能是上帝的一项娱乐， 

而我们作为上帝之娱乐的一部分，不大可能再现上帝之娱乐的全部。上帝喜欢复

杂，而且不容忍结束，正如我们玩起电子游戏来会上瘾。  

1996年 3月 25日  

Translation  

14. Postscript 

I do not think it is very likely to stage and film it, so it is rather better to let 

it live solely as a novel.  

The direct reason for this might be financial or technical issues.  
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But the fundamental reason why it is difficult to be staged and filmed is that 

such a play is probably one of God's amusements, and we, as part of God's 

amusements, are unlikely to reproduce the whole of God's amusements. God 

loves complexity, and does not tolerate endings, just as we become addicted to 

playing video games.  

March 25th, 1996 
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Chapter 4 

Reception, Understanding and Reference Value of Polish Theatrical 

Productions in China 

—A case study on Krzysztof Warlikowski’s production (A)pollonia 

Abstract 

In recent years there are more cases of presentations of Polish theatrical 

productions in China at the invitation of Chinese theatre exhibitions and festivals. 

In June 2016, Warsaw-based Nowy Theater’s (full name in Polish: Międzynarodowe 

Centrum Kultury Nowy Teatr) production (A)pollonia, a monumental piece directed 

by Krzysztof Warlikowski which was highly praised at 2009 Avignon International 

Theatre Festival, was invited to be presented to Chinese audience in Tianjin and 

Harbin. Through both qualitative and quantitative approaches, this study 

investigated the Chinese audience, theatre experts and scholars’ response and 

recognition to (A)pollonia, and also explored the reference value of the Polish 

theatrical production to Chinese contemporary theatre and theatre workers. The 

statistics of (A)pollonia’s rating scores on the Chinese social networking service 

website Douban.com shows that rated by 154 users (A)pollonia receives a score as 

high as 9.1 as of April 20th 2020. Analysis of the short comments and reviews on 

Douban finds that many audiences are rather reserved in sharing opinions. One of 

the reasons could be that (A)pollonia is a theatrical production based on ancient 

Greek myths, contemporary literature by many authors, i.e. works and contexts 

that are foreign to Chinese. Douban audiences’ responses imply that the “threshold” 

of the Polish theatrical production is relatively high and that it requires a high level 

of cultural capital from the audience. Douban audiences’ opinions on (A)pollonia 

vary from person to person. From the point of view of stage art, some disagree 

with (A)pollonia’s inexplicable profoundness and its stage form, thinking it is too 

hard to be digested by a regular audience and too fragmented to capture their 

concentration. Yet others believe that all the theatrical elements in (A)pollonia are 

highly coordinated and consistent with the intention of presenting a chaotic and 

indefinite “entire world” with no biased views, and that (A)pollonia is a powerful 
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contemporary art with both sense and sensibility as its strength. Despite the 

diverse views and attitudes (A)pollonia has indeed struck a chord with some 

audiences and provoked their dialectical thinking and search for answers 

themselves. Analysis of the Chinese theatre experts and scholars’ opinions on 

(A)pollonia finds that they speak highly of the production’s theatrical spirit and 

intention, and of Polish theatre artists’ spirit of questioning humanity. (A)pollonia 

touches the nerves of Chinese theatre experts and scholars, aesthetically and 

mentally, as the majority of them recognize (A)pollonia’s theatrical composition, 

contemporary theatre-aesthetic discourse and narrative approach, its performing 

of sense and sensibility, as well as its inexplicable and indefinite expression of 

meaning. (A)pollonia’s “WHAT” and “HOW” aspects strengthen Chinese people 

involved with theatre understanding of postdramatic theatre and provoke their 

reflections on the original Chinese theatrical productions as they call for creating 

works with philosophical depth and spiritual value. Polish theatre’s journey 

through difficult times, Warlikowski’s persistent attempts in blowing up the 

“theatrical traditions” and accumulating experiences from experiments while 

preparing audiences, his approach of extending from “personal experiences” to 

touch “the universal”, and his wholehearted wish for theatre “which is grounded 

in truth and which finds its end in the inexplicable,” all of these offer reference 

value to Chinese contemporary theatre development and Chinese theatre workers 

in their endeavors and explorations on how to freely create theatrical works in 

current social and economic context. Analysis on the reception of (A)pollonia also 

reveals that the degree of acceptance has dependency on cultural tolerance. 

Key words: Cultural reception, (A)pollonia, postdramatic theatre, cultural capital, 

creative freedom, cultural tolerance 

Introduction 

In recent years there are more cases of contact and collaboration between 

China and Poland in the field of theatre. Some Polish theatre directors such as 

Krystian Lupa are well known and highly recognized by most of Chinese theatre 

goers as a result of their inspiring productions as they are presented at Chinese 
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high-level theatre exhibitions and festivals. Take Lupa for an example; the previous 

study on the reception and recognition of Polish theatre in China finds that Chinese 

theatre experts and audiences in general speak highly of his production’s 

philosophical and spiritual profoundness, innovative theatrical design, creative 

composition of text as well as his directing and coaching ability. As for Mo Fei, a co-

production of Lupa and Chinese actors that was first staged on June 24th 2017 in 

Chinese city Tianjin, the Chinese main-stream media People’s Daily Overseas 

Edition commented on its thought-provoking feature, acknowledging that despite 

audiences’ different voices, Mo Fei triggered people’s thinking. As a result, 

audiences “no longer sit passively receiving the information from the stage.” 

Rather, they experience the sense of presence, and their mental state interacts with 

the theatre actively through the process of the performance. As was already 

discussed, one of the factors that contribute to Mo Fei’s success is Lupa’s 

cooperation with Chinese actors and his leverage of Chinese writer Shi Tiesheng’s 

original writings. Due to the representations of Chinese tangible and intangible 

elements (e.g., actors, language, characters, story, etc.) and more importantly the 

country China as the context of the production, Mo Fei and the ideas or message 

that Mo Fei aims to provoke and deliver resonate with the majority of Chinese 

theatre experts and audiences. Mo Fei was a big success, through which more 

Chinese audiences got to know Lupa and gradually gained through him some more 

knowledge about Polish theatrical development and its outstanding features.  

However, what about other Polish theatre directors and their productions 

that neither tell a Chinese “story” specifically nor use China as a historical context? 

How a Polish director’s productions as such are received by Chinese theatre 

professionals and audiences? How much does the use of historical texts, myths, 

stories and context that are foreign for Chinese audiences matter and challenge 

them in their response to and understanding of the theatrical production by a 

Polish director? To what extent can a Polish theatrical production be tolerated in 

China’s market and why? Is there any reference value in Polish theatrical 

productions that Chinese theatre people can take? With these questions in mind, 
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a case study is initiated on Chinese theatre people and audience’s response to the 

Polish theatre director Krzysztof Warlikowski’s production (A)pollonia (“阿波隆

尼亚” in Chinese).  

The theatrical piece (A)pollonia is the first production of Warsaw-based Nowy 

Teatr which was directed by Warlikowski and was premiered on May 16th 2009 at 

the Koneser Cultural Center in Warsaw. It is based on the Greek texts by Aeschylus 

(The Oresteia) and Euripides (Alcestis), as well as the texts by contemporary 

writers Hanna Krall (Apollonia), Jonathan Littell (The Kindly Ones), J. M. Coetzee 

(Elizabeth Costello) and others.1 In the production, director Warlikowski addresses 

the sensitive subjects of unresolved war trauma and questions the purpose of 

sacrifice, whether forced or voluntary.2 After its successful staging in Poland, on 

July 16th (A)pollonia was performed to the most demanding audience at the 2009 

Avignon International Theatre Festival and was highly valued by French media. It 

was considered to be one of the best performances at Avignon festival by the 

French opinion-forming newspaper Le Figaro. Other than that, in 2011 (A)pollonia 

was also well received in Russia, and was regarded as “one of the best productions 

of the past decade” in the Russian biweekly Afisha.3 

In 2016, invited by the Third Tianjin Cao Yu International Theatre Festival & 

The Sixth Lin Zhaohua Theatre Arts Festival, (A)pollonia was performed at Harbin 

Grand Theatre on June 3rd and 4th, and at Tianjin Grand Theatre on June 10th and 

11th.4 To such a highly-praised production in Poland and Europe, what is Chinese 

theatre people and audience’s response, and is there “an aesthetic and mental 

shock” provoked also among Chinese audience, as was the case in Avignon among 

French public? Sticking with this thread, the research at the reception end started. 

The study consists of four sections. The next section discusses the method and 

materials, followed by the analysis and discussions of the collected materials (e.g., 

spoken and written texts such as reviews and comments, statistical numbers, etc.) 

and investigations of reasons and factors. The last section summarizes not only the 

insights into the reception and understanding of Polish theatre by Chinese theatre 

people and audiences but also explorations of the reference value of Polish 
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theatrical production to Chinese contemporary theatre.      

Method and Materials 

The analysis and discussions on the reception of (A)pollonia by Chinese at the 

reception end were conducted through both qualitative and quantitative 

approaches, targeting not just Chinese professionals, experts and scholars related 

to theatre industry but also Chinese audience from different walks of life. The 

online texts on the topic of (A)pollonia were collected, which include: Chinese 

experts and scholar’ opinions and discussions at the Tianjin (A)pollonia Seminar 

(on June 12th at Tianjin Grand Theatre); the reviews and articles from Chinese 

newspapers and media, particularly the propel.cn ( 驱 动 文 化 传 媒 , 

http://www.propel.cn/);  the dramaturge Piotr Gruszczyn ski’s words in a lecture 

at Tianjin Grand Theatre on June 7th 2016 to the Chinese audience; as well as some 

articles and interviews with or related to director Warlikowski. All these collected 

texts are used for qualitative analysis on Chinese theatre people’s views and 

attitudes towards Polish production (A)pollonia and that which is beyond the 

theatrical piece itself. At the same time, the statistics on the ratings and comments 

on (A)pollonia at the Chinese social networking service website Douban.com 

(Douban website: https://www.douban.com/, (A)pollonia at Douban: 

https://www.douban.com/location/drama/26593575/) is utilized to look into 

Chinese audience’s response to and understanding of (A)pollonia.  

Analysis and Discussions 

Part One—Chinese audiences’ voices and opinions on (A)pollonia on 

Douban.com 

As mentioned earlier, (A)pollonia was invited to be presented four times in 

June 2016 at the Chinese theatre festival in the two cities Tianjin and Harbin. 

Since its presentation, (A)pollonia had been listed on Douban.com to receive 

audiences’ ratings and reviews. As of April 20th 2020, (A)pollonia’s score stands 

at 9.1 points with 4.5 stars rating by 154 users, which is higher than Mo Fei’s 

overall rating (8.1 points with 4 stars rating by 1015 users as of March 2nd 2020). 

The statistic breakdown about users’ rating on (A)pollonia, the short comment 

http://www.propel.cn/
https://www.douban.com/
https://www.douban.com/
https://www.douban.com/location/drama/26593575/
https://www.douban.com/location/drama/26962706/
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count, and review count are shown in Table 1. The percentage of 5-star (68.8%) 

and 4-star (26.0%) rating accounts for 94.8% of the total 154 ratings.   

 

Table 1. The statistic breakdown about the users’ ratings of (A)pollonia and the 

comment and review count on Douban.com 

When the Douban statistic numbers of (A)pollonia and that of Mo Fei are 

merely compared, it seems that (A)pollonia has a better image among audiences, 

because the percentage of 5-star and 4-star ratings that Mo Fei obtained is 

78.3%, which is 16.5% lower than what (A)pollonia receives. Table 2 shows the 

comparison of Douban ratings on star-level between (A)pollonia and Mo Fei.  

 

Table 2. The comparison of Douban ratings on star-level between (A)pollonia 

and Mo Fei 

However, when the total count of audience is considered, and especially 

when we look into the comparison on the number of audiences who give short 

comment and review to the two Polish theatrical productions (see Table 3), 

some different findings are revealed: first, the number of Douban users who give 

ratings to Mo Fei is nearly 7 times as many compared to (A)pollonia; second, the 

percentage of both short comment count and review count as for Mo Fei is higher 

than that for (A)pollonia.  

Rating
Number of Douban

reviewers
Percentage

Number of short

comment

Number of

reviews

5-star 106 68.8% 46 1

4-star 40 26.0% 15 3

3-star 7 4.5% 4

2-star 1 0.6% 1

1-star 0 0.0%

Total 154 100% 66 4

Rating Mo Fei (A)pollonia

5-star 35.9% 68.8%

4-star 42.4% 26.0%

3-star 16.7% 4.5%

2-star 3.3% 0.6%

1-star 1.8% 0.0%

Total user count 1015 154
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Table 3. The comparison of the number of audience giving short comment and 

review of (A)pollonia and Mo Fei on Douban.com 

It is worth remembering that since its first staging in June 2017, Mo Fei had 

been touring in several Chinese big cities such as Tianjin, Harbin, Shanghai, Xia 

Men, Xi’an, etc. Little wonder then that on Douban Mo Fei receives ratings from 

many more audiences, as opposed to (A)pollonia which was presented for only 

four nights during the 2016 theatre festival in just two cities, Tianjin and Harbin. 

(A)pollonia’s much less exposure to audience might be a reason for the first 

finding  above. Other than that, as is known, Mo Fei was mainly performed by 

Chinese actors in Chinese language, and the theatrical text was adapted by Lupa 

from Chinese writer Shi Tiesheng’s novels and prose writings. 

It might be Chinese audience’s familiarity with the Chinese context of the 

theatrical production Mo Fei and their understanding of the text and empathy 

with the characters in the drama that contributed to the audience’s active 

sharing with the others of their thoughts and opinions on Douban. After all, from 

the psychological point of view, people are prone and more confident to talk 

about what they are familiar with and what they know, especially in public space, 

be it physical or virtual space. Observation of the length of audiences’ short 

comments on Mo Fei shows that the majority of the audience write more than 

100 Chinese characters, and more than one third of the audience write even 

more than that, and some up to 350 characters, content of which covers not just 

their opinion about the theatrical production itself but also their thoughts after 

watching it, especially on how they relate the character Mo Fei to themselves 

and their past lives’ experiences. On the contrary, the audiences’ short 

comments on (A)pollonia are rather reserved. Among 66 short comments, the 

longest one is even less than 150 characters, and the majority is just a short 

Productions Total count
Short comment

count

Short comment

percentage

Review

count

Review

percentage

Mo Fei 1015 510 50.2% 54 5.3%

(A)pollonia 154 66 42.9% 4 2.6%
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sentence, or merely a couple of words which sounds more like the audience’s 

very general summary of their watching experience and their impression with 

the avant-garde conception of (A)pollonia. Only a few reviews tackle the 

production’s humanity depth and relate the production to the reviewers’ own 

lives, yet their comments are rather reserved and with little detail. For example, 

an audience who gave 5-star rating merely wrote, “超级好看 最好看信息量深

刻 没有之一” (translation: Super good, the best, not one of the best, and its 

message is thought-provoking.) Another 5-star reviewer just wrote, “震撼人心，

发人深省，改变了我的一些想法。” (Translation: It is heart-shaking, thought-

provoking, and changes some of my thinking.) Other than that, no more details 

were shared. Some others believed that (A)pollonia was indeed eye-opening, yet 

“it was too awesome to be understood”, as was said very honestly and directly 

by a 5-star comment giver. Another 5-star comment giver reminded people of 

the need to prepare themselves in advance to have some knowledge about the 

story before watching it in theatre, “otherwise, you would really not get it,” said 

by the reviewer. (The original comment in Chinese: 一定要提前了解好故事的

梗概，不然真心看不懂！……) As opposed to those who in their short comments 

mainly talked about (A)pollonia’s creative aspects and those who at least shared 

some personal feelings (even though just a little), a reviewer who gave a 4-star 

comment is rather straight-forward, frankly and briefly stating, “好看，不敢评

论，觉得自己很弱。” (Translation: It is good, yet I dare not comment, I feel my 

knowledge is too poor to say something.)  

As said earlier, the group of audience’s short comments on (A)pollonia is 

rather reserved, short, brief and little related to themselves. Merely from the 

comments themselves, one would not know whether they are such because 

Chinese audiences do not understand the story therefore do not know what to 

say, or it is because they do not understand the production well enough, and the 

multiplied messages that (A)pollonia delivers do not resonate with them, thus 

they choose not to share their views. Considering there are still a few reviewers 

who talked about, although quite briefly, the profoundness of the topic around 
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sacrifice, the war and trauma incurred by killing and loss of humanity that 

(A)pollonia raised, it is rather reasonable to speculate that Chinese audience’s 

reservation of opinions towards (A)pollonia on Douban comes from all the 

possible reasons mentioned above.  

Some Chinese audience’s poor knowledge of Greek myths, the historical 

context and eventful history of Poland, and less familiarity with foreign 

literature  that (A)pollonia cited, as well as the language barrier in spite of the 

display of actor’s lines in Chinese on the subtitle screen, all of these factors come 

together and turn some Chinese audience’s watching experience not to be 

pleasant but incomplete, as some complained the production was a “mental 

torture”, “too long”, “redundant”, “fragmented”, and some even recorded, “by 

10:30 PM when half of the play was just finished, most of the audience had left.” 

In this sense, it must be admitted that foreign theatrical productions, especially 

such as (A)pollonia that shuttles through the full spectrum of time and space by 

highly integrating ancient and contemporary literature resources and histories 

from different cultures and countries that are foreign to ordinary Chinese 

audience, are quite demanding on the audience’s cultural capital, which 

comprises their social assets such as education, intellect, skills and so on, and 

which includes their accumulation of broad cultural knowledge, and cross-

cultural contacts.5  

On this account, it is little wonder that a reviewer who gave (A)pollonia a 5-

star rating wrote in the brief comment, “This theatrical production in fact has 

quite high access threshold, yet as long as you cross the threshold, you will 

understand the innovative design of it. The presentation from multiple 

positions/perspectives, stitching together of stories, and various parts of the 

works echoing each other, all these help to blur the distinction between white 

and black (right and wrong), leaving enough room for the audience to think 

dialectically. This is truly a synthetic art that goes beyond the stage art.” (The 

original comment in Chinese: 这戏其实门槛特高，然而跨过了门槛，你就能看
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到其中各种设置的巧妙。用多种立场的呈现、拼接与照应模糊掉黑白的界限，

为观众留足了辩证与思考的空间。这是真正的超越舞台的综合艺术……) 

Apparently, the “threshold” that this reviewer refers to is sort of a benchmark 

level of cultural capital that an audience should meet so as to culturally and 

intellectually access, and, more importantly, fully understand the theatrical 

production. Besides, the reviewer highly praised the ingenious design of the 

Polish production, which uses “sacrifice” as a thread to weave and stitch 

different perspectives/voices about sacrifice and also the associated issues 

around it together through the course of time. The reviewer regarded 

(A)pollonia as a piece of art of synthesis that transcends performing art’s 

ordinary level to its philosophical height, which is dialectic, and which sees all 

happenings from above (an overall perspective) and provides a holistic picture 

in which a clearly pre-defined idea is negated by another one, and all seemingly 

opposing propositions have their own firm stands. On this account, the reviewer 

captured (A)pollonia’s philosophical depth, its dialectic approach and 

methodology, which is Hegel’s Thesis-Antithesis-Synthesis Model that 

postulates a thesis in the beginning, then an antithesis that is a negation of the 

opening thesis, and a synthesis whereby the two conflicting ideas/thesis are 

reconciled to form a new proposition.6 Moreover, what is revealed from the 

reviewer’s brief words is not just his acute capture of (A)pollonia’s application 

of Hegal’s dialectical method and thinking but also his way of thinking and 

expression that is influenced by the classical Chinese philosophical schools 

represented by Laozi and Zhuangzi. The reviewer believed that the purpose of 

(A)pollonia’s dialectical approach realized through montage of texts was to 

break the shackles of the conventional way of thinking that follows the model of 

“either-or”, “black v.s. right” so as to think beyond the finite human distinctions 

of right and wrong and all seemingly opposing things.  

According to traditional Chinese philosophy, no things in the non-linear 

world possess absolute quality, and all the seemingly opposing things, no matter 

it is natural facts, opinions, or else, in fact are correlated, coordinated and 
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complementary so that all of them together comprise the dynamically changing 

whole. As was elaborated in the book “Chuang-Tzu”, all distinctions of right and 

wrong are due to opinions. That which can reveal the falsity of opinion is “明, 

ming” (comprised of two components “日, symbol of sun” and “月, symbol of 

moon”, and is usually translated into “understand” or “reason” in English), 

because to reason/understand (明) is to see things in the light of their natural 

course. Chuang Tzu said, “是亦一无穷，非亦一无穷也。故曰：莫若以明” 

(Translation: The right is an endless change, the wrong is also an endless change. 

There is nothing better than to use the light of reason”.7 Nurtured perhaps with 

the Chinese classical and living philosophical ideas as such, the reviewer 

believed that through the sophisticated montage of non-linear happenings and 

presentation of multiple opinions (多种立场的呈现、拼接与照应) (A)pollonia 

achieved its purpose of blurring the distinctions of right and wrong (模糊掉黑

白的界限) and breaking the fixed way of thinking. It coordinates, reconciles or 

synthesizes ( 综 合 ) the conflicting ideas and differing views, and as a 

consequence, leaves the audience enough room to reason, to understand the 

unspoken/unvoiced truth themselves instead of having an answer or solution 

provided to them.  

The above-mentioned reviewer’s comment substantiates (A)pollonia’s high 

demand on audience’s cultural capital and cross-cultural ability, and also 

recognizes the play’s dialectic method. This is echoed by a couple of other 

comments by people who not just shared their thoughts about (A)pollonia’s 

philosophical depth but also commented on its stage design, the synthesis of 

multiple texts in dramatic composition, and application of multi-media such as 

live band music, etc. Their comments are excerpted below with English 

translations in italics in parenthesis.  

Excerpt 1—a short comment on (A)pollonia in a 5-star entry on 

Douban.com 
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剧情的串联做得非常好，从古至今，从神话到现实，利用演员平移将导演

的意图表现得更加淋漓尽致。现场乐队的表现实在太震感，每一次癫狂的呐喊

都是对人性善与恶的完美诠释。最重要的，是对近代乃至现代人性的丧失与异

化的深刻反思。 

(The montage of the play is well done, from ancient time to present, from 

myth to reality. The director’s intention is more incisively and completely expressed 

by the use of the same actors playing multiple corresponding roles. The 

performance of the live band was so powerful that every heartfelt vocal cry in the 

singing sounds like a perfect interpretation of the good and evil of human nature. 

Most importantly, it is a profound reflection on the loss and alienation of humanity 

in modern and present times.)  

Excerpt 2—a short comment on (A)pollonia by a 4-star comment giver on 

Douban.com 

以先锋的形式语言和多元的意识形态话语营构出一个极致的、悲悯的超时

空炼狱，但它本身不谴责任意形式的献祭、审判，甚至于屠戮，却在竭力寻求

着一种真挚与深刻的反思视角。由此引入古典与现代、多媒体视觉、凝视与变

焦等元素混杂的立体漩涡，在惯性力中摇摆挣脱，创造出实验感极强的超验性

话语。 

(Through the avant-garde forms of texts and multiple ideological discourses, 

(A)pollonia constitutes an extreme and pathetic purgatory that transcends time 

and space. Yet it does not condemn any form of sacrifice, judgment, or even killing; 

instead, it tries by every means to seek a sincere and profound perspective of 

reflection. For this reason, a three-dimensional vortex is formed, which is mixed 

with classical and contemporary elements, multiple media, as well as filming 

approaches/techniques such as focus and zooming. Struggling in the inertia force 

in such a vortex, (A)pollonia creates a transcendent discourse with a strong sense 

of experiment.)  

As is known, the transcendent discourse aims to create a new shared 

language through which the parties can coordinate their differing world views.8 

As for (A)pollonia, what it experimentally creates is a sort of transcendent 
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discourse in which the moral conflicts and differing views are presented, 

coordinated and synthesized. Interpretation of sacrifice from other perspectives 

that is different from conventional moral rule is uncovered and brought to the 

audience, and what is never doubted or given a second thought is put into test 

and questioned in (A)pollonia. Thus, through synthesis, a proposition is formed 

and extended that is quite shocking or harsh for many to digest, and one that 

overturns the established world view of many people. For instance, a play-goer 

who gave (A)pollonia a 5-star rating wrote, “Is sacrifice really as noble as we 

think it is?” (The original comment in Chinese: 牺牲真的像我们我们说的那样

高尚么？) Another audience wrote, “This is a play that I watched a year ago, but 

I still think about it from time to time till now. You can see how huge the impact 

is on me. What is sacrifice? Is it about greatness or selfishness? (A)pollonia asked 

the audience to think attentionally for the first time about sacrifice, a topic which 

seems uncontroversial at all. ” (The original comment in Chinese: 一年前看过

的戏，至今还时不时回想起它，可见其冲击力之大。牺牲是什么，是伟大还是

自私？阿波隆尼亚叫观众第一次关注起“牺牲这个看上去毫无争议的议题。) 

Once the audience begins to give the topic a second thought, what (A)pollonia 

wants to do is actually achieved. Right as the Polish critic Jacek Wakar 

commented, “It is a theatre of questions with no answers”.9 Like Warlikowski’s 

earlier productions, what (A)pollonia strives to do is to describe a non-linear 

world as it is, instead of a world as what is conventionally assumed to be, or 

thought to be. What Warlikowski the director presented to the audience are the 

debunked myth of sacrifice and the hidden, unspoken, unmentionable, 

forbidden and suppressed pieces of facts about sacrifice in reality that are 

perceived from irregular or unconventional perspectives and filtered through 

contemporary thinking, through which a slew of provocative questions are 

posed to the audience, awaiting them to reason, to reflect on what has long been 

held firm and true, to reconstruct meanings, to understand the reality and find 

answers for themselves. Little wonder that director Warlikowski since 1995 has 

gained the reputation of a theatre provocateur. The dramaturge Piotr 
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Gruszczyn ski commented on Warlikowski's theatre by saying, “For its viewers, 

Warlikowski's theatre is a repository of deep psychodrama. Not psychoanalysis, 

because that occurs later, once viewers have exited the theatre, and is something 

that viewers accomplish on their own”.10  

Warlikowski’s understanding of theatre, his intention of doing theatre and 

how to do it is clearly expressed in his message for World Theatre Day 2015. He 

believed that the true masters of theatre had little interest in using theatre as a 

copy machine for replicating conventions and cliche s. Rather, true theatre aims 

at the “pulsing source, the living currents” of the real world, and focuses on 

“emotions that swell below the surface” to “reveal hidden passions”. Inspired 

and guided by some great writers’ prose works, he is also deeply concerned 

about the deteriorating human relations, social order and upheavals, and feels 

deep sympathy for people who live in the face of crimes and conflicts and who 

are helpless, horrified and hemmed in by the mental and social barriers and 

walls, and thus lose the strength to try and glimpse at what is hidden behind the 

surface or the walls. For Warlikowski, “to peek inside where looking is forbidden” 

is right the reason why theatre exists and how to exert its strength. Inspired by 

Kafka’s description of Prometheus legend, Warlikowski finds strong resonation 

in terms of theatre. He wholeheartedly wishes for both theatre workers and 

audience the kind of theatre “which is grounded in truth and which finds its end 

in the inexplicable” (Krzysztof Warlikowski, 2015). Knowing these affirmations 

of Warlikowski, it is now not hard to understand why his theatre neither creates 

some fancy entertaining stories and cliche s to please, nor straightly imposes the 

truth/answer on the audience.11 On the contrary, Warlikowski’s theatre, such as 

(A)pollonia discussed in this study, poses the questions that some people have 

never encountered before, and it challenges or provokes to inquiry into what 

looks normal, triggers debate with the audience yet provides no answers or 

solutions ready to take. This is well substantiated by the above-mentioned 

reviewers’ confession and comments that they had never thought about 
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sacrifice which forever seemed so uncontroversial, and that (A)pollonia leaves 

enough room for the audience to think dialectically themselves.  

What is analyzed and discussed above is centered around the audience’s 

short comments on (A)pollonia; next we will analyze a couple of long reviews on 

Douban and investigate the audience’s opinions on (A)pollonia’s structural, 

artistic, directing, and performing aspects so as to see their response and 

recognition of  Warlikowski’s approaches towards doing theatre and theatrical 

presentations.  

A reviewer who gave (A)pollonia a 4-star rating score began with an 

overview of stories in (A)pollonia. The reviewer said that the stories around the 

three main protagonists Iphigenia, Alcestis, and Apolonia were intermingled, 

correlated, and seasoned with Tagore and Kafka’s fables, which altogether 

revealed different feelings about love and hate, various opinions, contradictions 

and values. Given that some people said (A)pollonia’s method was polyphonic, 

the reviewer then quoted and elaborated on the concepts of polyphony, 

polyphonic novels and its characteristic feature. As it is known, in music, 

polyphony refers to simultaneous lines of independent melodies making up a 

whole. In terms of novels, polyphony is a narrative featuring a diversity of points 

of view and voices. In David Lodge’s words, a polyphonic novel is a “novel in 

which a variety of conflicting ideological positions are given a voice and set in 

play both between and within individual speaking subjects, without being 

placed and judged by an authoritative authorial voice”.12 In this sense, 

polyphonic novel is dialogical. Based on the understanding of the concept and 

features of polyphony and polyphonic novel, the reviewer further analyzed the 

director’s intentions of making a collage of the above-mentioned stories from 

the polyphonic construct’s point of view. However, quite interestingly, in the end 

when talking about (A)pollonia’s artistic aspect, the reviewer rather expressed 

disagreement on the shape of its polyphonic structure/construct. The 

reviewer’s original words are excerpted below with English translation in italics 

in parenthesis.      
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Excerpt 1—from the review on (A)pollonia by a reviewer who gave a 4-star 

rating score to (A)pollonia on Douban.com 

璀璨固然是璀璨的，但作为一首长诗，它缺少力量。复调的结构不是不可

取，各国文化的碎片不是不可粘结，对人性的巨大怀疑不是不可以如此展现。

但作为舞台艺术，首先，你就是要打动观众，那你就不能光靠饱富力量的台词，

也不能光靠演员的疯狂演绎，也不能光靠舞美对玻璃房子和大红灯光的使用—

—那些，如果脱离一个完整有序的故事，所有这些都只是表意的手段，而不是

表意本身。我需求的，恰恰正是完美的表意。 

(Brilliant indeed it is, but as a long poem, it lacks power. The polyphonic 

construct can be built, the fragments from various cultures can be taken, and the 

grave doubt of humanity can be posed in such a polyphonic way. But as the stage 

art, first of all, if you want to impress the audience, then you can neither rely just 

on the powerful lines, nor merely on the actor's crazy performance, or the 

lighting and choreography such as the use of a glass chamber and red light, for all 

of these, if not associated with a complete and well-organized story, are merely 

means of expressing meaning, rather than the meaning expressing itself. What I 

need is right the perfect expression of meaning.)  

The reviewer then illustrated his view quoting Medea (a production 

presented at the National Theatre of China by German Oper Frankfurt in 2014), 

which in the reviewer’s opinion is a model of perfect expression of meaning, a 

story with no ambiguity, a story clearly talking about love and death. The 

reviewer admitted that truly the production Medea only showed contradictions 

and did not solve any problems, but “it has power, great power, and the 

characters are decisive, do what they want to do, without introspection, without 

judgment, without doubt,” the reviewer added. After admitting that not every 

theatrical production must be free from introspection leading to reflection, from 

being critical and skeptical, the reviewer argued “but you can't elaborate on 

various brainstorming and ethical dilemmas at length, because neither a 

director nor a playwright can even fully digest them. How can you expect an 

audience to digest them the moment they see/get the lines? As far as I am 
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concerned, I felt quite tired when watching the play. I had to ponder over the 

lines again and again to decode the meaning, and there were one or two that I 

contemplated for over an hour. Being profound is good, but the profoundness 

should not be expressed in such a way. Now that the stage is outbound to the 

audience, then please break and shred the stodge (that is difficult to digest) 

before presenting the drama to me, please give me the most direct and most 

understandable sensibility and sense.” (The reviewer’s original words in 

Chinese is in excerpt 2) 

Excerpt 2—from the review on (A)pollonia by a reviewer who gave a 4-star 

rating score to (A)pollonia on Douban.com 

当然不是每个剧都必须得不自省、不评判、不怀疑，只是你不能长篇大论

地阐述各种头脑风暴各种伦理困境，那些东西导演和编剧自己都未必能完全消

化得了，你怎么能指望观众在看到台词的一瞬间就能消化？至少我看剧时很累，

我要不断咀嚼台词，回味其意，还有那么一两句是我咀嚼了一个多小时才啃明

白的。深刻是好，但深刻不是这样体现的，既然舞台是外向的玩意儿，那就请

你掰开揉碎了再讲给我，请你给我最直接最可被理解的种种情感和道理。 

When talking about (A)pollonia from the performing and directing 

perspective, the reviewer clearly expressed an attitude of disagreement, saying 

“I don't like the way that various performances are synchronously performed 

here and there all over the stage. Not at all. For me, concentration is 

power...Scattered scenes in (A)pollonia, in fact should not let (A)pollonia be 

considered a polyphonic piece, is just fragmented and loose. For the scattered 

stage art, I don’t know where my sight should go. For a theatrical production 

that is already constructed to be polyphonic, now that the acts are already 

arranged in certain stratification, the directing and performing part should be 

more concentrated. Centralized scheduling of performances, in my opinion, is 

far better than the current decentralized scheduling. It is beautiful, good, and 

accessible, and it doesn't need more reasons. For a stage play, as long as it is 

beautiful, good and accessible, and the text is profound, then, it is already good 
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enough.” (The reviewer’s original words in Chinese: 我一点也不喜欢这种舞台

各处都在演戏的表演方法，是的，一点也不喜欢。对我来说，集中就是力量……

分散的场景，其实连复调都说不上，就是散漫……而分散的舞台艺术，会让我

不知视线该往何方凝聚。对于一部本身就是复调结构的舞台剧来说，既然剧幕

本身已有层次，表导就倍加需要集中了。集中的调度在我看来，远比现在这种

分散的调度好。它漂亮，好看，外向，不需要更多的理由，对于舞台剧来说，

做到漂亮、好看、外向三点，再加上剧本本身就深刻，就已足够好。) 

Apparently, standing in a regular audience’s shoes, the reviewer not only 

expressed a dislike for (A)pollonia’s inexplicable profoundness, which the 

reviewer believed too challenging to be understood and digested by the 

audience, but also revealed a disagreement on (A)pollonia’s approach to the way 

of presentation, which was judged as too scattered to affect audience’s 

concentration, and which as a consequence weakened the effect of (A)pollonia’s 

polyphonic construction. Grounded on the fact that theatre is in any way 

performed to the audience, the reviewer is very much concerned about stage art 

and what criteria a theatrical production should meet on stage so as to be 

impressive and accessible to the audience, whereas Warlikowski’s wish for 

theatre cast and audience is a theatre grounded in truth yet inexplicable. As was 

said in the very beginning of his message to the 2015 World Theatre Day, “the 

true masters of the theater are most easily found far from the stage.” In this 

sense, (A)pollonia perhaps is a true theatre that Warlikowski produces not for 

the stage, but for the truth itself.  

A reviewer who gave (A)pollonia a 5-star rating score holds a somewhat 

different view. Warlikowski’s (A)pollonia, in the reviewer’s eyes, is not so much 

an adapted piece as an integrated compound out of multiple literary works. As 

per the reviewer, the story itself is not difficult to understand. All three major 

plots are about the female characters who sacrifice their lives for something 

seemingly equal to or more important than life. The reviewer thinks that just 

like the previous works of Warlikowski, in (A)pollonia the director's focus is still 

on the humanity itself. It reveals different characters' reflections on sacrifice and 
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their responses to the consequences of sacrifice from different angles, and 

together with some monologues, it further explores and questions the value of 

life of various living beings. From questioning traditional values about whether 

sacrifice is worth it to asking deeper questions about whether human has the 

right to measure/determine the value of life, this is what (A)pollonia 

brings/poses as an issue to the audience, according to the reviewer.  

“The whole theatrical production is complex and diversified, whether it 

comes to story creation, character building, or stage design, which all in all 

reveals the director’s refusal to compromise on one-sided conventional 

views/voices. There is no doubt that (A)pollonia has made a breakthrough in the 

depth and breadth of its subject on humanity and value of life. It is not merely a 

mixture of fragmented reality, rather, all the elements it uses are to present a 

chaotic/indefinite ‘entire world’ and the complexity of humanity.” (The 

reviewer’s original words in Chinese: 整部剧不管是从剧情，角色建设，设计元

素都是复杂多元的。[体现了]导演那种拒绝向片面观念妥协的态度。毫无疑问

《阿波隆尼亚》在其题材的深度和广度上都做了大量突破，一个拼贴作品不是

拿来现实的碎片，该剧的所有元素都呈现出一个混沌的“完整的世界”和人性的

复杂。) 

The reviewer then elaborated on (A)pollonia’s integrity and high 

consistency with its thematic intention—how the presentation/description of a 

chaotic “entire world” and the complexity of humanity is achieved from the 

perspectives of story creation, character, and stage design. In accordance with 

the reviewer’s understanding, in text adaptation, or literature re-creation, the 

director’s position is complex, chaotic (non-linear, indefinite), and inexplicable 

(“复杂的，混沌的，难以捉摸的”). The director uses each dramatic element to 

knock down the fort built by the audience’s rational thinking, so that the 

audience, along with the actors, are exposed to and torn by fate and 

consequently lick the wounds time and again. The sudden appearance of the live 

band music at the moment when the unbearable and helpless pain stops 

abruptly in its extremity, according to the reviewer, is in fact one of the “traps” 
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designed by the director. The reviewer wrote, “The music appears as if the 

complex society that the director worked so hard to create no longer exists. But 

how to place all the intense empathy that I had felt before? There is no exit or 

solution to the helplessness of not being able to resist fate. The feelings that I 

find nowhere to vent drive me anxious. What I desperately need, or what the 

director is obviously looking for, is not a reconciliation or healing brought by the 

live music and song. This, perhaps, is one of the ‘traps’ that the director 

deliberately designed to be just like an anti-realistic contemporary art works.” 

(The reviewer’s original words in Chinese: 痛苦的戛然而止，音乐出现之自然

就好像导演之前潜心营造的复杂社会不复存在。可是之前我所有感受到的强烈

共情要如何安放呢？那种被古希腊悲剧式的，对命运的无从抵抗的无力是没有

出口或者说解决方案的。这种无法安放的情感，这让我焦虑。我急切需要的，

或者说导演寻求的显然不是这种一首歌治愈全场的大和解，这或许是导演设计

的“陷阱”之一，在这背后是一个精心策划的反现实的当代作品。) 

From the content point of view, the reviewer believed that the topic and 

meaning of sacrifice was extended in all its dimensions in (A)pollonia, from 

direct victims of sacrifice (forced or voluntary) to victims spawned by victims. 

Because (A)pollonia aims to construct an “entire world”, its richness and 

extensibility allow each viewer to think from different perspectives. As for the 

stage design, the reviewer spoke highly of Małgorzata Szczęs niak’s work. In the 

reviewer’s opinion, Szczęs niak’s stage design is clean and authentic, fully 

consistent with the director's intention of presenting a real yet chaotic and 

indefinite “entire world”. The reviewer appreciated Szczęs niak’s design concept 

which was not merely imitating reality but creating a new reality out of it by re-

defining the defined objects. “The stage is full of objects ‘borrowed’ from real 

life…and with conceptual scenarios such as two large movable and transparent 

glass boxes…Its all-encompassing design, combined with the use of multimedia 

and lighting, perfectly contributes to (A)pollonia’s questions about a complex, 

chaotic/indefinite and diversified world,” the reviewer added. (The reviewer’s 
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original words in Chinese: 我欣赏 Szczęs niak 脱离模仿继而创造出新的现实

的设计理念。台上满是“借来”生活中的真实物品……再加以概念性的场景，像是

两个巨型可以移动的透明盒子……都是对已定义物件的再定义。其包罗万象的

设计，加上多媒体和灯光的运用完美的再现了故事中对于一个复杂的，混乱的，

多元的社会的追问。) 

In the end, the reviewer reiterated that all the elements, including the stage 

design, costume, lighting, and so on in (A)pollonia were highly coordinated and 

consistent, contributing to the intention of presenting a chaotic/indefinite 

world with no certain/absolute view. The reviewer concluded, “I do not want to 

discuss the theatrical form of (A)pollonia or how to define such a production. On 

the one hand, it is because of (A)pollonia’s complexity and avant-garde artistic 

approaches; on the other hand, in my opinion, there is no good or bad in terms 

of form. A theatrical production such as (A)pollonia, with its intention highly 

achieved, cannot be appreciated and judged solely from the aesthetic 

perspective, for no design elements can be separated from the idea or content 

that they are associated with and be taken separately for study. If we try to put 

aside our theatrical knowledge, and just take the theatrical production as SOME 

kind of art form, then (A)pollonia is undoubtedly a convincing, mature and 

complete contemporary art powered by both sense and sensibility.” (The 

reviewer’s original words in Chinese: 在这里我不想去讨论《阿波隆尼亚》的表

现形式或是应该如何去定义该作品。一方面是其艺术手法上的复杂性和先锋行，

另一方面，在我看来形式本身并无好坏之分，像这样高完成度的作品无法单一

的从美学上进行欣赏和评论，所有的设计元素都不能脱离其概念或内容去单独

研究……若我们试着放下已有的对戏剧的认知，光是把该剧当作“某一种”艺术

形式来看，《阿波隆尼亚》毫无疑问是一部令人折服，理性与感性并驱的，成

熟完整的当代艺术。) Impressed with (A)pollonia’s reflections on history and its 

courageous dialogue with the past, the reviewer wrote that they watched the 

production twice at Tianjin Grand Theatre where (A)pollonia was presented to 

Chinese audience just for two nights.  
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After investigating Chinese audience’s reviews of (A)pollonia on Douban, in 

the following part the Chinese theatre experts and scholars’ views and opinions 

towards (A)pollonia as well as the creation of theatrical production will be 

analyzed to see what and where they their impression and interest lay.  

Part Two—Chinese theatre experts and scholars’ views on (A)pollonia 

The presentation of Polish theatrical production (A)pollonia attracted high 

attention from Chinese theatre experts, professionals and scholars. On June 12th 

2016, those who are active in the field of theatrical art and literature attended the 

Tianjin (A)pollonia Seminar at Tianjin Grand Theatre and discussed (A)pollonia 

with some audiences and students from the Central Academy of Drama. Starting 

from (A)pollonia, they also exchanged views on theatre artist's reflections on 

history and social reality, and the modernity of contemporary theatre as well as its 

new forms and aesthetics.13 

Experts and scholars shared their views on the issues (e.g., sacrifice, morality, 

etc.) posed by (A)pollonia. Most of them appreciated its poetic and literary quality, 

philosophical thinking, aesthetics, as well as its relation to contemporary audience 

and society. They spoke highly of (A)pollonia’s questioning of humanity, believing 

that it steers the dramatic composition in this right direction of questioning 

humanity. It no longer uses the traditional narrative mode, nor focuses on dramatic 

text, but applies the current narrative approach and theatre-aesthetic discourse so 

that the theater is transformed into a space for thinking and dialogue. The scholars 

think that through the touching expression of the emotions and the uncertainty of 

meaning (resulting from mutual deconstruction of meanings) (A)pollonia vividly 

presents a holistic picture of humanity and modern crisis (the crisis of 

rationality/sense). It is precisely because of (A)pollonia’s inexplicable and 

uncertain ideological meaning that its freedom of creation can be extended in time 

and space, and that it cannot be interpreted by the audience in one certain way. It 

breaks the boundaries of one kind or several kinds of reasoning and touches the 

audience by its anti-interpretive sensibility; in such a way, (A)pollonia is a 

theatrical work that can be understood by heart but is hard to thoroughly explain 
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in words.  

Writer and poet Ning Ken commented, “The theatrical production is like a 

piece of broken glass, but each tiny piece of it is cracked and sharp; the whole is 

scattered and nihilistic (in his opinion, postmodernism is prone to nihilism), but 

on specific issues its attitude is straightforward and sharp.” (Ning’s original words 

in Chinese: 这部戏就像一个碎掉的玻璃，但是每一个片都是崩裂的、尖锐的，

整体上是破碎的，是虚无的，但是具体在一些问题上，在态度上又是直爽尖

锐的。) Although he holds some contrary opinions towards (A)pollonia, thinking 

it too much conceptual (like conceptual art) due to its lack of story/plot logic and 

obvious didactic intent, nevertheless, he recognizes its spiritual core of 

questioning humanity and also praises the spirit of Polish theatre artists. “It does 

not avoid serious things—things about humanity…are spiritual, are about soul. 

This, they (Polish theatre artists) do not give up.” (Ning’s original words in Chinese: 

这个戏的戏剧精神，对于严肃的东西没有放弃……人性的东西说句实话是一

种精神性的东西，是一种灵魂性的东西，这一点没有放弃。)  

Theatre scholar professor Ma Wenqi expressed his opinion on (A)pollonia’s 

stage presentation (e.g., the visual discourse, audio discourse, the atmosphere, etc.) 

and its expression of non-certain meaning. He said, “The director’s thoughts can 

always move to places where we cannot. His articulated montage leads you in a 

direction which you seem to understand but cannot explain clearly. In fact, 

everything that follows after the beginning of the play is nothing more than a 

display of sin that our innocence will never understand. What’s the answer? 

There’s no answer. The creative piece is open.” (Ma’s original Chinese words: “他

的思绪总能扫到一些我们扫不到得地方，他用的是组合拳，弄了一个拼贴，导向

了一种你似乎能理解，但又诠释不太清楚的方向……实际上这个开头之后所有的

剧情无非就是在展现我们的天真永远无法理解的罪恶。答案是什么？就是没有答

案，它是一个散开的构作。 ” ) He analyzed (A)pollonia with the notion of 

postdramatic theatre as the base of his reasoning and shared his views on 

modernity. He said that the theatrical production was premiered in 2009, and if it 

had been presented in China at that time, it would have been difficult to analyze it 
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theoretically. Thanks to the publication of the Chinese translation of Hans-Thies 

Lehmann’s book “Postdramatic Theatre” in 2010, “we now are prepared with 

theories to deal with contemporary theatre and the productions such as 

(A)pollonia,” he said. In his opinion, postdramatic theatre is about three co-related 

things: theatre no longer focuses on the dramatic text; the other components of 

the mise en sce ne are no longer subservient to the text (what remains 

predominant is the intention); the anti-interpretive theatre brimming with 

sensibility is therefore the result. “In the traditional text-based theatre, intention 

is revealed through the traditional narrative mode, whereas in the contemporary 

theatre new narrative approaches are called for. The traditional narrative mode 

comprises characters, conflicts between characters, and the progress of plots 

driven by characters’ dialogues and actions. Today the narratives are shifted to 

new approaches which we cannot describe.” As for why the traditional narrative 

mode became unpopular, Ma believed that the reasons were many but a deeper-

level explanation could be “modernity”, which for him should be more precisely 

called the “modern crisis” or “disease of sense”. All the various thoughts of thinkers 

and the “prescriptions” of this and that sort through the course of time are to 

overthrow what is certain or what is defined. Ma believed that the contemporary 

theatre in western countries that experimented with new narrative approaches is 

also due to this account. Characters and their conflicts, conversations and actions 

are all predefined in traditional narrative mode, but what the contemporary 

theatre wants to do is to dismantle the defined and turn to the vague (non-defined). 

That is why (A)pollonia’s ideological expression is open (instead of “closed” or 

“defined”), and why it is inexplicable, he speculated.                         

Starting from (A)pollonia, the experts and scholars extended the discussion in 

scope and shared their views and reflections on the situation of current Chinese 

theatre and the social reality that Chinese contemporary art is facing. Playwright 

Li Jing believed that the contemporary original theatrical productions in China 

exhibit lack of the topics with spiritual value and stories deeply concerned about 

humanity, and lack of “more sophisticated reflections on and presentation of 
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humanity, more detailed elements on mental, spiritual, and emotional levels.” The 

reasons were often ascribed not to the creators themselves but to the external 

obstacles from the system, market, traditional culture, etc. “As a result, our original 

theatrical productions are still pursuing very clear, very logical, very life-like 

stories, and they are becoming apolitical, thus superficial, trivial, and pertaining to 

ordinary people’s everyday life,” said Li.  

Playwright and director Cai Shangjun believed that art works were nothing 

more than projections from the heart. In his view, complaining of the obstacles and 

censorship are just excuses, because creation is all about the self. Creators/artists 

should truly start from studying the self, and think from the hidden perspective of 

humanity so as to capture a deep insight into the plight of humankind. “We have to 

focus more on the common aspects of humanity, and return to the source and root. 

How we get along with ourselves, with the others, with time, and with the so-called 

outside world, these are the fundamental questions all the time. On top of which, 

there are countless changing forms. However, the most fundamental things can 

only be perceived and understood by ourselves,” he added. (Cai’s original words in 

Chinese: 我们得更关注普遍人性意义的东西，回到我们自己真正创作根源上东

西，得回到最根源，怎么跟自己相处。永远是这些基本的问题，如何跟自己相处，

跟他人相处，跟时间相处，跟所谓外面世界相处，这里面变化了无数的变形的东

西，无数衍生的东西，最根本的问题是需要自己真正梳理和认清的。) He thinks 

that a person’s creative work should be related to the contemporary context where 

he lives as an individual. If his works are vibrant (alive, as opposed to dead and 

vigorless), creative and reflective, there must be a possibility of having a dialogue 

with the here and now.  

This viewpoint was echoed by playwright and producer Yu Rongjun. He 

agreed that theater was a space for thinking, dialogue and experiment. “We should 

have more different productions to diversify and propel our theater. Although I 

find there are few theatrical productions such as (A)pollonia in China, can we break 

the status quo and have a try?” He then mentioned a few different experimental 

works he had created over the past few years. According to him, some experiments 
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shared similarity to (A)pollonia, and in the phase of rehearsals there were always 

unexpected things coming up. In some experimental works, he even wanted to 

challenge the relationship between the creator and the audience, but found it was 

“very difficult, but very interesting…The delight of the audience can sometimes be 

interrupted and offended, but the creator achieves his purpose." (Yu’s original 

words in Chinese: 这非常艰难，但很有意思。……观众欣赏的愉悦有时会被打断，

会被冒犯，但创作者能达到自己的目的。) One of his works that received the most 

criticism during the performance exemplified what was meant. “Some people were 

very angry, which I quite understand and which is as expected. Most of the 

audiences are those who favor the traditional realistic dramas. Not standing in the 

same theatre landscape, you can’t talk with them. ” (Yu’s original words in Chinese: 

有些人非常愤怒，我很理解，这是预料之中的事情，面对的观众多是喜欢传统写

实主义戏剧的观众，有时候就不是在一个语境里对话，没法谈。) Yu commented 

further, saying that market was a double-edged sword, so much so that quite some 

avant-garde theatre pioneers were tempted to experiment but lost in the market, 

forgetting their original aspirations. “As a creator, during the process of watching 

(A)pollonia last night, I had been thinking and relating it to my own situation. 

Sometimes I feel that in China this kind of hardship offers a lot of fun. I am not 

angry or depressed, just think it will be very interesting to have more people to do 

it together. In the creative process, I used to take the audience into my 

consideration. I write plays to cultivate my audience, or I write plays to challenge 

my audience. The theatrical production (A)pollonia inspired me a lot yesterday. It 

makes me think where the boundary of creation is. We always put our creation in 

a safe zone, thus we dare not imagine bold choices, and very often are worried 

about many things that we should not do. But an artist should be thinking that 

anything can be done, only in this way you are free, although it is difficult.” (Yu’s 

original words in Chinese: 作为一个创作者，在昨天晚上看戏过程中，一直在联

系自己创作实际，有时候我会觉得在中国，这种“艰难”很有意思，我不会生气也

不会沮丧，只是觉得要有更多的人一起来做，才有意思。以前我在创作过程当中，
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一直是考虑观众的，我想培养观众我可以去写剧本，我想挑战观众也可以去写剧

本，昨天的这个戏给我许多启发，它让我去探索创作的边界在哪里，我们总把自

己的创作放在一个安全的范围之内，我们就不敢去想象，因为很多时候我们都在

担心很多东西不可以做，但是创作者应该是在想什么东西都可以做，于是你便自

由了，但是这个很难。) 

Yu’s opinion was quite in line with what playwright Li Jing said. Li suggested 

that artists and creators overcome all kinds of obstacles, re-integrate the spiritual 

resources and explore ingenious approaches. By getting rid of the dependencies 

and exploring toward the more subtle and deep level of humanity, the free 

expression of spirit can be achieved. When it comes to the topic of social reality 

faced by Chinese contemporary art and theatre, scholar Ma Wenqi said that the 

current social reality was quite embarrassing and artists were squeezed in 

between two calls: one is from the modern enlightenment thoughts and the other 

is from the deconstruction thoughts that are anti-modernity. Artists and creators 

often fall into a struggle between the aspired conceptions/prospects and their 

doubts about the conceived narratives. Facing such a dilemma, according to Ma, 

(A)pollonia’s reference value to Chinese contemporary art and theatre lies in its 

dialectical “prudence/carefulness”(审慎) in ideological expression or meaning 

expression—it poses a point of view, then dismantles it thereafter. “When you 

want to express some idea, question your confidence. When you feel certain about 

your perception, you might as well be uncertain and complicate what looks simple, 

like what the western contemporary theater does…Facing the current reality in 

China, if you want to express your ideas through creative works seriously, then I 

think the best way is to take uncertainty as your principle, think more, and more,” 

Ma proposed. (Ma’s original words in Chinese: 当你想表意的时候，你对自己的

自信打一个问号，当你觉得真的就该这么看的时候，你不妨真的像西方当代剧场

的不确定性那样，把简单的事情复杂化一下， 面对中国当下的现实，如果你想

用创作来表意，而且要严肃，那么我觉得最好的思维方式就是把不确定性当做你

的原则，多想想，再多想想。) 
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The above analysis finds that the discussion among Chinese experts and 

scholars cover topics that include: what themes/topics should contemporary 

theatre focus on, what kind of creative intention it should have, how to 

deliver/perform these topics, the freedom of creation, or the boundary of creation, 

etc. For these points of discussion, especially those related to the intention in doing 

a theatrical production, what theatre should be concerned about, theatre 

creation/production, boundary/freedom of creation, challenges and risks, we 

would also like to hear (A)pollonia’s director Warlikowski and dramaturge 

Gruszczyn ski’s voices and their points of view. For this purpose, some texts from 

Warlikowski’s interview with Jean-Francois Perrier at 2009 Avignon Festival and 

Gruszczyn sk’s lecture on (A)pollonia to Chinese audience in 2016 are excerpted 

and translated into English below so as to see their insights into the above-

mentioned discussion points.  

Excerpt 1—from Warlikowski’s interview with Jean-Francois Perrier at 2009 

Avignon Festival.14 

Question (by Perrier): “Have you also added the texts that you are the author 

of?”  

Answer (by Warlikowski): “We improvise with the actors together, and this 

results in the montage of texts […] We also give ourselves possible freedom to ask the 

very contemporary questions, knowing fully well that these are also the eternal 

questions of humanity.”  

Question (by Perrier): “So the characters of the tragedy are in the past and the 

present?” 

Answer (by Warlikowski): “Yes, but the further we go in the work, the more they 

speak a contemporary language. We are very close to but also far from these 

characters/heroes and their questions. That has to be taken into account.”  

Question (by Perrier): “You have always questioned Polish society about the 

unvoiced (social issues) through the texts you have staged. With (A)pollonia, do you 

not take even more risks by no longer hiding behind an author but by proposing your 

own montage of texts?” 
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Answer (by Warlikowski): “[…] When I produced Angels in America, it was to 

respond to the homophobia that was growing in my country, but not just in 

Poland. Similarly, I created Kroum to talk about the difficult relationship between 

Poland and the Jews, a problem that is not only Polish. In all these choices, I borrowed 

the words of playwrights to say what I wanted to say, but today I am indeed very 

much tormented by this new project because I am afraid to take responsibility for 

the language that will be heard. At the same time, I felt that we might have arrived 

at the moment when we could speak directly to the public and expose ourselves 

without a protective screen. We had accumulated so much experience from the works 

of William Shakespeare, Hanoch Levin, Sarah Kane and all the others... But I always 

want to blow up what we call the “theatrical traditions” that do not interest me and 

are unlike “life” that fascinates me. I am lucky to have lived two lives: one in the 

communist regime, another in democratic regime. And it is this experience which I 

share with many Poles that guides me. But through these personal experiences, we 

must touch the universal.” 

It can be seen from the above excerpt that the director Warlikowski focuses 

on the universal and eternal topics/questions about humanity when creating 

theatrical productions. In the process of directing (A)pollonia, he worked with the 

actors to improvise and explore deeply, integrating historical texts and myths with 

contemporary texts and facts, connecting the past and the present, articulating the 

roles, mixing the historical questions with contemporary questions, and 

performing them in contemporary theatrical discourse. As a matter of fact, when 

creating the production, Warlikowski was also facing and struggling with social 

pressure and risks, but he had been keeping up experimenting, accumulating 

experience and preparing the audience to grasp the production. He does not follow 

the various theatrical traditions, instead, what fascinates him is the “life” that is 

real and alive and that is the source of his theatre. He starts from himself, from his 

personal experience and the shared life experience to explore the universal, to 

create theatrical productions that touch the social reality, real life, and humanity. 

The topics that Warlikowski is concerned about were summarized into four 
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categories by dramaturge Gruszczyn ski in his lecture on (A)pollonia to Chinese 

audience in Tianjin on June 7th 2016.15 His summary is excerpted and translated 

below.  

Excerpt 2—from Gruszczyn sk’s lecture on (A)pollonia to Chinese audience in 

Tianjin on June 7th of 2016  

“We could say that Warlikowski always wanted to create some topics, study 

them, and make theatrical productions around them.  

The first very important topic is where does evil in the world come from? Where 

does the evil in a person’s heart come from? 

The second topic is about the freedom of people. Where are the limitations of 

the freedom of people? Where does our freedom of expression end? Where are the 

borders of restrictions? 

The third topic is the different individualistic features of the same people. 

The fourth is what World War II brought to Poland, mainly the holocaust, and 

the moral consequences of that. 

The (above) order doesn't mean anything, as these four topics are the most 

important to him. These four topics, when articulated with his own theatrical text, 

will have the same effect as a bomb.” 

When talking about the birth and creative process of (A)pollonia, 

Gruszczyn ski said, “We also felt from the beginning that the new work must not be 

the ordinary theatrical work, and by that time Mr. Warlikowski was beginning to 

feel that he was very tired of the very traditional theatrical means of expression, 

that something new was needed. He often says that the most boring thing in 

theatre is dramatic play. And he used to say that he no longer wanted to serve the 

play, to serve the other writers, which means after getting a play, not to do what is 

in that play,  not to make the play but create from that play.” Gruszczyn ski then 

further elaborated on how Warlikowski departs from the traditional theatrical 

approaches and how they fully enjoy the freedom of creation. He said, 

“Warlikowski wondered how he could move away from traditional theatrical 

practices, for instance, turning (A)pollonia into a concert. So you'll find in 
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(A)pollonia there are a lot of music and songs, very serious topics being developed 

along with this kind of musical discussion. From the very beginning, we already 

thought about how we could arouse the audience’s interest in talking with us 

about such serious topics. So music is the way to try. One more thing, Warlikowski 

suggested we should not serve the other texts, so we have the freedom to use 

different texts and resources in our process of creating (A)pollonia…We articulate 

different times, different stories and different things. The purpose of linking the 

World War II modern history tragedy in the twentieth century with the ancient 

Greek tragedy, and combining the classical myths with the real events, is to 

investigate or prove that the content of the tragedy or the way tragedy is handled 

in ancient Greece can help us understand or touch the real tragedy.” As for the 

theatrical approach and intention of Warlikowski’s works, Gruszczyn ski explained 

that there were a lot of expression methods and performing approaches 

intermingled in Warlikowski’s works, which was inexplicable and the goal of 

which was to let people not just simply interpret things but to find their own way 

of true understanding. “Warlikowski wants the audience to think and answer the 

questions in their minds after leaving theatre and getting back home […] We also 

hope the audience can break through the very fixed state of mind by watching 

(A)pollonia, by its music, visual elements and stories. This (breaking through the 

very fixed state of mind) is our homework, what we have to do ourselves, and no 

one will utter the answer in our ears,” added by Gruszczyn ski. 

What is worth mentioning is that in his lecture to Chinese audience 

Gruszczyn ski said such words, “To use it (referring the awarding ceremony of “The 

Righteous Among The Nations” medals to Poles who risked their lives to save Jews 

during the Holocaust) in our theatrical production, we wanted to know more about 

it, so we studied that in detail. So, before you imagine/speculate something, to 

know more about it is first and foremost.” This way of thinking shares much 

similarity with that of Chinese scholar Ma Wenqi, as Ma said, “When you want to 

express some idea, question your confidence. When you feel certain about your 

perception, take uncertainty as your principle, think more, and more.”  
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Findings and Explorations 

The Polish theatre director Warlikowski’s theatrical production (A)pollonia 

was produced by the Warsaw-based Nowy Theater, and was presented and highly 

recognized in 2009 Avignon International Theatre Festival. The production was 

presented to Chinese audience in June 2016 in two cities Tianjin and Harbin at the 

invitation of the Third Tianjin Cao Yu International Theatre Festival & The Sixth 

Lin Zhaohua Theatre Arts Festival. Although it has been performed in China only 

four times and to the rather limited audience, (A)pollonia has triggered some 

Chinese audiences’ different responses as well as interest and discussions in 

Chinese academia and the field of theatre. Through both qualitative and 

quantitative approaches, this study investigated the Chinese audience and 

academia’s response and recognition to (A)pollonia, the context and text resources 

of which are foreign to the majority of Chinese. Based on Chinese theatre people 

and scholars’ speeches, texts and discussions around (A)pollonia, the reference 

value of the Polish theatrical production to Chinese contemporary theatre was 

also explored. All the findings and explorations are summarized below.  

1. Chinese audiences’ various opinions on (A)pollonia  

The statistics on the ratings, and count of comment and review on (A)pollonia 

at the Chinese social networking service website Douban.com was analyzed and 

also compared with those of Mo Fei, a theatrical production by Polish director Lupa. 

It turns out that the percentage of short comments and reviews on (A)pollonia (a 

theatrical production based on Greek myths and contemporary literature and 

works that are foreign to Chinese) is lower than Lupa’s Mo Fei (a theatrical 

production based on Chinese texts and with China being its context and performed 

by Chinese actors.) Besides, many audiences are rather reserved when sharing 

their opinions on (A)pollonia, as the result their comments are quite short and 

simple. As for the audiences who write a bit more in comments and who give 

reviews, their opinions quite differ. Some audiences clearly admitted that they did 

not get it, thinking the stories quite fragmented and loose. Some believed that the 

"threshold" of the production was relatively high, implying that it requires a high 
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level of cultural capital for the audience, yet as long as the threshold was crossed, 

the sophisticated design and intention would be captured, which was to penetrate 

into the hidden, to break the seemingly absolute, to present various positions and 

voices in a real world, and to provoke the audience’s dialectical thinking and 

search for answers themselves. There are also audiences who are familiar with 

(A)pollonia’s story, structure and design, but think its inexplicable profoundness 

too hard to be understood/digested by a regular audience. They do not agree with 

(A)pollonia’s approach of presenting/performing either, saying that it is too 

disjointed to capture an audience’s concentration. From the stage art’s point of 

view, they think (A)pollonia neither impressive nor accessible enough to the 

audience, despite its profoundness. Even so, some other audience members hold 

rather opposite views. They think that all the theatrical elements in (A)pollonia 

are highly coordinated and consistent with its intention of presenting a 

chaotic/indefinite “entire world” with no bias of views, and that (A)pollonia is a 

powerful contemporary art with both sense and sensibility as its strength. 

2. Some Chinese audiences’ impression with the creative intention and 

composition of (A)pollonia   

Although the comments and reviews on Douban show the various views and 

attitudes towards (A)pollonia, some positive, some not so, nevertheless they 

confirm that (A)pollonia has indeed struck a chord with some audiences. More 

importantly, it dares to tear up the “calm” surface and peek into where people 

cannot or do not want to look, dares to offend some audiences (if not all) and asks 

harsh questions that in a different situation clearly would not be posed at all, but 

here they must only be answered by the audiences themselves. Such boldness in 

this sophisticated construct is quite exceptional indeed. On June 11th 2016 at the 

Tianjin Grand Theatre, during the after-show discussion, a member of Chinese 

audience shared a commonly known rule that in China children usually got to 

learn two things—to summarize the main content and the main/core idea of the 

works. When the audience asked the cast members of (A)pollonia, “Could you tell 

us the core idea of the theatrical production in relatively simple words?” The 
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response to the question was, “We really want to communicate with the audience, 

yet we don't want to give people direct answers. We want you to think about it 

and get some answers of your own.” When another person came up with their 

understanding and said, “In the face of disasters, wars, losses, deaths, the 

responses of the male and female characters in the theatrical production vary and 

differ...In the production, human as subject perceives the world and discloses the 

doubts in their mind,” to which, the cast members echoed, “The different 

characters we play all have different ideas and understandings about religion and 

belief. What we want to see is not an absolute understanding, an absolute method, 

or an absolute belief, because everyone is different, but we should respect each 

other. People in this world are getting more and more extreme, only believing 

what they believe, and everything else is wrong. But it is not like this, it is not as 

simple as the relationship between right and wrong”.16 This is quite in line with a 

Douban reviewer’s understanding which was mentioned above that (A)pollonia is 

truly “a synthetic art that goes beyond the stage art, blurring the distinction 

between white and black, leaving enough room for the audience to think 

dialectically.” Warlikowski’s creative intention of describing an “entire world” and 

the complexity of humanity as well as the dialectical and aesthetic approach of 

combining multiple “voices” in (A)pollonia could be decoded and fully understood 

by some Chinese audiences, whether using Hegel’s Thesis-Antithesis-

Synthesis Model or the essential ideas of the classical Chinese philosophy. This 

might be the reason why (A)pollonia has struck a chord with them. 

3. Chinese theatre people and academia’s views on (A)pollonia and their 

impression with its “What” and “How” aspects  

Analysis of the Chinese theatre experts and scholars’ speech texts in the 

Tianjin (A)pollonia Seminar finds that their views on (A)pollonia also vary from 

person to person. However, despite some experts thinking that (A)pollonia 

delivered ideological discourse, too conceptual, and had some structural defects, 

they all spoke highly of the production’s theatrical spirit/intention and also Polish 

theatre artists’ spirit of questioning humanity. Moreover, the majority of them 
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fully recognized (A)pollonia’s theatrical composition, contemporary theatre-

aesthetic discourse and narrative approach, its performing/visualization of sense 

and sensibility, as well as its inexplicable and indefinite expression of meaning. 

(A)pollonia has certainly provoked thinking and analyzing among Chinese 

academics and experts on its “WHAT” aspect (topics and the director’s creative 

intention) and also has led to their questions, discussions and reflections on the 

production’s “HOW” aspect—“how did the director do it?” This is like what the 

subject of We-Media Hao Xi’s review on (A)pollonia indicates. As per Hao Xi, in 

terms of (A)pollonia, attention is given not just to what it shows, but also to how it 

performs.17 The review summarizes four features of (A)pollonia’s “HOW” aspect, 

which are more or less in consistent with what most of the theatre experts and 

scholars’ shared in the seminar. The four features are translated and listed below 

in italics.  

1) Contemporary narrative approach and discourse through all the texts it 

uses. Although the three major texts are disparate and independent from 

each other, after finding the common theme, Warlikowski transformed and 

articulated all of them in the same narrative context, focusing on the core 

relationships of the characters in the text and connecting them with 

contemporary discourse. As Warlikowski himself argues, he cares more 

about people and their relationship to themselves than about politics. This 

means that all relation under the shell of social identity are essentially 

about interpersonal relationships. 

2) The theatre-aesthetical discourse. The director used a lot of diversified 

techniques and methods on the stage, but the most noticeable are the 

following four: film acting/projection on stage, live band/concert, cross-

cutting, lighting and sound. When these techniques are applied in 

(A)pollonia, they are integrated and aiming at the same common goal, 

which also reveals the director’s determination of breaking the stage 

illusion and creating a space for dialogue with the audience. Such a 

dialogue space is not the traditional means in which the creator directly 
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delivers message to the audience through the mouth of the characters, but 

a space where the audience can have a direct dialogue with the overall text. 

3) Role mapping and the symbolic implication. This is an element that is 

undoubtedly noteworthy. Dozens of roles/characters in the theatrical 

production are played by just over a dozen actors, and one actor in different 

scenes playing different roles/characters has the same spiritual 

core/quality. This has a strong symbolic implication. More character-to-

character correspondence may need to be explored by those who have 

watched the production. The idea of role mapping is not complicated, but 

in a theatrical production with such erudite script, the detailed and precise 

role mapping is worth respect. And the symbolic implication hidden in role 

mapping not only contributes to the narrative intention, along with 

dialogue and acting on the stage, but also further enlarges the theatrical 

space.  

4) The consistent creation intention throughout the complex text. (A)pollonia 

as the name of the production is just an example of its complexity. Moreover, 

from the director’s point of view, (A)pollonia is not all about “sacrifice”, 

rather, the idea is just a thread running through the text. During the four 

hours of performance, the questioning of humanity, the dialectical 

reflection on war, and even on the environment and nature, all of these 

leave traces on the stage through a variety of structures and details, which 

provoke the audience to explore the drama from different multiple 

perspectives. 

4. Chinese theatre people’s reflections on postdramatic theatre and 

Chinese theatrical productions 

Hao Xi’s review of (A)pollonia is generally in accordance with the view 

points of the majority of Chinese theatre experts and scholars who attended the 

(A)pollonia Seminar. “Through mature instead of cutting-age techniques and 

theatrical discourse, the unity and consistency of performing forms is achieved, 

which contributes to the complex montage of texts, and all of these are directed 
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uniformly to the same goal: transform the theater to be a space for artistic 

dialogue and let the audience go through a spiritual journey alone in a state of 

individual consciousness,” summarized by Hao Xi, which is also echoed by some 

audiences and academics. Other than that, inspired by (A)pollonia, both We-

Media Hao Xi and theatre experts and scholars in the (A)pollonia Seminar also 

talked about their views on some correlated topics that they were very much 

concerned about, such as theatre, postdramatic theatre, and contemporary 

theatre. “In an era when the dramatic text is no longer the only core of theatre, 

the switch of our concern from ‘what to perform’ to ‘how to perform’ perhaps is 

related to the evolution of aesthetic views of the audience, creator, and even the 

critics,” commented by Hao Xi. 

Indeed, since the 1960s, along with the inventive experiments and reforms 

in western theatre and the emergence of new technologies and a historical shift 

from a text-based culture to a new media age of image and sound, new theatre 

forms and aesthetics have developed and evolved, bringing about the new 

theatre landscape and transformation from text-based drama to theater. As per 

Lehmann, postdramatic theatre refers to theatre after drama.18 Nowadays, 

according to Chinese scholar Gu Haihui (谷海慧), the exploration of theater 

(postdramatic theatre) that no longer focuses on the dramatic text and does not 

emphasize stories/plots has exerted a profound influence on Chinese theatre in 

all the aspects—from theatrical theories/concept, creative practice and even to 

the psychological acceptance.19 Moreover, as per Chinese theatre scholar Li 

Yinan (李亦男), in theatre composition western theatre artist and dramaturge 

have close connection with the academia so that the theatrical works can 

involve the discussion of contemporary social issues. The objective of their 

dramaturgy is to focus on social issues and arouse audience’s reflection and 

discussion. Theatre artists and creators should “ask themselves what they really 

want to say, how to speak through artistic means, and work on self-

exploration".20 
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In a time when western theatre is evolving and reforming, and when western 

theatre artists are working on toward self-exploration, the presentation of 

(A)pollonia which was “an aesthetic and mental shock” to French audience, seems 

to touch the nerves of Chinese audience and academics not any less than those of 

their western peers/counterparts. For Chinese theatre people in the current social 

context, (A)pollonia’s “WHAT” and “HOW” aspects provoke their reflections on the 

original Chinese theatrical productions, and on their call for creating works with 

philosophical depth and spiritual value, as well as their explorations on how to 

freely be creative in current social and economic context. Although there are 

obstacles from social, political, economic, cultural, traditional forces, some 

scholars and experts believe that these should not be an excuse for creators to 

make/offer works that are superficial, flat and ordinary rather than such that 

explore humanity in depth and thus create the original Chinese theatrical 

productions on profound spiritual level.   

5. Cultural tolerance towards (A)pollonia at the reception end in China  

Talking about the combination of forces from society, culture, tradition and 

so on, it is necessary to mention cultural tolerance. According to an article 

published on PropelMedia, due to all sorts of factors and considerations, and in 

order to “fulfill the mission and trust that society and audiences have entrusted to 

us,” when (A)pollonia was presented to Chinese audience in 2016, some lines, 

especially those erotic lines that Alcestis said to describe to her husband how good 

the dolphin’s love was before she sacrificed her life for her husband, were 

translated very implicitly/properly into Chinese and projected on the subtitle 

screen, although the characters on stage still spoke the original full lines in 

Polish.21 In addition, actor Andrzej Chyra who played Apollo in a scene in 

(A)pollonia acknowledged to Chinese audiences during the after-show discussion 

that he as character in one scene should be completely naked but he did not do it 

in China, as he was told seriously beforehand not to get nude on stage. He did not 

want to make trouble for the audience and people, as this is beyond the cultural 

tolerance range. So is the case for the choice of national anthem. “I played 
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Agamemnon, and when I came back from the war, I said greetings to my wife, and 

you heard the Polish national anthem. Every time we go out, we play the national 

anthem of the host country, but this time we played the Polish national anthem,” 

said actor Maciej Stuhr to a Chinese audience during the after-show discussion.16 

All of these seem to confirm that when it comes to the reception of theatrical works 

(whether foreign, Polish, or original Chinese) in China, the degree of acceptance 

has dependency on cultural tolerance.  

6. Reference value of (A)pollonia and Polish theatre for Chinese theatre 

development and theatre artists 

Apart from the cultural factor, a critical force that poses more challenges to 

theatre creators is from market/audience and theatre traditions. As was already 

mentioned in this study, most audiences in the Chinese theatre market like 

traditional text-based drama and realistic drama, and creators’ attempts to 

challenge the audience prove rather difficult, to quote playwright and producer Yu 

Rongjun. However, despite the difficulties “these attempts are interesting and 

worth trying out,” said Yu. Moreover, the audience in fact needs to be cultivated. 

As is put quite directly by playwright and director Cai Shangjun, “Art, especially 

theater, does not serve everyone. It is only possible on a certain basis. It serves the 

pioneers, not the common public” (Cai’s original words in Chinese: 艺术尤其是剧

场，不是给每个人服务的，是在一定基础上有可能性，是为先行者服务的，不是

大众的。) The “pioneers” that Cai refers to might be those who can cross the 

“threshold” mentioned by a Douban audience, and those who are equipped with 

sufficient cultural capital, open to spiritual awareness and humanity, and are able 

to have/be in  direct dialogue with postdramatic theatre.  

In terms of Warlikowski’s attempts and ways of challenging/provoking 

audience in his theatrical explorations and productions, Dr. Olga S miechowicz in 

her book “Polish Theatre after the Fall of Communism: Dionysus since ‘89” has 

some detailed elaborations/interpretations on it while analyzing Warlikowski’s 

works, especially his monumental production (A)pollonia. On Agamemnon’s 

monologue (using words based on Jonathan Littell’s The Kindly Ones) after his 
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return home from war, S miechowicz commented that a trick as such one (referring 

to the criminal Agamemnon who does not apologize after admitting his crimes, 

rather he stands opposite the audience and concludes, “I am exactly the same as 

you.”) was very typical of Warlikowski, as he likes to put his spectators in an 

uncomfortable position. “The director always sits in the audience. When a moment 

like this monologue comes he instructs technicians to turn on all the lights. All the 

time he sits at a right-angle to the stage and observes, carefully monitors, people’s 

reactions. How they struggle with the words thrown at them from the stage. Only 

after he reaches a satisfying level of destruction can the lights go down again,” 

wrote by S miechowicz.22 

Undoubtedly, there are risks in provoking the audience, risks of posing harsh 

questions to the public about the unvoiced social issues, and risks in questioning 

the norms, paradigms, conventions, and traditions. However, Warlikowski seems 

to keep preparing us for all these to come. Back to (A)pollonia, when Warlikowski 

was asked by Perrier about the risk he might take in presenting the theatrical piece 

to the audience, the director said, “I felt we might have arrived at the moment when 

we could speak directly to the public […] We had accumulated so much experience 

from our works […] ” From his answer, one could speculate that Warlikowski blows 

up the “theatrical traditions” not in one go, and that his works are extended 

through “personal experiences” and touch “the universal”. When perceived from 

another perspective, Warlikowski’s words seem to imply that the audiences in any 

market are actually cultivated gradually, and that the process of accumulating 

practical experience by theatre creators is also a process of cultivating and 

preparing the audiences. By that analogy, the accumulation of creator's experience 

and the accumulation of audience's cultural capital complement each other, and 

the creator, actor and the audience promote each other’s ability for dialogue. The 

forerunner in the audience and the forerunner in the theatre cultivate and develop 

each other.  

As far as the theatre development is concerned, in any country challenges 

exist and are dynamically growing along with its changing domestic and 
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surrounding context. Take Polish theatre for instance, it is through a challenging 

journey that Polish theatre arrives to where it is now. According to Gruszczyn ski’s 

lecture to Chinese audience in Tianjin, Polish theatre actually went through quite 

difficult times. After World War II, surrounded by censorship restrictions, Polish 

theatre gradually formed a “special language” to communicate with the audience. 

It was through theatre that some artists communicated with the audience what 

they wanted to express in a very concise and subtle way. However, after 1989, the 

popularity of movies and various new forms of entertainment changed the 

audience's consumption preference; in addition in Polish theatre the language that 

artists used to communicate with the audience was no longer usable, and the new 

language had not yet been created. Therefore, the early 1990s were the most 

difficult period for Polish theatre since the Second World War, according to 

Gruszczyn ski.15 Thanks to Polish theatre masters such as Lupa and many other 

pioneers like Warlikowski and their persistent attempts, explorations and 

experiments, Polish theatre keeps evolving and developing new theatrical forms 

and discourse while its philosophical depth and spiritual value is upheld firm no 

matter how time changes, what resources and forms it uses and how it performs. 

 This explains S miechowicz’s comment on (A)pollonia that reads, 

“Warlikowski cut up and mixed threads from literature and history using different 

forms of narration. The play can be interpreted following different trails; however, 

Warlikowski himself does not make any interpretative suggestions. His production 

conveys so many symbols, references and nuances that it seems most accurate to 

compare it to a huge pot in which countless fishing hooks are immersed and it is 

impossible to pull on one without moving the others. Unfortunately, as the 

production progresses it becomes apparent that these hooks have been attached 

to human flesh”.22 In this sense, Polish theatre and theatrical productions such as 

(A)pollonia has indeed provided reference value to the creation of Chinese 

theatrical productions and theatre development, as was agreed by most of the 

Chinese theatre experts and scholars at the Tianjin (A)pollonia seminar.   
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When it comes to the creative freedom and creative boundary, (A)pollonia also 

exhibits reference value for Chinese theatre people. At the Tianjin (A)pollonia 

Seminar, some Chinese theatre people expressed their concern but believed that 

once they did not themselves pre-conceive boundaries, creative freedom could 

actually be attainable. Creation work is all about the self, and only through turning 

with questioning directly to the humanity can creative works truly achieve 

freedom of expression on deep spiritual level. Other than that, a scholar like 

professor Ma thinks that (A)pollonia’s another important reference value to 

Chinese contemporary theatre and art generally lies in its 

indefinite/uncertain/ambiguous expression of message and ideas. Warlikowski’s 

work is inexplicable, and he himself does not make any interpretative suggestions. 

A standpoint is constructed, but is soon or simultaneously deconstructed by 

another, so that none remains as the absolute that stands the tests through the 

course of time. While talking about Warlikowski’s creative intention, approaches 

and means, dramaturge Gruszczyn ski said in his lecture, “I think Warlikowski’s 

theatre’s goal is not to deny the change of traditions in morality, but to ask 

questions, to ask ourselves. Warlikowski’s theatre is deliberately created in a way 

that transcends time. We are constantly being attacked, and there are more things 

hitting our hearts that we can only slowly digest later. There are a lot of very 

difficult problems that we have to deal with on our own. What we actually mean is 

that we can’t judge anyone’s choices in a given situation.”  

It is this approach of not implanting the creator's personal view and 

preconceptions but trying its best to present an “entire world” (or a holistic picture) 

and multiple voices that makes it possible to achieve the creator’s intention of 

provoking the audience’s awareness of what was not thought or voiced before, and 

to fully enjoy the creative freedom and much more. A highly erudite piece of work 

as such, neither judging nor injecting partial ideas absolutely, is relatively rich and 

real, aesthetically and philosophically, whether using ideas from Western 

philosophical schools or Chinese classical schools to measure its philosophical 

depth. After all, one of the fundamental topics that philosophy is concerned about 
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is humanity, while the deep value of theatre rightly lies in its philosophic depth 

about humanity. 
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Chapter 5 

Review and Summary of Findings and Insights into the Communication and 

Recognition of Polish Cultural Products in China 

With the social and economic development and the improvement of people's 

living standards, the number of China's middle-class citizens continues to grow, 

and the transformation of economic structure as well as consumption upgrading 

is taking place across the country in the meantime. This means that on the one 

hand, people's purchasing power and consumption confidence are rising, and on 

the other hand, their lifestyle, mindset and consumption choices are also changing. 

In addition to the pursuit of the material standard of living and the diversity and 

quality of searched-for products, people are paying more attention and investing 

more in education, culture, art and other fields which are related to their personal 

development such as knowledge, hard and soft skills, esthetic awareness, and so 

on. The social demand for quality and diversification of cultural products is 

growing, and the consumption of cultural products has become a social trend 

among affluent emerging middle-class. It is believed that the consumption 

frequency and choices of cultural product are important indicators in lifestyle of 

the middle-class. Moreover, the middle-class has traditionally been regarded as a 

major consumption force in the market of cultural product.  

Review of Findings and Insights in Chapter One 

In the first chapter, a survey involving 255 middle-class and emerging middle-

class people living in large and medium-sized Chinese cities found that nearly 80% 

of them expressed interest or strong interest in visiting cultural venues where 

cultural and art programs are presented. On a 1 to 4 scale measuring their interest 

in visiting these places, the average score of survey participants stood at 3.1, a 

relatively high score in the scale with 1 indicating the minimum interest and 4 the 

maximum. However, the study found that although most participants had the 

desire and willingness to consume cultural products, they did not visit cultural on-

site places such as concert halls and theaters very often. Survey statistics showed 

that just 20-30% of them consumed on-site cultural products once per month, and 
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that was less than one third of the total number of participants. This was mainly 

related to "time”, “price” and “companion" factors, as many persons responded 

that they did not have time for frequent visits to cultural venues, or their schedule 

did not match the timing of programs that they were interested in. As for prices, 

some believed that on-site cultural programs suiting their taste were rather 

expensive. Some other participants felt reluctant to visit cultural venues alone, 

wanting companions to go with. They often chose consumption online on their 

own if no proper companions were called. These limitations could be understood; 

after all, people living in big cities generally have a faster pace of life and more 

financial pressures. In a time when new media and social platforms are 

increasingly gaining momentum in product promotion and consumption market, 

people’s turn to the prevalent fast culture, active employment of new media and 

consumption online is inevitable. Thus, in addition to visiting cultural places on 

the spot, survey participants also consumed cultural products through reading, 

watching various programs on mobile phones or online.  

Survey participants generally had a welcoming and open consumption 

attitude towards foreign cultural offerings. Their consumption of different types 

of cultural products from various countries was mainly for such purposes as: to 

cultivate their cultural and artistic taste and esthetic awareness; to expand their 

knowledge; and to relax and socialize with friends. For those respondents who 

claimed their active consumption of foreign cultural products, 68.82% of them 

acknowledged that one of the purposes of their activity was to learn language and 

culture. In terms of the country-of-origin of foreign cultural products that they 

consume, countries that topped the list were some English-speaking countries, 

such as the United States and the United Kingdom, as well as some neighboring 

countries, such as Japan and South Korea. These consumption choices are related 

to history, society, economy, culture, language and many other factors. Take 

language as an example. English is the major foreign language of most Chinese 

people, so undoubtedly, foreign cultural products with English as the 

communication language are more accessible to people with English cultural and 
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linguistic capital. Conversely, the cultural products of some non-English-speaking 

countries are unfamiliar to most Chinese people. Of course, in addition to the 

language factor, the relationship and communication between the countries in 

economic, cultural and other all-round fields, as well as the ways, channels and 

tools used in the promotion of cultural products also have an impact on the flow, 

communication and consumption of cultural products. 

The research objective of this thesis is to understand the communication and 

reception of Polish cultural products in China. Therefore, in the first chapter the 

participants' understanding of Poland and Polish products was collected through 

survey, then measured and investigated prior to the research that followed. The 

opening survey found that more than two-thirds of the participants admitted that 

they knew little about Poland. The average score of their self-assessment of their 

knowledge about Poland stood at 1.27, greatly tilted to the lowest score in the 1-4 

score range. Analysis found that such a result might be caused by relatively weak 

marketing, branding and media exposure of Polish products, lack of consumer 

engagement on social media and platforms, as well as the limited information 

about Poland and Polish product on traditional and new media in Chinese 

language. These make Chinese consumers’ access to Polish products limited, and 

their search for information about Poland and Polish product very tiresome. In 

addition, Chinese consumers' understandable ignorance of the Polish language is 

also a major obstacle to the consumption of Polish cultural products. In the survey, 

there were two-thirds of the respondents unwilling to choose and watch Polish 

cultural products/programs; nevertheless, 33.33% of the respondents were 

relatively open and willing to have a try. This revealed that in the current Chinese 

market environment, there were opportunities for Polish cultural products, yet to 

seize the opportunity and develop their target consumers, studies at the 

reception-end and effective promotion effort were needed. As for how to promote 

Polish cultural products more effectively, the first chapter explored the ways and 

channels that consumers preferred through a second survey that raised several 

proposals, which were: 1) Providing adequate and effective information resources 
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in Chinese language and promoting their transmission via traditional and new 

media. 2) Improving the advertising of Polish products, expanding their media 

coverage and enhancing their social influence. 3) Strengthening branding efforts 

and collaboration with e-commerce and social-media platforms, as product 

exposure and consumer’s comments on social-media platforms not only reflect 

their consumption attitudes and preferences but also to a great extent guide mass 

consumption. 4) Strengthening the collaboration in education. Education plays an 

irreplaceable key role in developing people's attitudes towards the world and the 

others (e.g., other culture) and in building their living abilities and skills needed in 

careers and societies and in transforming their lifestyles such as consumption 

ability and choices. The role of education is not limited to preparatory work (to 

develop a person's ability and attitude), education is also a factor to change one’s 

existing views, behaviors and attitudes, and a way to build and accumulate a 

person's cultural and linguistic capital. In the communication and consumption of 

cross-cultural products, dialogue and interaction can only be constructive and 

win-win when both producers and receivers have more or less equivalent level of 

cultural and linguistic capital. Therefore, cooperation in the field of education can 

prepare talents with the required capital who, as a consequence, can work to 

facilitate cultural exchange and dialogue as well as the promotion of cross-cultural 

product.  

Review of Chapter Two 

In the first chapter of this thesis, cultural product was studied as a general 

category. In order to study specifically the communication and reception of Polish 

cultural products in China in more detail, the second chapter narrowed the scope 

of the category of cultural products to theatre. Compared with the traditional 

theatrical form Chinese opera (Xi Qu, 戏曲), modern Chinese theatre (Hua Ju, 话

剧), as a theatrical form introduced from the West in the early 20th century, has 

been broadly receiving (absorbing, discarding and upgrading) foreign theatrical 

ideas and theories and keeping practicing and applying them creatively to its own 

development since its emergence in China over a hundred years ago, thus Chinese 
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theatre is inevitably influenced by foreign theatrical theories, trends and genres. 

Since the introduction and birth of Chinese theatre, there have been four 

successive “theatrical waves from the West” (Xichao, 西潮, shortened to “Wave” 

hereafter). The third “Wave” occurred in the beginning of China's New Period in 

the 1980s, therefore it was also called the first “Wave” of the New Period. The 

fourth "Wave", also known as the New Period’s second “Wave”, started in the new 

century and is still under way. The second chapter mainly discussed the ways of 

communication of foreign theatre, and causes and characteristics of the New 

Period’s first and second “Waves”. 

The New Period’s first “Wave” started as soon as China launched reform and 

opening-up policy. During this period, western modern philosophical ideas, 

theatrical theories and concepts were introduced into China, and aroused a wave 

of discussion and learning in the theater circles. The views and theories of some 

foreign theatre masters such as Grotowski from Poland helped Chinese theatre 

people to realize the essential and original feature and value of theatre, and restore 

their theatrical awareness to its esthetical source. The New Period’s second “Wave” 

is promoted by the market, country and the audience. It is a phenomenon of 

cultural exchanges between China and foreign countries as Chinese theater market 

is developing and booming. China’s investment and support for the cultural 

industries as well as economic and social development provide conditions for the 

development of culture and theatre industry. The vigorous development of the 

theatre market is going along with the improvement of the overall quality of the 

audience, the growth of the urban middle-class and the cultivation of young 

theatre audiences. In the process of market development, the contradiction 

between social demand for high quality and diversified theatrical productions, and 

the sluggish supply of mediocre Chinese original theatrical works, as well as 

Chinese theatre workers’ demand for professional communication with their 

foreign counterparts, make the demand for foreign theatrical productions urgent 

and necessary. During the New Period’s second “Wave”, foreign theatre experts are 

invited to China to co-work with their Chinese peers on theatrical projects and 
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productions. More importantly, through various theatre festivals and exhibitions 

by invitation held in China and initiated by Chinese theatre professionals and 

organizations, world-class foreign theatre masters and rising theatre artists are 

introduced to China and their theatrical productions are presented to Chinese 

audiences. These productions are the representatives of contemporary theater art, 

showing the latest theatrical trends, directing art and creative stage presentations 

elsewhere in the world. During the theatre festivals and exhibitions, various 

exchange activities are held, such as seminars and after-show talks, which enable 

Chinese theatre scholars and audiences to have more direct contact and 

interaction with foreign theatre artists, not only in theatre during the performing 

process but also outside the stage afterwards. As for the reception and influence 

of Polish theatre (theatrical ideas, views and works) on Chinese theatre people and 

ordinary audiences during the New Period’s two “Waves”, the second chapter of 

this thesis only made some general and macro assessment, while the detailed 

studies on the micro level were carried out in the third and fourth chapters. 

Review of Findings and Insights in Chapter Three 

Polish theatre enjoys a good reputation on the global theatre arena and this 

achievement is due to the great effort by Polish theatre artists. Polish dramatist 

Jerzy Grotowski is considered to be a master of 20th century theatre and one of 

the theatre artists who have the most profound influence on contemporary theater. 

The third chapter studied the reception and recognition of Grotowski’s theatre 

ideas and views by Chinese theatre scholars and professionals as well as 

Grotowski’s influence on them. The study covered a long period from the 1960s 

and the early stage of the New Period (1980s) to the present time. Analysis of the 

speeches and papers of Chinese scholars and dramatists found that Grotowski's 

theatrical views and experimental practices were highly praised and advocated by 

Chinese dramatists. In the 1980s, Grotowski's “Poor Theatre” was studied by 

Chinese theatre master Huang Zuolin. With Huang’s recommendation, Grotowski's 

“Poor Theatre” and actor’s physical training method were translated into Chinese 

for Chinese theatre workers and students to learn and practice. Some Chinese 
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avant-garde theater directors such as Mou Sen were deeply inspired and 

influenced by Grotwoski. Since the New Period, Chinese theatre scholars’ research 

on Grotowski’s views and experimental works had never ceased. In the past two 

decades, scholars had not only continued their study of Grotowski's theoretical 

viewpoints and practices in his early stage of career from multiple perspectives of 

theatre, anthropology and philosophy, but also made a more thorough and in-

depth analysis of his ideas and works that came as experiments in the last phase 

of his theatrical journey. Taiwanese scholar Zhong Mingde believed that 

Grotowski’s “Art as Vehicle” actually indicated that art is a way for the fulfilment 

and liberation of one’s self and life. Thus he translated “Art as Vehicle” into “艺乘” 

(yi cheng/sheng), emphasizing that Grotowski’s "Art as Vehicle" was a feasible 

path that one could take to reach the truth of self and life. In his view, Grotowski’s 

creative lifetime achievement was not only meaningful to theatre people, artists 

and creators but also to anyone. While studying Grotowski’s Method of Physical 

Action (MPA), he drew a conclusion that a performer of MPA should cultivate his 

own physical actions to “penetrate” the “three bodies” so as to achieve the “total 

act” and realize his own “essence” as a true man (czlowiek). Analysis of speeches, 

interviews and articles by Chinese scholars and theatre professionals showed that 

Grotowski's revolutionary idea of creating theater by returning to its root and its 

essential concern resonated with many of the ideas in the Chinese traditional 

performing arts (e.g., impulse and action are concurrent). His “Poor Theatre” and 

ideas that theatre could not exist without the actor-spectator relationship of 

perceptual, direct, and “live” communion, and that the production led to awareness 

rather than being the product of awareness were highly recognized and echoed by 

most Chinese dramatists in their great discussion on the view of theatre during 

the New Period’s first “Wave” in the 1980s. People in Chinese theatrical circles 

realized that theatre as an art form should return to its esthetic nature. Whether 

in the 1980s or in the new century, Grotowski, as a broadly recognized theater 

reformer, is undoubtedly an important messenger of Polish theater in China. His 

ideas and methods have been positively recognized, accepted, studied and 
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practiced by Chinese scholars and theater people. 

Polish contemporary theatre is flourishing in creation and performance, 

thanks to artists seeking new forms and other functions of theatrical art. Lupa is 

just an example. In recent years as the second “Wave” had been going on, Lupa’s 

theatrical productions were introduced to China through theatre festivals and 

exhibitions by invitation, and aroused great attention and hot discussion among 

academic circles and theatre audiences. As mentioned earlier, in addition to the 

introduction of foreign productions, foreign theater directors and actors were 

invited to cooperate with Chinese artists on theatre projects. The second part of 

the third chapter selected Mo Fei (Chinese title《酗酒者莫非》), a production 

directed by Lupa and co-created by Chinese and Polish artists in 2017, as the 

research object to study the reception and recognition of Lupa and his works by 

Chinese scholars, theatrical circles and audiences. Mo Fei was created by Lupa 

based on his adaptation of Chinese writer Shi Tiesheng’s writings and his 

understanding of Shi’s life. The work, performed mainly by Chinese actors, focused 

on the dilemma and struggle of a dual world (the reality and the spiritual/mental 

inner world) experienced by the alcoholic Mo Fei (Mo Fei is also the leading 

character’s name in the production). The performance lasts for nearly 5 hours. In 

terms of stage design, it takes film screen as the stage background, through which 

to switch and transcend freely in time and space (reality, imagination, past, present 

and future). The analysis of reviews, newspaper articles and statistics on audience 

ratings and reviews on social-media platform Douban.com found that Lupa's 

directing and coaching ability, his work’s creative design and philosophical depth 

were recognized and appreciated by the Chinese theater community, academia 

and many audiences. Of course, there were different voices from some audiences 

who thought that the performance was too long and it lacked story feature, while 

others said that Lupa's adaptation of Shi Tiesheng's works was a betrayal of the 

writer’s original intention. Despite the dissenting opinions, since its debut in 2017, 

Mo Fei had garnered a lot of acclaim and won multiple awards. The article on the 

mainstream media The overseas edition of People's Daily had a very apt assessment 
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of Mo Fei, and it wrote, “For the audiences, from the perspective of drama 

adaptation, Mo Fei is undoubtedly a bright spot because of its stage design, 

seamless integration of movie and performance…However, the fusion of multiple 

texts, the reference to writer Shi’s life experience and the actors’ improvisation 

made Mo Fei differ from Shi’s original text. This triggered the audiences’ different 

voices - some praised, some criticized - but nevertheless it provoked people’s 

thinking. We are no longer just sitting passively receiving the information from the 

stage.” 

There are several findings in the micro study in chapter three. Firstly, in the 

cross-cultural communication of theatre, introduction and translation of 

theoretical works plays a very important role. For example, the interpretation of 

Grotowski's theatrical ideas and views requires the translator to have profound 

knowledge in language, theatre, art, philosophy and other fields, and have a 

systematic and comprehensive understanding of Grotowski, his life path and 

theatre career. Only in this way can the translator properly translate the author's 

original intention into another language and provide convenient and accurate 

guidance to the readers from another cultural and language background. Currently, 

although many of Grotowski’s works have been translated into Chinese and 

published, these translations are not systematic nor complete enough. In addition, 

there are only a limited number of Chinese works or translations focusing on 

Polish theatre. This makes it difficult for theatre lovers to have a deep 

understanding of Polish theatre and to understand Poland and Polish culture 

through Polish theatre. Secondly, the macro environment of politics, economy and 

social development has a direct impact on cross-cultural communication including 

theatre communication. For example, after Grotowski's visit to China in the early 

1960s, the communication between Chinese and Polish theatre gradually stopped, 

which was caused by the changes in the international political environment and 

the domestic political and cultural situation in China, i.e. the Cultural Revolution. 

In the 1980s, the “theatrical wave” came again during which Grotowski's theater 

views were highly recommended for study. This was also attributed to the arrival 
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of China’s New Period of reform and opening-up. In the new century, China's 

economic and social development and further opening-up accelerates the growth 

of the middle-class and more active communication with foreign countries. The 

rise of people’s demand for multi-cultural products brings the booming of China’s 

theater market. In this context, a variety of domestic and international theatrical 

and cultural activities are held in China, and famous theatre masters like Lupa have 

been invited to present their works in the exhibitions or perform in domestic 

theaters. This allows Chinese audience to see other stage presentations and 

perceive different works and forms, all of which enrich their consumption choices 

of cultural products and broaden their aesthetic horizon and ideological vision. 

Thirdly, although many Chinese audiences' knowledge of theatre art is still linked 

to the period of traditional drama rather than postdramatic theatre art, and their 

aesthetic evaluation of a theatrical production is measured by the story feature of 

a work, the audience's taste and aesthetic capability is not fixed but changes 

accordingly with their education, accumulation of personal experiences and 

capital, as well as the changes of social environment and context. In recent years 

with theatre art being developed from drama to postdramatic theater art in China, 

the audience's aesthetic awareness is constantly being reshaped and constructed 

anew. They are no longer just spectators, but are more willing to be present, to feel 

and participate in the space that theatre brings and experience the profound 

unspeakable philosophical depth conveyed in theatrical works. However, it has to 

be admitted that the theatrical works that make audience feel a strong sense of 

presence and that can trigger their emotions are more suitable for small-sized 

theater. But this depends on whether theatre workers are able to withstand the 

pressures and temptation of market and capital. Fourthly, there are various 

reasons such as Lupa’s directing ability, the creative design of Mo Fei and so on that 

contributed to Mo Fei’s attracting a lot of attention and recognition from Chinese 

theatrical circles and audiences and being toured in many domestic cities. Among 

these various reasons, one worth mentioning is that Mo Fei utilized Chinese 

theatrical elements and resources. Mo Fei’s context is China, and its text 
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composition is a creative adaptation of Chinese writer Shi Tiesheng’s works based 

on Lupa’s understanding of writer Shi. It is a project co-produced by the Polish 

director and Chinese actors with mutual respect and understanding as a premise. 

The actors are mostly Chinese, and the performance language is Chinese. There is 

little barrier for the audience to understand the background, story and content of 

Mo Fei, therefore touring can be organized so that more audiences watch the 

performance. In this sense, audience coverage is expanded and the theatrical 

production is better communicated. Fifth, due to its presentation at the theatre 

festival and much touring that followed, Mo Fei has received not just praises but 

also comments and opinions of a different nature. For example, in their reviews 

and remarks on Douban some audiences expressed their disagreement about Mo 

Fei’s nearly five-hour length, slow pace and lack of dramatic feature. Some even 

admitted that they left the theater after watching only half of it as it was too late 

into the night for them. On the one hand, these comments reveal that nowadays 

people are getting used to fast culture under the fast pace of life and show their 

embarrassment of having no time in the fast-paced stressful life (as found in the 

first chapter of the thesis, one of the first three important factors influencing the 

respondents' participation in on-site cultural activities is lack of time); and on the 

other hand, they also reveal that the audiences who pay more attention to story 

and dramatic effect of a theatrical production are a part of the audience and that 

the audience's aesthetic perspectives and preferences are always diverse. As an old 

Chinese saying goes, different people have different opinions. The final point is 

that during the New Period’s first “Wave”, Chinese academia and theatre people’s 

learning of Polish theatre from Grotowski and others were mainly through 

translated works. In recent years, not just Chinese theatre scholars and 

professionals but also ordinary audiences have a chance to personally experience 

Polish theatre and contemporary works and have face-to-face cooperation, 

communication and learning opportunities with Polish artists. It must be 

acknowledged that theatre festivals, invitational exhibitions and other theatre-

related activities held in China have undoubtedly become a bridge and promotion 
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platform for Polish theatre to enter China and draw Chinese audiences. As Polish 

theatre artists and troupes are invited more often to participate in theatre 

activities, to present and perform in China, Polish theatrical works were gradually 

becoming familiar to ordinary Chinese audiences. It seems that theatre has 

become a brand of Polish product, and a channel for Chinese audiences to learn 

about Poland. 

Review of Findings and Insights in Chapter Four 

The fourth chapter selected Polish theatre director Krzysztof Warlikowski’s 

(A)pollonia, a foreign theatrical production that highly integrates ancient Greek 

tragedy and contemporary foreign literature and combines classical myths and 

Polish historical events, in order to study Chinese academia and audience’s 

response to it. The production was presented four times in Tianjin and Harbin at 

the invitation of 2016 Third Tianjin Cao Yu International Theatre Festival & The 

Sixth Lin Zhaohua Theatre Arts Festival. Several years before its presentation in 

China, (A) Pollonia was actually performed at the 2009 Avignon Theatre Festival in 

France. It not only received praise from some French media and theatre critics but 

also was said to arouse “an aesthetic and mental shock” among French theatre 

audience. Can such a foreign theatrical work directed by a foreign director and 

performed by foreign actors be understood and accepted by the Chinese audience? 

What kind of ripple has it caused among Chinese spectators? How is it examined 

and appraised by the Chinese academic and theatrical circle, and what thoughts 

have resulted from it? This is the focus of chapter four. By analyzing and comparing 

the statistical data of audience comments on Douban.com, we found that the 

audience’s rating of (A)pollonia on Douban.com is very high, even higher than that 

of Lupa’s Mo Fei. However, judging from the number of reviews on Douban, Mo 

Fei’s reviews far outnumbered those of (A)pollonia's. In addition, the short-

comments and reviews given to Mo Fei by the audience were far longer than those 

given to (A)pollonia. In the analysis of the number of words in the short-comments, 

it was found that the audience was more conservative in their comments on 

(A)pollonia. They seemed less likely to talk about and share their feelings, which 
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was in sharp contrast to Mo Fei’s comments. Therefore, we speculated that there 

could be two possible causes: 1) the number of comments on (A)pollonia is low 

because the limited times of performance leads to the limited audience coverage. 

Mo Fei has toured many cities, but (A)pollonia was only presented four times in 

Tianjin and Harbin, which limited the audience coverage. 2) the audience’s 

conservative comments and opinions (some even frankly admitted they didn't 

understand the theatrical piece) show that such a completely foreign theatrical 

work as (A)pollonia indeed has a high “threshold” as some of the audience 

commented. It requires the audience's multi-culture cognition, aesthetical 

awareness and ability to learn and relate different aspects (e.g., literature, art, 

history, language) of various times and cultures. And this ability is the cultural 

capital accumulated and cultivated by the audience themselves. In the 

stratification of the audience, it is inevitable that there are some audiences facing 

obstacles of this or that sort in their understanding of (A)pollonia’s content and 

creative intention. Or, perhaps some audiences actually understand, yet they 

cannot express complex feelings and their understanding with language. On the 

contrary, Mo Fei’s content/topic, background, characters, language and so on are 

all based on Chinese resources and context, thus for Chinese audiences the 

barriers to understanding barely exist. On Douban.com, many audiences actively 

described and shared not just their understanding and emotions but also 

experiences they gained. Some even vividly depicted Mo Fei’s storylines so that 

they could better remember while making comments. As for the audience's views 

and opinions on (A)pollonia, they are different with each having their own account. 

Some audiences praised the work for its unity of creative intention and stage 

presentation, thinking that it is impartial in its views, dialectical in creation via 

multiple visions and perspectives, provocative in expression and presentation 

with both mental and emotional strength. They agreed that (A)pollonia showed a 

vivid world that is not sketched by traditional and fixed thinking, and not filtered 

by rationality and some conventional rules. They were surprised by the masterly 

conception, stage presentation and philosophical speculation of the masterpiece, 
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had reflections upon humanity, life, relationships between people, and began to 

have second-thoughts over the values and views (e.g., sacrifice) that had never 

been questioned before. Some audiences were less impressed, arguing that 

(A)pollonia was too technical, conceptual and didactic, and its idea was fragmented 

and story logic loose. Other audiences, despite their explanation of (A)pollonia’s 

complex multiple narrative modes and creative techniques, thought that the stage 

presentation and scheduling of the work were too distracting to hold the 

audience's focus and could not reach the effect of the stage art to attract the 

audience's attention. This is not difficult to understand, because as mentioned 

above, the audience’s level is different, and their aesthetic orientation is different. 

At present, it is true that Chinese theatre audience's aesthetic awareness is 

growing mature, and the proportion of audiences who tend to choose theatrical 

productions on serious (as opposed to entertaining) topics is rising (see chapter 

two); moreover, there are continuous efforts being made by some Chinese 

theatrical troupes and creators in developing the audience’s broad, profound and 

diversified aesthetic sense and taste in their introduction of foreign theatrical 

works and creation of original Chinese productions. Nevertheless, a considerable 

number of audiences still consider the consumption of cultural products and 

watching theatre to be a way of entertainment and relaxation (see chapter one). 

They are more likely to just watch someone else perform on stage showing 

something that is light and entertaining rather than get themselves involved and 

provoked, experience pain emotionally and obtain insights from theatre. 

Therefore, the current commercial performances and original Chinese dramas, as 

some Chinese dramatists and creators frankly admit, are not short of mediocre 

works catering to the audience's taste, or just seeking eye-catching effects in stage 

performances, while ignoring the exploration of the deep spiritual world and 

attention to humanity. By contrast with commercial stage art, Polish director 

Warlikowski’s purpose of working in theatre is just the opposite. Instead of putting 

cliche s and old things onto the stage, he would rather prefer to present a living and 

not artificially filtered “entire world”. His commitment to theatre is to let theatre 
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touch and reveal what is forbidden and hidden, and trigger people's journey of 

self-examination, reflection and search for answers. For this reason, after watching 

(A)pollonia Chinese scholars and theatrical professionals were impressed by the 

work’s creative intention, and praised Polish theatre artists’ spirit of exploring 

human nature and questioning humanity in their creation. Most of them expressed 

their appreciation for (A)pollonia's text composition, contemporary theatrical 

aesthetic discourse, narrative approach, stage presentation and creative intention, 

and believed that it was an example of contemporary postdramatic theatre when 

considering theme, content in philosophical depth and form of expression. 

(A)pollonia also triggered Chinese scholars and theatre professionals’ reflection 

on Chinese original theatrical works and their discussion on creative freedom. 

They frankly and sharply pointed out that the current Chinese original theatrical 

works lacked philosophical depth and spiritual value, the theme and content were 

mainly around people’s daily life and hot topics, and that the theatre creation tilted 

towards power and capital/market. They hoped that Chinese dramatists could 

learn from Polish theatre artists to start from themselves and create works with 

spiritual depth and values, for Warlikowski's creation was something that started 

from individual and extended to the universal, from personal experience to the 

general. Some creators expressed that they had worries during the creative 

process, for example, they were worried that their works would not be popular 

with the audience, and there would be market pressures, social pressures, etc., so 

they were constrained in creation due to these concerns. Yet after they attempted 

to create some works that made the audience feel challenged, they gradually 

discovered that the audience in fact could be cultivated, and the creator and the 

audience were actually partners that would grow together. In terms of creation 

freedom and audience cultivation, in fact, the development of Polish theatre proves 

this point. Polish dramatists also cultivated their audiences through long-term 

theatrical experiments and, correspondingly, the audiences also made those 

theatre artists. In addition, the “uncertainty of meaning-expression” (e.g., the 

“inexplicable” feature, the “impartial position” in views) in Warlikowski's works is 
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also worth learning from by Chinese theatre professionals, because such 

uncertainty is dialectical and philosophical, which means that the creators do not 

implant their own views and values, but present and express different views and 

voices in an all-round way from multiple perspectives. How to understand, judge 

and choose is left to the audience. This is precisely the realization of the freedom 

and non-limitation of art. Art is freed from the secular right and wrong, and rises 

to the philosophical height of harmony, and the thinking and reflection triggered 

by theatrical works makes theatre return to its original intention.  

There are some other findings in the fourth chapter. Firstly, the creation of 

theatrical works (themes and forms of expression) should keep pace with the 

Times and be closely related to the problems or concerns that human beings have 

been constantly faced with. As mentioned in Chapter Two, good theatrical works 

normally feature their deep concern for humanity, social issues and the like, and 

offer a special form. Foreign works like (A)pollonia are recognized by most 

audiences precisely because of the philosophical depth, humanistic connotations 

and artistic innovations they reveal. In terms of (A)pollonia’s text composition, 

characters and stage design, Polish theatre artists ingeniously conceived the 

design and structure to present the choices and dilemmas that people always face 

across time, space and culture, and boldly inquired about human nature; in terms 

of theatrical forms of expression, a variety of media (such as a live concert, film 

shooting and new media) are highly integrated to serve the creative intention and 

trigger people's thinking and introspection. Secondly, in (A)pollonia, new media 

and multiple media are involved in theatre, which on the one hand expands stage 

space of the performance, on the other hand matches the current era of media 

convergence. The contemporary stage discourse minimizes the audience’s sense 

of gap of Times, so that they can feel being present and relating to the stage events 

themselves. This is why some Douban audiences said that although they did not 

fully understand the story, they were shocked by the stage presentation of the 

work and the music in it. They got to what (A)pollonia wanted to say through the 

language of music and through the heart-wrenching singing. Thirdly, language and 
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the translation of foreign theatrical works have influence on their reception by 

Chinese audience. As mentioned earlier, foreign theatrical productions require 

higher cultural capital of the audience, which includes their language capital. 

Although theatre is a performing art and it is more expressed through actors' 

physical action, language is without doubt an integral part of the performance, 

even a clue in theatrical works. Therefore, accurate translation and simultaneous 

transmission of actors' lines in foreign theatrical productions will be of great help 

to audiences' understanding and experience. However, some comments from 

audiences on Douban.com showed that the lines were not playing in sync with the 

live performance, while others said the lines in Chinese didn't make sense. How to 

help the audience understand what the actors are saying yet without affecting 

their watching experience in performance (as it is true that subscript screen often 

draws the audience's attention away)? It seems that this is not only a technical 

problem, but also a cultural and linguistic problem, which requires not only the 

dramatist's exploration in technology and language, but also the audience's 

continuous accumulation of their cultural and linguistic capital. Only in this way 

(effort made on both sides and they meet in the middle way) can foreign theatrical 

works be better understood and received, and Chinese theatre audiences' demand 

for foreign works also be met. Fourthly, the local social environment and cultural 

tradition have an impact on the reception of foreign theatrical productions. In 

order to fit the local social environment and cultural tradition, some episodes in 

(A)pollonia (such as naked Apollo, the choice of national anthem upon 

Agamemnon’s return to home from war, etc.) and lines (mainly the erotic lines that 

Alcestis said in the performance) were adjusted during the presentation of 

(A)pollonia in China. After all, in cultural exchanges, doing as the Romans do and 

respecting each other's cultural traditions are the prerequisites. 

Through the research for this thesis, we also find that, with the vigorous 

development of digital media today, new media are widely used in the production, 

communication and reception end of theatre. In the production end, new media 

are used in theatre creation to expand the stage space (of course, there are also 
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critics who think that such theatrical works have too many technological solutions 

to the point they are dominated by technology). In the process of communication, 

new media has become the carrier of the promotion of theatrical works. At the 

reception end, audiences use new media and social platforms to publish and share 

their views. Also, thanks to new media, ordinary audiences can participate in 

literary criticism and publish their drama criticism in the same way as professional 

drama critics usually do. In addition, there is a collective effect of new media and 

social platforms. Individual audience's rating and evaluation of theatrical works 

on new media and social platforms, will be integrated into a series of indicators 

such as comprehensive score and recommendation index of theatrical works; 

these, in turn, will become influential factors in the communication of theatrical 

works and guide the audience's consumption choices. As found in the second 

survey in chapter two, when participants were asked about ways to attract their 

attention to Polish cultural products, the most common answer (69.67%) was 

"intensive advertising on the Internet and social media” and they also said that 

online reviews and comments would influence their choices. The reason why 

Polish theatre, as a brand of Polish cultural product, has been gradually more 

familiar and recognized by Chinese audiences in recent years is that the works of 

Polish theatre artists have been continuously invited to participate in some famous 

theatre festivals in China and aroused heated discussions on Chinese mainstream 

media, we-media and new media. The heated discussions, online comments and 

recommendations made Polish theatrical works and Polish theatre famous in 

China and widely known by not only the Chinese theater circles but also the 

ordinary audience. The communication and recognition of these Polish theatrical 

works in China also brings insights into the promotion and dissemination of other 

Polish cultural products in China, which are: leveraging Chinese domestic 

promotion platforms (such as festivals, exhibitions, campus activities, etc.), 

expanding media coverage and applying new media to product promotion so as to 

improve both online and offline social influence. This is consistent with the 

proposals raised in chapter one on cultural product promotion. 
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The End 

The first chapter of this thesis is a macro-framework research. Through two 

structured surveys and analysis of collected data, the profile of the surveyed 

middle class, their demand for cultural products, and their knowledge of Poland 

and Polish cultural products were investigated and understood. Based on the 

survey, some suggestions on the promotion of cultural products were put forward. 

The second chapter defined theatre as the research object of cultural products, 

introduced the theatrical “Waves” from the West in the development of Chinese 

theatre, and gave a macroscopic assessment of the reception and influence of 

Polish theatre in China. The third and fourth chapters selected world-famous 

Polish theatre master Grotowski, Polish contemporary theatre giant Lupa and 

rising-star Warlikowski as the targets for micro-level research. Starting from the 

reception end and combining qualitative and quantitative methods, we studied the 

understanding and reception of these Polish theatre artists' theatrical ideas and 

works by Chinese scholars, theatrical professionals and ordinary audiences, the 

influence of Polish theatre in China and the factors influencing the cultural 

exchange and communication of theatre. This point concludes the main body of 

this thesis. 
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Extended research—Chapter 6 

Hybridity in the Communication of Cross-cultural Product: Exploring 

language, identity and media in a case study on a Shanghai-based Polish 

restaurant 

Abstract 

Globalization and digitalization, as the two salient features of today’s world, 

drive the speedy flows of capital and culture globally and on the Internet, and also 

intensify the worldwide social relations and interconnectedness. The incessant 

entanglement of global and local is the complex two-way process of cultural 

interaction and social transformations. Despite its conceptual ambiguity and the 

controversy, the notion of hybridity is often employed to study the intertwining 

forces of globalization and localization, the cultural phenomenon and movements 

across categories as well as the construction of identities. In cross-cultural 

communication, hybridity is theorized as a communicative practice and process. 

Cultural flow and hybridity often goes along with the circulation and 

communication of cultural product, and for the purpose of this study we targeted 

a Polish restaurant and applied anthropological field study method to analyze the 

whole process of the communication of Polish cultural product. The survey 

focused on the producer’s strategy, product and operation as well as the 

consumers’ reaction and identification with the restaurant. Analysis on the 

collected data (e.g., observations, in-depth interviews, online reviews, etc.) was 

conducted from multiple perspectives such as culture, language, identity and 

media, and so forth. The study found that: 1) Hybridity is deployed and practiced 

in every aspect of the restaurant’s business, ranging from its business concept, 

food innovations, branding and marketing, to the two owners’ multiple roles 

assumed in the day-to-day hybridized operational context. 2) English is not only 

an important intermediary and catalyst in facilitating the restaurant’s 

communication and promoting the consumption of its cultural products but also 

the consumers’ critical capital associated with opportunities, cross-cultural access 

and modernity. 3) Social apps and new media platforms play a critical role in the 
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restaurant’s marketing and customer engagement. New media also serves as the 

virtual fertile ground for cultural and linguistic hybridity at the reception end. On 

the “Dianping” platform, reviewers constructed their multiple identities through 

linguistic practices, and their mediation between “local and global”, “normal and 

strange”, “past and present experiences”, “agree and disagree” is also represented 

in their linguistic discourses. 4) It is likely that the shared profile of the 

restaurant’s target consumer is the individual from high-income segment and the 

middle-class/emerging middle class who has financial, English linguistic, 

intercultural and technological capital. This hits the hybridity’s paradoxical nature 

in that its openness to everyone in fact also incurs its exclusiveness to the less 

empowered. Power distance and power inequality seems to be as inevitable as the 

hybridity concept in the global-local interface and communication of cross-

cultural product. 

Key words: hybridity, cross-cultural communication, cultural product, identity, 

media reception, linguistic practice 

Introduction  

In a world of globalization and digitalization, capital and cultural flow is 

assuming at unprecedented scale and speed worldwide. For China, as it opens 

wider to global trade and further accelerates its urbanization, the country’s 

middle-class is explosively growing, the consumers’ consciousness of value and 

quality is rising and their demands for product diversity are increasing.1 Activated 

by new media development and market digitalization, what is perceptible is not 

only the nationwide consumption structure upgrade but also social 

transformations, because in both real and virtual spaces, people can have more 

cross-cultural contacts via communication and consumption of a cross-cultural 

product. 

In the process of cross-cultural communication, hybridity is often 

appropriated by global producers for product promotion, and it is also 

simultaneously employed and practiced by local consumers in the reception end. 

In cross-cultural contact there inevitably exists a complex field or an interface that 
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involves mediation of powers, reconstruction of identities and identification.2 

Presently, there are substantial research works focusing on the promotion of 

cross-cultural product in China’s market; however, studies from multiple 

perspectives such as hybridity, identity, media and language are scarce, and those 

on communication and promotion of Polish cultural product in China cannot be 

found at all. To make a pioneer attempt in this regard, a Shanghai-based Polish 

restaurant was selected as a case in this study to explore cross-cultural 

communication from the perspectives of hybridity, identity, media and language. 

The reason for selecting a restaurant is because food as commodity commutes 

between different biological environments and cultures, and it works as an 

instrumental pioneer in cross-cultural communication.3 The objective of this 

study is to find: 1) Hybridity forms that the Polish restaurant employed in the 

communication of cross-cultural product 2) Consumers’ identification with the 

Polish restaurant’s cultural product and their constructed identities through 

power mediation that are represented in their linguistic orientations and choices 

on the social platform 3) Role of new media and English language as 

communicative medium and linguistic capital in cross-cultural communication 

and product promotion. The study is conducted with the theoretical background 

related to globalization, hybridity, identity, language, media and so forth.     

Theoretical Framework 

1) Globalization, hybridity, identity and language 

The present era is characterized with some salient features, such as 

globalization and digitalization. Globalization is generally considered as a multi-

dimensional process that is related to and taking place in various spheres of 

activities in broad realms of economy, culture, politics, technology and so on. This 

process of globalization is complex, evolving and developing, and keeps 

transforming not just the world into a complex place but also its inhabitants’ lives, 

such as life-style, perception, language, the way of relating to others, socializing 

and acting, etc.4 Driven and supported by advances and innovations in 

communication, media and technology, the speedy flows of resources (e.g., capital, 
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goods, people, idea, information, etc.) globally and on the Internet facilitate 

intense and immediate contact of people regardless of barriers of space, 

traditional boarders and time lag.5  

The intensification of worldwide social relations and interconnectedness 

implies the incessant entanglement of the global and local in multiple realms. 

What comes simultaneously is the two-way process of cultural transmission, 

cultural interaction and exchange as well as social transformation. Because of the 

ongoing “culture in motion”, cultures are thus thought of as social-cultural 

arrangements in terms of different forms of mobility or flow rather than a 

bounded entity.6 Across many spheres of social and cultural research, hybridity is 

a broadly employed but also a criticized concept. It is as perplexing and complex 

as its history. In earlier time, hybridity was historically linked to biology, referring 

to interbreeding across species, and physiological phenomenon. In the twentieth 

century, hybridity was reactivated and employed to describe and capture cultural 

phenomenon and movements across categories such as nations, cultures, 

civilizations and religions.7 For example, Bhabha, one of the scholars who 

recuperated hybridity in postcolonial studies, raised the notion of a “third space”.8 

The “third space” is an inter-cultural space that opens up chances of cultural 

hybridity for negotiating and entertaining differences. In the space subjects go 

through a process of rebuilding their sense of identities and creating alternative 

subjectivity. On this account, hybridity is viewed both as a “disruptive” and 

“productive” category. However, there are questioning and criticism from various 

perspectives on hybridity’s conceptual ambiguity and a controversy over its 

meanings and implications. For example, Kraidy points out hybridity’s foggy 

conceptual circumference and the paradox of its openness vs. exclusive closure.9 

As hybridity is often professed as a vital element of transnational corporate 

multiculturalism, it is accused of being appropriated by transnational capitalism 

for commercial and capitalist globalization to serve consumerist and commercial 

ends that may reproduce power asymmetries, exclusion and inequality. In 

addition to this, hybridity concept is also critiqued for its potential assumption of 
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“purity” prior to mixture.10 Despite the various objections as to the slippery 

concept of hybridity, it is nevertheless regarded as a conceptual inevitability and 

a global existential cultural condition, as the intertwining forces of globalization 

and localization work in vast realms and manifest in various forms and practices.  

In cultural forms, hybridization is the way in which forms are separated from 

existing practices and are recombined with new forms in new practices.11 In 

language, hybridity is used to describe not only the creation and innovation of 

linguistic features but also the dynamics of mixed genres, speech forms, styles, 

literacy practices and discourses. People have “repertoires” out of which they 

employ specific pieces of language in their speeches and discourses in varied 

contexts for different purposes. The intermixing of discourses and genres from 

diversified languages for social use is regarded as discourse hybridity.12 

Hybridity is closely linked to the notion of identity. Talking about identity, 

Stuart Hall notes that identity is not a fixed essence but a positioning, and that 

identity connotes the ongoing process of identification. Identities are dependent 

on the ways we are positioned by and the contexts we position ourselves within, 

and identities are subject to the continuous 'play' of history, culture and power 

and are undergoing constant transformation.13 A person’s linguistic orientation is 

related to their construction of identities. Seen from the “practice” perspective, 

language is the medium through which hybrid identities and agencies are 

constructed. The concept of metrolingualism right captures the hybrid ways in 

which people in urban multilingual contexts employ the disposable resources to 

create and negotiate identities through language.14 Language choices represent 

varying degrees of multiple identities and mixed cultural origins. Speakers forge 

identities and create different social relationships through linguistic hybridity 

ways (e.g., code-mixing and code-switching). In today’s world that is marked with 

increasing transnational and transcultural mobility or flow and that is involved 

with the explosive emergence of new media forms and communication 

technologies, hybridity forms and the complex multilingual repertoires are being 

created incessantly, involving abundance of forms of linguistic diversity and 
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hybridity. Lingua-cultural diversity and hybridity characterizes the nature of 

communication. 

2) Hybridity, cross-cultural communication and media 

Cross-cultural flow often occurs during the circulation and communication of 

cultural product, given cultural product has both significant service and good 

components, both cultural value and commercial value, be it material such as 

goods and foods imbedded with cultural value or non-material such as services, 

cultural programs and information transmitted via traditional and new media on 

the real space and/or virtual space.15 In the communication of cultural product, 

often it is thought that the producer controls both production structures and 

content as well as the distribution of products to a large extent. However, active 

audience formation in media and cultural studies finds that the reception of 

products is not fully controllable by transnational producers, because the 

reception end is a space of hybrid creation that involves power balancing and 

negotiating in transnational cultural exchanges. That is to say, cultural products 

are not simply passively consumed by local subjects, for the local subjects can 

creatively engage with and interpret these products according to their own local 

frameworks and cultural codes. Reception of communication goes through a 

selective incorporation process of hybridity practice. In the context of 

international and intercultural communication, Kraidy, among other scholars of 

intercontextual theory of hybridity, regards cultural hybridity as a communicative 

space or practice of meaning and power and places hybridity at the heart of 

communication theory.16 An intercontextual theory of hybridity focuses on the 

mutually constitutive interplay and overlap of cultural, economic, and political 

forces in international communication processes. It gives attention to study how 

consent and interests are created and coordinated through manifestations and 

deployments of hybridity in the dynamic equilibrium of forces. 

In media reception studies, Jesús Martín-Barbero (JMB), the philosopher 

specializing in culture, media and communication believes that the subjects of 

communication should be considered as decoders and replicators of the 
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domination discourses.17 In the reception space there is a “historical mediation”, 

a room for not just domination but also resistance and re-signification. Such 

mediation is considered to be a social interface, from which one can perceive and 

understand the interactions between space of production and space of reception. 

On this account, communication should be seen more as a process of mediations 

than of media, thus JMB’s theory reconciles culture and media.18 In today’s world, 

as culture convergence vigorously accelerates cross-cultural communication and 

drives hybridity into hyper-hybridity and hyper-mediation, transformations 

emerge in media technology, industry, market and consumers.19 Media becomes a 

place where producers and consumers meet and interact. Media not only responds 

to the industry and business strategies and needs, but also represents the 

receivers and audiences’ ideas, voices and needs, because the receiving end of 

media is anyway a field where transformation of cognition and identification takes 

place. To study communication and reception-end is to study interaction and 

forming of culture and identity construction.20 

Materials and Methods  

In the study, a Shanghai-based Polish restaurant was selected as the research 

case. The anthropological field study method was applied to study the whole 

process of Polish cultural product communication, including the producer’s 

strategy and need, product itself, communication as well as the reception end: the 

consumers’ reaction and identification represented in their speech, linguistic 

choices and behaviors. Materials presented in this study include: 1) Data collected 

from in-depth interviews with the two Polish owners of the restaurant and a few 

customers. 2) The author’s on-site and on-line observations—“hear and see” facts 

in the restaurant and on its social media platform “Wechat” 3) Thirty-seven 

consumers’ online reviews about the restaurant (as of May 17th 2019) on the social 

media platform “Dianping” (www.dianping.com). The collected data was 

thoroughly analyzed and discussed in coordination with the theoretical 

framework as background. 

Before moving to data analysis, it is necessary to brief the profile of the 
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restaurant and the popular Chinese social media app “WeChat” and tech platform 

“Dianping”. “Pierogi Ladies” is the name of the Polish restaurant. It is a small-sized 

(about 50m2) restaurant that may seat 35 customers, owned by two Polish young 

ladies Gosia and Joanna. The restaurant is located on the first floor of an old-

fashioned residential house in an alley along central Shanghai’s Jiaozhou Road. 

Figure 1 shows what the restaurant looks like. It has pierogi as its feature product 

along with a variety of dishes, cakes and drinks. “WeChat” is a Chinese multi-

purpose messaging, social media and mobile payment app and has more than 1 

billion monthly users.21 “Dianping” is a Chinese tech platform that expedites the 

booking and delivery of services such as food, hotel stays and movie tickets.22 It 

usually works with a variety of take-away apps. Consumer can make reservations 

on the platform or on the take-away apps and offer reviews and ratings on 

“Dianping”.  
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Figure 1. A view of the Polish restaurant 

Data Analysis 

1) Hybridity in the restaurant’s business concept, product, advertising, 

service and management 

In the interview, the Polish owner Gosia straightforwardly said that “fusion” 

was the business concept of the restaurant. By “fusion”, she does not refer to 

simply mixing and blending the elements from different cultures and places; 

rather it is a creative process of hybridity, involving measuring degree of tolerance, 

balancing differences and seeking acceptable similarities. “Pierogi is signature food 

of Poland, and it also shares similarity to Chinese dumpling (饺子 jiǎo zǐ). In fact, 

there are some sorts of dumplings, being named differently, perhaps in different sizes, 

shapes, and flavors and cooked in various ways that are eaten in different places 

across the world.” She took the Indonesian dumpling for example, which is actually 

“pastel” and the amusing image of which is shown in the hand-painted mural of 

“global dumpling map” on the restaurant’s wall (shown in Figure 2). She said, 

“They are not necessarily the same thing as what we think dumpling should be, yet 

they share more or less some similarities with dumpling.” Meiling, a customer who 

is from Indonesia and now working in Shanghai responded, “Pastel is not dumpling. 

They are much bigger, usually stuffed with sweets, and they are fried.” However, she 

acknowledged, “There is some similarity, at least.” Soon the Indonesian customer 

and her husband showed great satisfaction with their orders—pierogi stuffed with 

cheese and shredded coconut that is daily intake for many Indonesians, as well as 

the milky hot drink with ginger and turmeric, which they said was almost the same 

as what was available in Indonesia. “Finding drinks of the same kind here in 

Shanghai was really a big unexpected surprise. This is unbelievable,” added by the 

young Indonesian couple. Gosia said that turmeric drink is what she learned from 

Indonesia during her frequent trips to its various islands. Noting local Indonesian’s 

diet habits and found that turmeric is a popular and healthy ingredient used in 

preparation of food and drinks in Indonesia, she therefore made it available in 

“Pierogi Ladies”.  
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Figure 2. Hand-painted mural of “global dumpling map” on the Polish 

restaurant’s wall 

“We are doing fusion. Here only two or three Polish traditional dumplings, which 

are exotic. The rest are fusions,” said Gosia. They innovate and create new pierogies 

and flavors through engaging with customers, both Chinese and foreign customers 

and from travelling. “I like travelling. In my trips I learn their dumplings so that it 

suits taste and expectation of our customers,” she added. With respect to the 

restaurant’s food and service, the two Chinese customers Ying and Zhen, who were 

enjoying pierogies stuffed with cheese and red pepper with chopsticks and 

dressing them in chili sauce, said, “The half-moon shaped Polish pierogies are quite 

like dumplings that we made at home at our young age.” Both Ying and Zhen are 

middle-aged employees of an American company, and unlike many Chinese who 

are not fond of cheese, Ying is a big fan of cheese as a result of her one-year stay in 

Canada. Feeling more comfortable with chopsticks for picking up foods, the two 

customers commented, “A little similarity can make things easier to approach. It 

looks like our dumpling, so we’d like to try new things.” 

Interviews with the restaurant owners and customers as well as the off-line 
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and on-line observations show that the restaurant is applying hybridity into its 

business notion, dynamic food innovations, marketing, communicative and 

linguistic practices on media. The hand mural of “global dumpling map” on the 

restaurant’s wall is dedicated to guiding consumers to experience a blending of 

cultures and identities, and to perceive the common ground and identify with the 

shared similarities despite the non-negligible existence of differences in norms, 

practices and minds. The linguistic and cultural hybridization patterns that are 

usually found in commercial advertising, such as predominant role of English as a 

pair-language in advertisement and marketing, are also demonstrated in the 

restaurant. For instance, in the hand mural of “global dumpling map”, it uses 

English title “Know your dumplings” and English names of the marked countries 

to stimulate the customer’s sense of intimacy with the restaurant, sense of 

belonging to their origins as well as sense of modernity and interconnectedness 

with the world. On this account, the mural is more like a hyper-hybridized 

masterpiece of media that coalesces visual art, advertising discourse, different 

cultural norms and attention-getter language, and that creates an imagined 

landscape in which the hybrid identities of the consumers are being constructed.  

As a matter of fact, English as a global access language and also the popular 

attention-getter in advertising and marketing, is not just used in the restaurant’s 

marketing discourse, brand name (“Pierogi Ladies”) and interior decorations (e.g., 

posters, paintings, etc.) but also in its menu and service. On most occasions the 

two Polish owners who both have proficient English serve and communicate with 

customers in English. With the Chinese kitchen staff who have zero English literacy 

and very few Chinese customers and acquaintances who might not have sufficient 

English language capital for communication, they switched to Chinese language, 

because they both studied Chinese language and are continuing to pick up the 

language basics from day-to-day work and life. When being asked about how the 

communication was conducted with the Chinese “shifu” (Chinese term for 

construction workers, 师傅) during the restaurant’s renovation period, the Polish 

owner Joanna said, “we speak some Chinese. Gosia is better, mine is the least...So we 
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can communicate and let shifu understand.” In the process of service and business 

operation, the two owners skillfully perform linguistic hybridity in the way of 

code-mixing and code-switching. They also construct multiple identities, playing 

multiple roles in the restaurant, working as owner, cashier, bar tender, waitress, 

purchaser of special and new food materials and ingredients, designer and 

experimenter of new dishes and drinks, trainer, event organizer, marketer and so 

forth. Joanna acknowledged this was not just to save employment cost but more 

importantly to have better engagement with customers, understand their 

expectations through communication and contact. It is therefore unquestionable 

to affirm that intercultural interaction or engagement is an on-going two-way and 

dynamic process in which people and cultures in contact shape and reshape each 

other. Producer power and consumer activity are mutually constitutive and 

complementary.  

2) Hybridized space and marketing discourse of the restaurant 

“‘Pierogi Ladies’ are not just another food project…since the name ‘Pierogi’ has a 

Proto–Slavic root – ‘pir’ – which means ‘festivity’, it is only natural that our Polish 

staple should always be in the center of everything that brings smile and joy,” quoted 

from the earlier version of the restaurant’s website (https://pierogiladies.com/). 

The two owners claimed that making healthy, delicious and artistic food that 

satisfy customers’ senses and minds is not their only goal. Echoing what is 

expressed on the website, the Polish owners transform the restaurant into a space 

where Polish traditional and innovative foods are presented, where social-cultural 

events and activities with featured themes are organized, where popular 

international and national festivals are celebrated, and where customers and 

guests from different cultures and areas meet, interact and influence each other. 

For example, Figure 3 shows a photo of the restaurant taken in February of 2019, 

in which one can easily capture the red color paper-cut of Chinese characters “新

年快乐” (Happy New Year), “福” (Blessings/happiness) and the auspicious cultural 

symbol “Chinese knot”. It is known that 2019 Chinese Spring Festival (Chinese New 

Year) fell on February 5th (Lunar January 1st, 2019), and this most important 
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festival is usually celebrated for a whole month of lunar January. Couplets, symbols, 

paper-cut art in red, all associated with symbolic significance, good luck and 

auspiciousness are traditional festival decorations, and putting them on gates, 

windows and around the house is the cultural norm. Located in Shanghai, the 

Chinese symbolic resources and cultural norms are deployed by the Polish owners 

for glocalizing the restaurant so that global is brought in conjunction with local 

and they complement each other in the glocalized context.  

 

Figure 3. Decorations in the Polish restaurant during 2019 Chinese New Year 

Another example is the monthly “Fashion Mixer” event organized at the 

restaurant on a Wednesday evening of each month. Figure 4 shows an e-poster of 

the event posted by the owners on their “WeChat” circles and official account. 

“Your fabrics deserve a second chance…in someone else’s closet!” is the slogan of the 

event. The event is open to everyone, and participants are encouraged to bring 

items (e.g., clothes and accessories, bags, shoes, etc.) to the restaurant for exchange 

with those brought by the others. On-spot observations at the event on February 

27th showed that more than twenty people, including first-time visitors and 

regular customers, joined the event. They are from different continents and 
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countries, among whom 40% are Chinese and 60% are foreigners, and most 

participants are female. In the event, code-mixing, code-switching and meaning-

making gestures and expressions spontaneously occurred in high frequency 

among participants from the same or different origins; however, the major 

language for communication was still English. Conversations with the event 

participants revealed that they were in fact motivated to join for various reasons 

and for different purposes. For example, a Chinese woman in her fifties said in 

Chinese that she heard about the event from a “Wechat” group related to recycling. 

She therefore brought some of her husband’s clothes and thought someone might 

want them. A Chinese young girl who speaks English said, “I come to the event every 

month because I work in “发光公社” (“Faguang Gongshe Community”, an online 

platform). We encourage recycling and sharing of second-hand items. It’s good for 

environment protection. This activity here is very meaningful.” Another Chinese girl 

said it was her foreign colleague who brought her to the restaurant. She gave her 

full attention to item selection and looked extremely happy after getting a pair of 

nearly brand-new boots brought by a Norwegian girl. A Russian lady who worked 

in Shanghai said she heard about the place and event from a friend and came to 

check how it was. She showed her interest in Chinese style dress and actively 

exchanged ideas with the others. Two ladies from South Africa, who were also 

first-time visitors, said they learned of this event from a web announcement. “We 

really like this event and place,” they said. After placing their clothes and items on 

rack, they directly went to seats, ordered tea and began good conversations with 

guests sitting next to them.  
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Figure 4. The e-poster of “Fashion Mixer” event organized at the Polish 

restaurant 

One may argue that the event is actually an effective advertising campaign of 

the restaurant, despite the owner Joanna saying, “No participant is forced to buy 

anything here. It’s free. You’re free to do as you wish.” She said in Poland it was a 

popular trend and practice for girls to get together and exchange items. So they 

brought it over to the restaurant, although in China it is rather unconventional for 

people to wear clothes and items of the others whom they neither know nor 

familiarize with. Those conservative in their attitudes even regard it as a taboo. 

However, along with social transformation and people’s change of mindsets and 

rising awareness of environment protection, recycling, resource saving and 
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sharing, exchange and sharing of second-hand clothes and items are encouraged 

and gradually become acceptable, and are considered to be a modern way of 

thinking and practice nowadays, especially in metropolises. On this account, the 

Polish owners transform the restaurant to be a multi-dimensional context in which 

foods, conventions, ideas and practices of different realms, perspectives, cultures, 

places and of different times converge and merge and in which people with various 

motivations and purposes seek satisfaction and interpret the set-up in their own 

ways. For the owners, they admitted that preparing and organizing the monthly 

event brought them extra work, but they felt happy to see people conversing with 

one another and immersed in a joyful activity.  

What is worth noting is that the new media platforms and social networks are 

fully leveraged by the restaurant for advertising, event information dissemination, 

branding campaign and customer engagement activity, which involves the creation 

and demonstration of hybridized text and hypertext such as images, graphics and 

posters. For instance, prior to its 3rd birthday celebration event in March of 2019, 

the restaurant encouraged its customers and “WeChat” followers to take a photo 

with pierogi and post it on any social media with a label “Happy Birthday, Pierogi 

Ladies!” Those who collected the most likes were rewarded with coupons and a 

chance of watching a Shanghai-based Brazilian designer drawing the artistic and 

characteristic patterns of “Pierogi Ladies” on Feiyue shoes at the restaurant on the 

day of celebrations. Another example is that in May the restaurant released the 

hard-copy posters and postcards of its symbolic brand icon—the hand mural on 

the wall, which was named the “Great Wall of Dumplings”. The name of the world-

famous Chinese heritage and great wonder, the “Great Wall”, was appropriated and 

associated with dumpling in the global lingua franca English by the Polish owners 

in their designing of marketing and branding materials and products. This mixed 

discourse and media is both appealing, entertaining and intelligible to consumers, 

whether Chinese or foreign. It also signals the information that what is marvelous 

is achievable.      

3) Hybridity at the reception end (consumers’ reviews on new media 
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platform) 

After analyzing the producer end and the ways of communication and 

advertising of the restaurant, it is now turn to investigate the reception aspect. 

Consumers’ ratings of the restaurant on “Dianping” platform were collected, and 

the content of their reviews were probed into from the linguistic perspective. In 

terms of ratings, as of May 17th 2019 the restaurant was rated by consumers as a 

five-star restaurant on “Dianping” with scores at 9.0 for both flavor and dining 

environment, and 8.9 for service. Out of 37 reviews by the date, 35 were “good 

review (好评) ”, 1 was “neutral review (中评)” and 1 “bad review (差评)”.  

With regard to the profiles of the 37 reviewers, 24 of them are “Dianping” 

members at level 5 and above, which means they are active users of the platform. 

(“Dianping” member’s level is dependent on the frequency of using the platform, 

number of posted reviews as well as involvement or contributions in the 

interactive activities, such as commenting on the others’ reviews, participation in 

voting initiatives and so on.) Analysis on the reviewers’ username on “Dianping” 

shows that only one person is anonymous, two reviewers use names which look 

like real-life ones but may not necessarily be so, and the remaining reviewers all 

use assumed names. Pseudonyms allow reviewers to contribute to the fashioning 

of their own images and may reflect some aspects of their personal dispositions or 

are referential of some quality of their identities.23 For example, 19 of the 

reviewers create their names by using recognizable English names, English words, 

alphabets, or alphabets mixed with numbers that may not make sense to others 

but are meaningful to themselves. 10 reviewers use only Chinese characters in 

their names, most of which do not even sound like names but more like self-

categorization, self-identification, self-mocking and self-positioning. To protect 

the reviewers’ privacy, the original names in Chinese will not be exemplified here 

but just some partial translations, such as “…is a foodie”, “sand sculpture fan”, “a 

fish swimming in the moon”, “…fourth master” “a dish of vegetables is my life” 

“elegant artistic” and so on. The rest, 7 reviewers whose names have Chinese 

characters mixed with either alphabets or numbers, are all “Dianping” members 
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at level 5 or above. Statistics on the construct of reviewers’ username and level is 

shown in Table 1.    

 

Concentration on the 37 reviewers' language choices shows that 18 reviews 

giving different review rates were written in English, English-Chinese bilingually, 

or in Chinese mixed with a few English words and names of their ordered dishes. 

Detailed statistical breakdown on the rating and language used by the reviewers 

is listed in Table 2.   

 

As for the content and length of the reviews, it varies from person to person. 

However, the reviewers mainly talked about their perception of food and flavor, 

feelings of the dining environment and their dining experiences. In terms of the 

feelings in the valuation of the dining environment and atmosphere, there seems 

to be a positive uniformity. Data shows that 21 reviewers spoke highly of the 

environment, using positive English or Chinese words in their descriptions, such 

as “cozy", "super cool", "homey vibes", "charming", "舒服" (cozy and comfortable), 

"宜人"(pleasant), "休闲" (relaxing), "温暖" (warm), "漂亮" (pretty), "装修挺有味

Construct of username Number of reviewers

Number of reviewers at

level 5 and above

English

names/words/alphabets+numbers 19 10

Chinese characters 10 7

Chinese+alphabets/numbers 7 7

Anonymity 1 0

Total 37 24

Table 1. Construct of “Dianping” reviewers’ usernames and levels

Review rating Review score Review count Language Count

English 7

English & Chinese 3

Chinese mixed with English words or dish names 5

Chinese 12

Chinese mixed with English words or dish names 2

Chinese 6

Nutural review 3 1
Chinese mixed with English words or dish names 1

Bad review 1 1 Chinese 1

Total 37 37

Table 2. Statistical breakdown on the rating and language used by the reviewers

Good review 5 27

Good review 4 8
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道" (tasteful decoration) "文艺" (artistic), and so on. Talking about food and 

flavor, not just the reviewers' opinions considerably differ but also their ways or 

styles of description show some fundamental differences. The excerpts of some 

reviews are exemplified in this study without revealing the full usernames. 

Chinese reviews are translated into English and put in parenthesis to facilitate the 

non-Chinese readers’ understanding.  

Excerpt 1   

Reviewer A 

“……波兰饺子真好吃，别处吃不到。我那盘黑色面皮的是泡菜血肠的，老许

的是甜菜山羊奶酪的。装饺子的盘子特别好看，色彩丰富但又很柔和，各种盘子

和各种饺子相得益彰。血肠饺子香且多汁，蘸中间的酸奶油口感非常馥郁。最后

尝了口甜菜的，也好吃。把饺子戳破的时候露出鲜桃红色的甜菜馅：‘啊，谋杀了

一个饺子。’总之波兰饺子真好吃，以后就常来吃。例汤也很耐吃（就是越吃越好

吃的意思）。口感很丰富，放了肉桂、苹果、土豆等等，还有一些我不知道什么

名字的香料。沙拉也好吃，很清爽……请一定要开下去啊，我以后会一直来的。

还有好多馅儿的饺子没有尝！”  

(“…Polish dumplings really taste good, cannot have them elsewhere…What I had 

is ‘bloody pierogi’ with black dough, and it is stuffed with blood sausage and pickles. 

Lao Xu ordered pierogi with beetroot and goat cheese filling. Plates for serving 

dumplings look especially beautiful; colors are rich but presented in gentle harmony. 

Dumplings and plates bring out the best in each other. ‘Bloody pierogi’ is tasty and 

juicy; dipping it in sour cream gives excellent and rich flavor in mouth. In the end, I 

tried beetroot cheese pierogi, it’s tasty as well. When I break a beetroot pierogi, fresh 

purple and red filling comes out. ‘O, a pierogi was just murdered.’ Anyway, Polish 

pierogi really tastes good. Will often come to eat. Soup of the day, the more you eat 

the better it tastes. It is rich in taste with cinnamon, apple, potato as well as some 

spices whose names I am not aware of. Salad is good, too. Very refreshing…Please 

keep the business running on, and I will always visit here in the future. There are 

many dumplings with other fillings I haven’t tried yet.”) 

Apparently in between the lines the reviewer revealed great satisfaction in 
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the overall experience. The ordered dishes were novel and exotic to the reviewer, 

because when describing the soup the reviewer admitted that they (judging from 

the implications revealed from the wording style and the context, the reviewer 

sounds like a she, but could be a he due to identity uncertainty in computer-

mediated communication. Therefore, in this study the pronoun “they” is used to 

reference an unknown person according to English language convention) were not 

able to name some spices in the soup. Trying the exotic dishes sounded like a 

process of experimenting and discovering filled with joy and good humor. The 

reviewer personalized the beetroot pierogi, vividly and humorously described the 

momentary scene when the fillings of beetroot pierogi came out. The dining 

experience and exotic dishes amazed the reviewer so much so that the reviewer 

thanked the dining partner Lao Xu (a Chinese social norm of addressing a person 

by adding Lao in front of one’s surname Xu) for bringing them to the restaurant 

and wished to be a regular visitor.  

Excerpt 2 

Reviewer B 

“…I love the food and the atmosphere here. Tuesday BOGO deal is great! It’s 

really a good place when you want to try some different food (don’t think Shanghai 

have other Polish restaurants), good to come here try those amazing Polish 

dumplings and will be back definitely…” 

The above comment was written by the reviewer in English, in which the 

reviewer's attitude of openness towards "different food" and zeal for 

revisiting was clearly expressed.   

Excerpt 3 

Reviewer C 

“相信对大部分国人来说东欧饺子应该都是新奇的体验，甜馅儿的体验很奇

妙，羊奶酪的味道很鬼畜（但是朋友最爱），有一个肉馅的倒是蛮正常，可能是

比较接近国内的口味，我喜欢。比起饺子，他家的冷盘倒是更加惊艳。几样波兰

香肠每一种都很好吃，腌制的小菜也很爽口。土豆沙拉不用说……” 

(“I believe for the majority of Chinese, East European pierogies are new 
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experiences. Pierogi with sweet fillings is novel, pierogi with goat cheese flavor tastes 

very strange-scary (but it is the favorite of my friend), only the one with meat filling 

is quite normal, perhaps because its flavor is close to domestic taste, I like it. As 

opposed to pierogies, what's more amazing are the cold dishes in the restaurant. 

Each type of the Polish sausages taste very good, so are the pickled dishes, very 

refreshing. Potato salad, needless to say...”)    

The reviewer not only candidly talked about personal feelings but also 

confidently assumed that the majority of Chinese people could have a similar 

feeling. After a few tries of various flavors, the reveiwer only took what was similar 

to the local flavor as normal and the goat cheese pierogi as unacceptable.  

Despite this reviewer’s speculation that perhaps the majority of Chinese 

would find some pierogi flavors exotic and weird, in reality it may only apply to 

people's preconception or imagination. For example, a reviewer exemplified 

below wrote about personal preconception about pierogi before visiting the 

restaurant, how the view changed after trying the dishes, and also expressed the 

willingness of trying other flavors the next time.  

Excerpt 4 

Reviewer D 

“波兰朋友介绍过来的，原本以为不会好吃没有报什么期望只想两个人点一

个拼盘，结果真的和我们的饺子不一样，我们一分钟消灭又点了一盘，最喜欢鸡

肉奶酪那个。腌制的酸黄瓜也很开胃。他们家还有各种口味的伏特加。好适合冬

天，下次试一下其他口味，推荐推荐。”   

(“A Polish friend introduced me this restaurant. I previously thought it might not 

be tasty, therefore did not expect much and only ordered a mixed set. They indeed are 

different from our dumplings. Within one minute we finished the set and ordered 

another plate. The one with chicken and cheese filling is what we like the most. 

Pickled cucumber quite stimulates our appetite. They also have vodka of various 

flavors, which fits winter very well. Next time will try other flavors. Recommend, 

recommend.”)    

Excerpt 5 
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Reviewer E 

“下雨的胶州路弄堂里，最近挤进一家波兰饺子店，对，波兰饺子，pierogi。

店里老外多，波兰妹子应该不会国语，装修挺有味道，有只猫东窜西跳，墙上的

世界饺子分布图气势雄伟。点的是 12 颗的，surprise me 拼盆，四种每种三颗，

好吃的是有鸡肉和白腊肠的两种，和斯拉夫的口味始终不同，有个全芝士的，在

我看来是车祸现场，哈哈！酸黄瓜，波兰肠，很赞！”  

(“On a rainy day recently I run into a Polish dumpling restaurant in an alley on 

Jiaozhou road, yes, Polish dumpling, pierogi. Many foreigners there, and Polish owner 

may not speak Chinese. Decoration is very tasteful. A cat walks and jumps here and 

there. A world dumpling distribution map on the wall looks splendid. What I ordered 

is a mixed set named 'surprise me' with 12 pierogies of 4 flavors, and each flavor has 

3 pierogies. What tastes good are two kinds, one is stuffed with chicken and another 

with white sausages. The taste is in any way different from Slavic flavors. There is 

one stuffed with only cheese. For me, it feels like a car accident. Haha! Pickled 

cucumbers, Polish sausage, very good!”)  

The reviewer humorously appropriated a seemingly irrelevant text—"car 

accident" and grafted it into the comment to express the disagreeable feeling about 

the pierogi stuffed with cheese. After the expression, the reviewer added a mimetic 

"haha" (laughing) to further express a sense of amusement.  What is worth noting 

is that the reviewer mentioned “Slavic flavor” when comparing the flavor 

differences. It is not known whether the reviewer got familiarized with so-called 

“Slavic flavor” through the living experiences in or travelling to the Slavic countries, 

or from previous dining experiences in the home country. Whichever is the case, it 

is certain that the reviewer should have had experiences with exotic food before 

the visit to the Polish restaurant, and the reviewer is an active seeker of gourmet 

food even “on a rainy day”.  

If the above reviewer implicitly revealed the dining experience in "Slavic 

flavor", another reviewer explicitly showed their rich experiences in various exotic 

cuisine, sophisticated taste and perspectives not just in food.  

Excerpt 6 
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Reviewer F 

“……有猫撸，猫很乖！味道还可以点了他们店里自己做的茶，有点印度 Chai

的感觉。蓝莓饺子味道还不错酸甜平衡。冬天主菜要了一个 Hunter’s Stew，有点

像我之前吃过的匈牙利菜，茄汁汤底的牛肉炖大头菜土豆，配的法棍切片比较硬，

也没什么弹性。总体就是一家主打东欧菜的文艺餐厅，在比较文艺的餐厅里面算

比较好吃的，在比较好吃的餐厅里算比较文艺的。”  

("…There’s a cat, and it’s well behaved. Food taste is fine. I ordered their 

homemade tea. It tastes a little like Indian Chai. Pierogi with blueberry filling tastes 

not bad, sweet and sour balanced. It’s winter, so I ordered Hunter’s Stew as main 

course, which tastes like a Hungarian dish I once tried. Broth of beef and eggplant is 

stewed with Kohlrabi and potato, served with slices of French stick loaf baguette, 

which however is too hard. In a word it’s an artistic restaurant mainly specialized in 

East European dishes. Among restaurants that are relatively artistic this one has 

relatively tastier food, and among restaurants that have tastier food this one is 

relatively more artistic…”)  

The reviewer employed multi-dimensional comparisons, not only comparing 

the ordered dishes at the restaurant to the dishes of other cuisines the reviewer 

had tried, but also comparing the restaurant's style with that of the others. All the 

comparisons were put into a conclusion, which sounded like a tongue twister and 

revealed the reviewer's overall evaluation about the food and environment of the 

restaurant. The reviewer explicitly demonstrates through words their 

sophisticated taste that goes beyond simple sensory satisfaction, and that 

mediates differences in cultural and aesthetic dimensions. As a matter of fact, the 

reviewer's sophistication does not only lie in this,  because the reviewer also 

tactfully expressed a concern on price by simply saying , “价格……呵呵……” 

(price…hehe…) . "Hehe" in Chinese language is a mimetic word of laughing but is 

different from "haha". In computer-mediated communication, generally one says 

"hehe" after something cute and interesting. But "hehe" may have some type of 

innuendo that can vary and depend on the context. The punctuation apostrophe is 

conventionally used as a marking of the omission of one or more 
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words/characters. Here by using "hehe" and two times of apostrophe the reviewer 

subtly expressed an opinion on the price, which sounds ambivalent and unclear, 

and which could imply “disagreement”, but the exact meaning of his words awaits 

the other "Dianping" users to decipher and interpret in their own ways.    

Talking about price, out of 37 reviewers there was another reviewer who 

expressed concern, which however was more straight-forward.   

Excerpt 7 

Reviewer G 

“去完俄罗斯旅游一直对那边的饺子念念不忘终于在上海找到正宗的波兰饺

子。味道很好，服务也很热情，环境也很舒服，但有点小贵，吃了一百多块还不

饱！但还是支持啦！”  

(“Ever since my trip to Russia, I had been thinking about dumplings of that sort. 

Finally I find Polish dumplings in Shanghai. Taste good, service good, environment 

good as well, but a little expensive, still not full after eating food that costs me over a 

hundred! But still support it la!”)  

Despite their satisfaction with the restaurant’s food, environment and 

services, the reviewer clearly emphasized (using exclamation point) that the price 

was a little expensive. The reviewer’s disagreement on the pricing strategy of the 

restaurant was then mitigated or softened by the transition discourse that 

followed which started with "but 但" and ended with "la 啦" and again the 

exclamation point. “La” is a Chinese tone particle that is usually used in informal 

and casual social occasions. It is not known if using “la” is the reviewer’s regular 

speech habit or it is the reviewer’s specific intention of employing “la” in the given 

context to ease the sense of seriousness and tension (incurred by one’s publicly 

expressed disagreement on the price). No matter what the reasons behind it could 

be, needless to say, there was a complex non-linear process of mediation involving 

the simultaneous entanglement of the reviewer’s complex feelings that transcend 

from past to present and “mixed” attitudes, such as “agree, disagree, still support 

to some extent” that coexist simultaneously. In addition to that, some part of the 

reviewer’s profile is also manifested in the reviewer’s discourse. For example, the 
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reviewer mentioned the travelling experience to Russia and good impression of 

dumplings there, from which one may speculate that the reviewer has the financial 

and language capability that can afford the outbound travelling and facilitate 

various experiences during a tour. 

Talking about language, as mentioned before, English is the major language 

used in the Polish restaurant, whether in communication, marketing, or in service. 

The analysis of the “Dianping” reviews found that the majority of reviewers did 

not specifically talk about language except for four reviewers. 

One reviewer shared their interesting and exciting communication 

experience. The Chinese idiom “鸡同鸭讲” was used by the reviewer to describe 

the funny exchanges with the restaurant owner. The literal meaning of the idiom 

depicts a scene that a chicken talks with a duck, while its implication usually 

indicates that the two parties in the dialogue do not share the common language 

or way of thinking. Seemingly the citation of the idiom was the reviewer’s self-

mocking, however, it was not that straight and simple, because the idiom was 

grafted into such a context that reads, “第一次惊叹语言鸡同鸭讲也能配合流畅”. 

Translated into English it may sound like, “(I am) for the first time amazed that I 

can manage to communicate with a foreign owner smoothly.” According to this 

discourse, one may feel that the reviewer’s mention of English language and 

citation of the Chinese idiom in the review was not to tell the dissatisfaction in 

service language and so-called language barrier but more to demonstrate the 

reviewer’s sense of pride or sense of achievement in intercultural communication. 

One could also speculate that the reviewer in fact is not an absolute English 

illiterate, despite the reviewer’s self-mocking expression.  

As opposed to this one, the other three reviewers rather showed their clear 

concerns, even criticism on the restaurant’s service language.   

Excerpt 8 

Reviewer H 

“……店家是个外国人，幸好带了一个英语很棒的同学一起去，不然就尴尬
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了……” 

(“…The owner is a foreigner, luckily I had a classmate whose English was 

excellent going with me. Otherwise, it would just be embarrassing…”)  

Excerpt 9 

Reviewer I 

“……氛围温馨的小馆子和蛮有趣的饺子们，就是全英文的环境对英文无能者

不太友好……” 

(“…A small restaurant with cozy atmosphere and very interesting dumplings. 

(But) the only thing is that the full English language environment is not friendly for 

those with no English language ability.”) 

Excerpt 10  

Reviewer F (the same reviewer as the one in excerpt 6) 

“没有中文菜单，感觉不友好，好在店家还算热情，虽然来的中国人少也都

懂英文，可是在中国做生意这样确实不妥当。” 

(“No menu in Chinese language, (I) feel this is not friendly. Good is that the 

owner is helpful. Although there are fewer Chinese customers coming and they also 

know English, it is indeed inappropriate to do business like that in China.”)  

The reviewer expressed dissatisfaction and criticism on the lack of Chinese 

menu. From the text clue—“they also know English”, it is known that the reviewer’s 

dissatisfaction was not because the reviewer’s not knowing English. Rather, it was 

triggered by the reviewer’s disagreement or challenge of the restaurant’s way of 

running business in China without providing a menu in the local language.  

With this critics on the service language in mind, it is only natural to raise 

such questions as, “What is customer structure of the restaurant?” and “Who are 

they?” There are seven reviewers talking about their perceptions and observations 

on the customers of the restaurant. For example, a reviewer whose review was 

bilingual wrote, “(the restaurant) was 70% full when I was there on Sunday, its 

customers consisting of both local and foreigners”. Four reviewers mentioned that 

in the restaurant they saw “many foreigners”, “more foreigners”, “the majority are 

foreigners”. Based on the observation on the day, another reviewer even 
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speculated that usually there could also be more foreigners visiting this restaurant. 

Whether more foreigners or not, for the reviewer who self-mocked in the 

username as a foodie, it is not a pertinent topic. Rather, the reviewer thought that 

the restaurant was a nice meeting place for friends of different colors to gather 

together (original Chinese text is “各种肤色朋友小聚挺好的”). With regard to the 

customer structure, the restaurant owner Joanna acknowledged that still there 

were more foreigners, but she added, “now it is changing. So many more Chinese 

are coming now. It’s shifting. Now I think it might be fifty-fifty percent.” When being 

asked if Chinese customers were taken to the restaurant by their foreign 

colleagues or friends, she answered, “usually yes. Or, we are on “Dianping”, they see 

it and come.” Regarding Chinese customers’ English, Joanna said, “…they work with 

foreigners, or they just know some English. Some people, they don’t know English. 

But there are a few people who come here who do know English…” She also added 

that some Chinese had come just once to check out, but some became regular 

customers.   

Findings and Insights 

1) Hybridity as an effective practice in marketing 

Analysis on the end of the producer (the Polish restaurant) finds that 

hybridity concept is deployed and practiced in every aspect of its business, ranging 

from its fusion and innovation in food, the design and naming of its marketing 

product and marketing activities, to the multiple roles the restaurant and its two 

owners play in the day-to-day hybridized operational context. English, as a 

“culturally pluralistic world language” is used effectively in the restaurant’s overall 

business. The entertaining and purposeful hybridization discourse, such as the 

“Great Wall of Dumplings” employed in restaurant’s multi-media marketing 

products, reflects that English plays a “glocal” role in its marketing/advertising 

and that in the hybridized discourse globalization is juxtaposed with local cultural 

references for the greater appeal to both global and local consumers. Through 

creation of the hybridized media in various forms (e.g., poster, e-poster, postcard, 

hand murals, patterns on shoes, etc.) the restaurant easily showcases its brand 
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identity via imagery, rhetoric and symbolism while taking into account both global 

and local cultural identities, immersing its customers in a world where local and 

global is seamlessly interwoven. 

2) New media as communicative space for interaction and fertile ground for 

cultural and linguistic hybridity 

To reach and actively engage with customers in communication process the 

restaurant fully leverages the new media technologies and various social 

networking platforms including Chinese “WeChat” and “Dianping”. Undoubtedly, 

new media plays a critical role in the restaurant’s marketing, and it is also a virtual 

ground where the producer and consumers meet and interact. Analysis of the 

restaurant’s 37 “Dianping” reviews submitted by reviewers (as of May, 2019) finds 

that new media platform is a fertile ground for cultural and linguistic hybridity. It 

is a space where a user’s linguistic discourse and their multiple identities are 

mutually constitutive. The virtual media platform is also a space where a user’s 

identification and mediation with the intercultural products, the producer’s 

discourse and practices as well as the values and notions imbedded in the cultural 

product (product and service) is simultaneously taking place along with all the 

web-mediated communication and interactions among all users.  

The higher levels of reviewers (24 out of 37 reviewers are “Dianping” 

members of level 5 and above) indicate that they are the members of the virtual 

community who actively socialize and make contributions with their ideas (e.g., 

writing reviews, comments) in the community. The fashionable assumed names 

and code-mixing styles they employ in creating usernames allow them to protect 

their privacy and in the same time to selectively reveal some aspects of their 

identities that they would like to disclose to the others, or to self-categorize or 

label themselves either in an esthetical, sociocultural way or through humorous 

and self-mocking approach. The reviewers’ linguistic orientations vary. English-

Chinese code-switching and code-mixing are performed in their writings. 

Although English is mainly used as the service language in the restaurant, analysis 

on the content of reviews finds that the majority of reviewers do not show their 
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concerns about English service language. Few concerns on prices indicate the 

reviewers’ purchasing power. Reviewers' opinions on food and flavor differ 

considerably. They often compare and mediate between local and exotic, normal 

and strange flavors and forms, and relate present to the past experiences. Complex 

feelings and disagreement on food flavor and forms are often expressed through 

entertaining and humorous linguistic discourse. The agreement manifested in the 

linguistic descriptions among the majority of users on the restaurant’s dining 

environment and atmosphere, which in fact is a dynamically hybridized context of 

cultural packing, reveals that they are in pursuit of quality and modern life 

aromatized with intercultural styles, forms and esthetical values.   

3) Identity and shared profile manifested in hybridity practices 

Analysis of the reviews proves that the reviewers’ linguistic choices and 

discourses are correlated with their identities and identifications with the “Other” 

and the “Other’s cultural product”. Language and identity are like two sides of the 

same coin, with each reflecting or mirroring the other. The segmented analysis on 

the “Dianping” reviews from multiple perspectives (e.g., reviewers’ feelings and 

opinions about the dining environment, food, experiences, language, price, etc.) 

can also be refined and integrated into a common profile or identity shared by the 

restaurant’s customers, especially regular customers who should also be the 

restaurant’s target consumer. This shared profile might be individuals in high-

income segment and middle-class/emerging middle class who have financial, 

English linguistic, intercultural and technological capital that enable and empower 

them to access and consume transcultural resources and products, to freely 

communicate and willingly engage with the “Others”, to sophisticatedly negotiate 

the differences and mediate a balanced global-local positioning, to express 

through hybridized/mixed text and discourse via computer-mediated-

communication and to selectively enjoy intercultural products and pursue modern 

and quality life. This target consumer’s profile matches the restaurant’s market 

positioning and pricing strategy—“somewhere in the middle” “not very expensive”, 
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quoted from its owner Joanna. However, this provokes some further reflection on 

hybridity, language, media, identity and power.  

4) Hybridity’s paradoxical nature, power inequality and capital 

The study shows that hybridity is practiced in the whole process of cultural 

product communication. At the producer’s end there is incessant and creative 

“appropriation and hybridity”. At the reception end, there is “agreement, 

disagreement, selective support, and selective refusal.” Accelerated and further 

complicated by new-media, the communication of cross-cultural product is a 

dynamic process of material, cultural and information flow, a complex and 

extended space of interactions between global and local, between the two ends 

and within the ends, and also a field of forces with both centripetal and centrifugal 

forces functioning at the same time.  

In the present study it is also proved that English language is indeed an 

important intermediary in facilitating smooth cultural communication and a vital 

catalyst for promoting the consumption of cultural products. It is also a critical 

capital that is associated with hybrid identities and power (e.g., purchasing power). 

The restaurant’s employment of English in marketing and business operation 

matches the social-cultural trend in Chinese metropolis Shanghai where English is 

a critical capital associated with better job opportunities and handsome payment. 

In people’s day-to-day life, English is not only regarded as a linguistic expression 

of modernity but also a useful tool to access intercultural contexts, communities, 

interactions and resources. For Chinese-English bilinguals, English is part of their 

socially active verbal repertoire out of which they employ language elements in 

their hybridized discourses and construction of fluid identities.   

However, it has to be acknowledged that hybridity is indeed ambiguous and 

paradoxical, whether as a concept or as practice. Its openness means that it can be 

practiced everywhere by everyone for any purposes in any forms. When cultural 

and linguistic hybridity is appropriated in cross-cultural product communication, 

it seems that those short of cultural, linguistic and financial capital are 

automatically excluded from being engaged with and enjoying the cultural 
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product. Indeed, new media platforms with interactive features facilitate the 

complex negotiation of cultural identity between cross-cultural brand and online 

customers, but in the meantime, deployment of new media in the communication 

process can further divide the empowered from those who are left behind the 

advancing technologies and who thus have fewer opportunities of cross-cultural 

contact. Undoubtedly, language, identity and power are mutually constitutive. The 

empowered consumers, through exposure to global cultural flows and the various 

mediascapes available to them, are constructing fluid identities and keep 

strengthening their cultural, economic and linguistic capital and power on the 

global-local interface, whereas the less empowered are positioned as further 

distant.  
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Appendix 

Appendix A: Survey questionnaire 1 used in Chapter 1 

Basic information of survey participant 被访者基本信息 

1. Network name 网名_______  

2. Gender 性别   

□ Male 男 □ Female 女 

3. Place of Birth 出生地 

Province 省 _____ 

City 市____ 

District/County 区/县_____ 

4. Current place of living (work/study/living) 现居住地 

Province 省 _____ 

City 市____ 

District/County 区/县_____ 

5. Age range 年龄段   

age≤18 

18<age≤25 

25<age≤30 

30<age≤35 

35<age≤45 

45<age≤50 

50<age≤55 

55<age≤60 

age>60 

6. Nationality 国籍  

□ Chinese 中国  

□ Others (please specify) 其他_____(请填写具体国籍) 

7. Education level 教育程度 

□ Lower than high school 高中以下 

□ High school 高中 
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□ University 大学 

□ Master 硕士 

□ PhD 博士 

8. Industry 行业 

□ Education 教育 

□ Medicine 医疗 

□ Agriculture 农业 

□ Manufactures & Factories 制造业 

□ Finance (Securities company, bank, etc.) 金融业 

□ Business & commerce 商业 

□ Service industry 服务业 

□ Media & cultural industry 媒体及文化产业 

□ Others (please specify) 其他_____(请填写) 

9. Occupation 职业 

□ Students 学生 

□ Employee of Chinese company （中国）企业员工  

□ Employee of foreign company 外企员工（外企） 

□ Higher-level leader or employer of company/institution 公司/单位老板或高级领导层 

□ Self-employed 自由职业者 

□Others (please specify) 其他_____(请填写) 

On-site Visit 现场访问（文化艺术类场所） 

10. Do you like visiting artistic and cultural venues?  

(1-5 scale, 1 extremely don't like, 2 somewhat don't like 3. Neither 4. somewhat like  

5 extremely like)  

你是否喜欢去提供文化及艺术类节目/项目的场所？（1-5 分，1 分：非常不喜欢 2 分：有

点不喜欢 3 分：谈不上喜不喜欢 4 分：有些喜欢 5 分：非常喜欢）？ 

□1  □2  □3  □4  □5   

11. Which of the below artistic and cultural venues you like the most? (optional) 以下哪种文化

及艺术类场所你最喜欢？（可多选） 

□ Art gallery 美术馆 
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□ Museum 博物馆 

□ Music Hall 音乐厅 

□ Theater/Opera house 剧场/剧院 

□ Studio of fine works/handicrafts 手工艺品工作室 

□ Tea house with cultural & artistic programs 茶馆（有文艺节目） 

□ Others (please specify) 其他_____(请填写) 

12. The reason you like it/them the most (optional)最喜欢该类场所的原因 （可多选）： 

□ To relax and enjoy 放松与享受 

□ To cultivate artistic taste 培养艺术品味、陶冶情操 

□ To learn and reflect 学习与思考 

□ To have good time with friends 可以和朋友度过好时光 

□ To kill spare time 打发空闲时间 

□ Can have free tickets 可以获得免费票 

□ Close to my home, convenient transportation 离家近，交通便利 

□ Others (please specify) 其他_____(请填写） 

13. How often do you visit artistic and cultural venues? 你多久会去一次文化及艺术类场所？ 

□ Very frequently (more than once per month) 非常频繁 （一月不止一次） 

□ Monthly （一月一次） 

□ Bimonthly （两月一次） 

□ Quarterly （一个季度一次） 

□ Annually （一年一次） 

□ Only for specific occasions (i.e. invited to join. Please specify the specific occasions)  

仅特殊时间/情况才去(请例举特殊时间/情况)__________ 

14. Why? (optional) 决定你的访问频次的因素有哪些？（可多选）  

□ Habit & routine 访问已成习惯 

□ Ticket is expensive, cannot afford it 票价贵，买不起 

□ Transportation isn't convenient 交通不便利 

□ Hard to find right people to go 找不到志趣相投的人一起去 

□ To highlight some important occasions (such as birthday, anniversary, date, etc.)  

为一些特殊场合/事件（如生日、纪念日等）添彩 
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□ Regularly organized by my company 单位定期组织   

□ Programs do not fit my taste 节目不合我的口味 

□ Quality of programs do not meet my expectation 节目质量达不到我的期望值 

□ Service of the venue is under my expectation 场所的服务达不到我的期望值 

□ No appropriate time（没有合适的时间） 

□ Depends on invitation from organizer （是否收到主办方邀请） 

□ Others (please specify) 其他_____(请填写） 

15. In the past year did you visit above-chosen venue? 过去的一年里，你有去访问过你上面选

择的文化及艺术类场所吗？ 

    □ Yes 有 □ No 无 

If Q 15 Yes, then comes question 16. 

16. Reason why you went (optional) 为什么会去？ （可多选） 

□ Obtain free tickets 有免费票 

□ Special occasions (i.e. birthday, anniversary, date, etc.)  

特殊时间/情况 （生日、纪念日、约会等） 

□ Organized by my company 单位组织的 

□ Program is really to my interest 节目是我感兴趣的 

□ Invited by the organizer (收到主办方邀请) 

□ Others (please specify) 其他（请例举）___________ 

Life-style related 过渡题 

17. How do you spend your spare time? (optional) 你通常如何打发你的闲时间？（可多选） 

□ TV 看电视 

□ Play phone 玩手机 

□ Family time 家庭时光 

□ Engage with friends 和朋友玩 

□ Reading & learning  阅读 

□ Extra work 工作或加班 

□ Sports 

□ Learning and related activities （学习及相关活动） 

□ Others (please specify) 其他（请例举）___________ 
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Reading-related 阅读（文化艺术类作品） 

18. What materials do you usually read? (optional) 你通常阅读哪类资料？（可多选） 

□ News & events 时政类 

□ Children books 儿童读物 

□ Literature (fiction, poem, essay, biography, play, art, etc.)  

文学作品（小说、诗歌、散文、传记、戏剧、艺术等） 

□ Learning-aid & study materials (textbooks, teaching & learning-aid books, etc.) 教辅类 

□ Philosophic, psychological and inspirational books 哲学、心理学、励志类 

□ Medicine & health care related 医学保健类 

□ Science & technology related (science, social science, engineering, IT, etc.) 科技类 

□ Economics & management 经管类 

□ Life, dining & cooking related 生活、饮食烹饪类 

□ Religious scriptures and works 宗教经典及著作 

□ Others (please specify) 其他（请例举）_________ 

19. Why do you choose these kinds of materials to read? (optional) 为什么选择阅读此类资料？

（可多选） 

□ To know what’s going on in the city/country/world 了解时事政治 

□ To accompany and educate my child/children 陪伴和教育小孩 

□ To spend spare time and cultivate literature quality 打发闲暇并培养文学素养 

□ To assist my study 帮助学习 

□ To nurture mental and spiritual minds, encourage and inspire self  

润养心智、提升自我修养 

□ To learn means of health maintenance 学习保健方法 

□ To catch up with latest scientific outcomes and enhance self capability 与前沿科技接轨 

□ To improve hard and soft skills  提升软硬技能 

□ To satisfy interests 满足兴趣 

□ Others (please specify) 其他（请例举）_________ 

20. Do you read foreign literature such as fiction, fairy tales, poem, essay, biography, play, art and 

so on (original or translated)? 你阅读外国文学作品（小说、童话、诗歌、散文、传记、戏

剧、艺术等）吗？（原版或翻译版本均可） 
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□ Yes 有 □ No 无 

21. Why? (optional) 为什么？（可多选） 

For Q 20 Yes 

□ Good stories and wording manner 故事情节及文笔措辞好 

□ Can learn language and culture 可以学习语言及文化 

□ Thoughts are inspiring 思想具有启发性 

□ Recommended by others 他人推荐 

□ Others (please specify) 其他（请填写）___________  

For Q 20 No 

□ Translation isn’t much understandable  翻译理解起来费劲  

□ No interest 没有兴趣 

□ Language barrier  语言障碍 

□ Culture barrier/difference 文化差异 

□ No time 没有时间 

□ Others (please specify) 其他（请填写）___________ 

22. Did you read any literature written by Polish author? 你阅读过波兰作家的文学作品吗？ 

□ Yes 有 □ No 无 

23. Why? (optional) 为什么？  

For Q 22 Yes （可多选） 

□ Learn thoughts, culture, language, etc. 可以学习思想、文化、语言等 

□ Worth reading 作品值得阅读 

□ Find some works very profound, and resonate readers 有些作品很深刻、能引起共鸣 

□ Recommended by others (on line/off line) 他人推荐（线下或线上） 

□ Others (please specify) 其他（请填写）__________ 

For Q 22 No （可多选） 

□ No translated version 没有翻译版 

□ No interest 没兴趣 

□ Language barrier 语言障碍 

□ Never heard any famous works 从未听说过有什么出名的作品 

□ Not familiar with Polish authors 对波兰作家不了解 
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□ Others (please specify) 其他（请填写）__________ 

TV programs 电视节目类 

24. What kind of programs do you mainly watch on TV and/or phone? (optional) 你主要看哪类

电视节目？（可多选） 

□ TV play series 电视剧 

□ Sports 体育类 

□ News & Events 新闻事件类 

□ Programs of music concert/orchestra, opera, theatre/play/Drama & Arts  

音乐（音乐会／交响音乐会）、艺术、书画、戏曲、戏剧类 

□ Movie 电影 

□ Entertaining programs (singing contests, talent show, talk show, etc.)  

娱乐节目（歌唱比赛、才艺表演、脱口秀等） 

□ Interview programs (访谈类) 

□ Economics & finance（财经类） 

□ News & events（新闻事件类） 

□ Education, discovery, documentaries （教育、探索、纪录片类） 

□ Religion related（宗教类） 

□ Others (please specify) 其他（请填写）__________ 

25. What are the time backgrounds of the programs you watch? (optional) 你上述选择的节目是

基于怎样的时代背景？（可多选） 

□ Historical time 古代 

□ Modern time 现代 （近一百年） 

□ Present age 当代 

□ Transcend (historical-modern-today-future) 穿越（古代—现代—当代—未来） 

□ Future (fantasy) 未来科幻 

□ Others (please specify) 其他（请填写）__________ 

26. Do you see foreign cultural and artistic programs such as movies, plays/drama, music 

performance, operas on TV? 你看外国文化及艺术类电视节目吗（如电影、剧、音乐节目、

歌剧等） 

    □ Yes 是□ No 否 
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27. Why? (optional) 做出以上选择的原因是： 

For Q 26 Yes (可多选) 

□ Interesting 这类节目有意思 

□ Can learn foreign culture and language 可以通过这类节目学习文化及语言  

□ Others (please specify) 其他（请填写）__________ 

For Q 27 No (可多选) 

□ Source isn't available 这类节目资源无法获取（没有资源） 

□ No interest 不感兴趣 

□ Others (please specify) 其他（请填写）__________ 

Electronic devices (e.g., phone, pad, etc.) 电子设备类 （如手机、平板等） 

28. What activities do you do on your phone? (optional) 你通常在手机等电子设备上做什么？

(可多选) 

□ Chat with family & friends 和家人朋友聊天交流 

□ Watch TV play series & programs 追剧、看电视节目 

□ Play games 打游戏 

□ Listen to music 听音乐 

□ Check news and events 看新闻事件 

□ Emails 处理邮件 

□ Work-related activities 处理和工作相关的事情 

□ Reading and learning 学习课程 

□ Others (please specify) 其他（请填写）__________ 

29. How much time of a day do you spend on your phone? 你通常每天有多长时间花在手机上？ 

□ time≤30 mins 分钟 

□ 30<time≤60 mins 分钟 

□ 60<time≤120 mins 分钟 

□ 120<time≤180 mins 分钟 

□ time>180 mins 分钟  

Music-related on electronic devices 手机/电子设备  音乐类 

30. Do you usually listen to foreign music on your phone? 你通常在手机上听外国音乐吗？ 

    □ Yes 是 □ No 否 
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31. What are they? (optional) 是什么类型的外国音乐？（可多选） 

□ Folk song 民歌 

□ Rock and roll 摇滚 

□ Pop 流行 

□ Heavy Metal 重金属 

□ Rap 说唱 

□ Country 乡村音乐 

□ Punk 朋克 

□ R & B 节奏布鲁斯 

□ Jazz 爵士 

□ Opera song 歌剧歌曲 

□ Others (please specify) 其他 （请例举）________ 

32. Where are they from? (optional) 这些外国歌曲都来自哪些地区或国家？（可多选） 

□ America 美洲 

□  Europe 欧洲 

□ South Korea 韩国 

□ Japan 日本 

□ Others (please specify) 其他 （请例举）________ 

33. Why do you choose to listen to music from this region? (optional) 为什么你选择听来自这些

地区的外国歌曲？（可多选） 

□ Quality (music style, rhythms, etc.) is good 音乐水准、质量高（曲风、节奏等） 

□ No language barrier 无语言障碍 

□ My favorite singer is from that region 我最喜欢的歌手来自那里 

□ I like this region 我喜欢这个地区 

□ Others (please specify) 其他 （请例举）________ 

Cultural & artistic programs on electronic devices 电子设备  文化及艺术类节目 

34. Do you see foreign cultural and artistic programs such as movies, plays, music performance, 

operas, etc. on phone? 你通常在手机上观看外国文化及艺术类节目吗（如电影、剧、音乐

节目、歌剧等）？ 

□ Yes 是 □ No 否 
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35. Why? (optional) 为什么做如上选择？ 

For Q 34 Yes （可多选） 

□ Interesting 节目有趣 

□ Convenient to find such sources online 网上容易找到这样的资源 

□ Recommended by others 他人推荐 

□ Can learn while enjoying 娱乐的同时可以学习（文化、语言） 

□ Others (please specify) 其他（请填写）__________ 

For Q 34 No （可多选） 

□ No interest 没有兴趣 

□ Do not hear there are any programs worth seeing 没听说有什么值得观看的节目 

□ No programs recommended by others 没人推荐什么节目给我 

□ Others (please specify) 其他（请填写）__________ 

For Q 26 YES and/or Q 34 YES 

Foreign cultural & artistic programs on TV/phone---Where are they made? 电视／网络外

国文化及艺术类节目 来自哪里？ 

36. If you see foreign cultural and artistic programs on TV and/or phone, where are they usually 

made? (optional) 如果你在电视或手机等电子设备上看外国文化及艺术类电视节目，通常

这些节目是通常哪里制作的？（可多选） 

□ America 美国 

□ Western Europe (such as Italy, France, Germany, etc.) 西欧（如意大利、法国、德国等） 

□ Central and Eastern Europe 中东欧 

□ India 印度 

□ Southeast Asia 东南亚 

□ Japan 日本 

□ South Korea 韩国 

□ Others (please specify) 其他（请填写）__________ 

37. Why? (optional) 为什么做以上选择？ 

□ To improve my English  提高英文 

□ To learn culture and language 学习文化及语言 

□ To enjoy and relax 放松 
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□ To collect materials so as to have something to talk about with friends  

和朋友交流有共同的谈资 

□ Others (please specify) 其他（请填写）__________ 

Preconditions for your decision 哪些因素会影响你的决定 

38. In what conditions will you go to experience/visit foreign cultural & artistic 

programs organized in Chinese venues? (optional) 什么样的情况下，你会考虑去那些提供

外国文化及艺术类节目的场所？（可多选） 

□ Ticket is affordable 票价能买得起 

□ Ticket for free 有免费票 

□ Programs suits my taste 节目合我的兴趣点 

□ No language barrier 没有语言障碍 

□ Transportation convenient 交通便利 

□ Have right companions to go 有合适的同伴一起前往 

□ Have opportunities to communicate with foreign artists and performers  

有与外国艺术家表演家交流的机会 

□ Join as activity/program organizer or co-organizer 作为节目的主办方或协办方 

□ Have programs to offer/perform 有参演活动 

□ Others (please specify) 其他（请填写）__________ 

39. Take theater (1-1.5 hours) for example, what price you think is good and affordable for you? 

以去剧院看剧为例（1-1.5 小时），怎样的票价你觉得可以承受得起？ 

□ price≤80 yuan 元 

□ 80<price≤120 yuan  元 

□ 120<price≤160 yuan  元 

□ 160<price≤200 yuan  元 

□ 200<price≤300 yuan  元 

□ 300<price≤500 yuan  元 

□ 500<price≤800 yuan  元 

□ 800<price≤1200 yuan  元 

□ Price does not matter, as long as the program is what I like  

只要节目是喜欢的，不在乎价格 
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□ Others (please specify) 其他（请填写）__________ 

40. Take music concert for example, what price you think is good and affordable for you? 以看音

乐会为例，什么样的票价你觉得可以承担得起？ 

□ price≤80 yuan  元 

□ 80<price≤120 yuan  元 

□ 120<price≤160 yuan  元 

□ 160<price≤200 yuan  元 

□ 200<price≤300 yuan  元  

□ 300<price≤500 yuan  元 

□ 500<price≤800 yuan  元 

□ 800<price≤1200 yuan  元 

□ Price does not matter, as long as it fits my interest 只要节目是自己喜欢的，不在乎价格 

□ Others (please specify) 其他（请填写）__________ 

41. In what conditions will you choose to see foreign cultural and artistic programs on 

TV/phone/electronic devices? (optional) 在什么样的情况下，你会选择在电视或手机及电

子设备上看外国文化及艺术类节目？（可多选） 

□ Source is accessible 可以获取此类资源 

□ Don't have to pay 不需要支付费用 

□ Payment is affordable and lower than on-site fee 费用少且比现场观看费用便宜 

□ Programs interesting 节目有趣 

□ No language barrier 无语言障碍 

□ Recommended by others 他人推荐 

□ No, I won’t choose to see on TV/phone/electronic devices, as e-programs have much less 

visual & sense effects than on-site programs. 我不选择观看，因为没有现场观看效果好。 

□ Others (please specify) 其他（请填写）__________ 

42. Will you select programs made in central Europe such as Poland? 你会选择看中欧国家如波

兰制作的（电视／网络）节目吗？ 

□ Yes 是□ No 否 

43. Why? (optional) 为什么 

For Q 42 Yes （可多选） 
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□ May find something new and interesting 可能会发现一些新的有趣的节目 

□ Have travel plan to this region, can prepare myself through these programs 

有去中欧国家旅游的计划，看看节目了解一下 

□ Recommended by others, why not try?有人推荐，何不看看呢？ 

□ Others (please specify) 其他（请填写）__________ 

For Q 42 No （可多选） 

□ Not familiar with Poland 对波兰不熟悉 

□ Have worries about language barrier 担心有语言障碍 

□ No famous Polish programs heard 没听说过波兰有什么有名的节目 

□ No recommendations by others 没人推荐过 

□ Others (please specify) 其他（请填写）__________ 

44. How do you grade your knowledge of Poland and its culture? (0-3, 0 don't know at all, 1 know 

a little 2. Familiar 3. Very familiar) 你对波兰及其文化的理解程度如何？ 1 代表完全不了解 

2 代表有些许了解 3 熟悉 4 非常了解 

□ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 

45. In what condition will you choose to see Polish cultural and artistic programs on TV/phone? 

(optional) 在何种情况下，你会选择在电视或手机上观看波兰文化及艺术类节目？（可多

选） 

□ Source is accessible  可以获得此类资源 

□ Don't have to pay 不需要付费 

□ Payment is affordable and lower than on-site fee 费用少且比现场看费用低 

□ Programs interesting & famous (i.e. enjoys high good rate of online review)  

节目出名且有趣 （网评高） 

□ No language barrier 无语言障碍 

□ Recommended by others 他人推荐 

□ Program enjoys high net assessment, want to pay attention and see if worth cooperating  

节目网评高，通过关注了解是否值得合作 

□ To track latest progress of cooperative partners  

节目由以前的合作伙伴推出，想了解他们的进展、发展动向  

□ Others (please specify) 其他（请填写）__________ 
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46. In what conditions will you go to experience/visit Polish cultural & artistic 

programs organized in Chinese venues? (optional)  在何种情况下，你会选择去那些提供波

兰文化及艺术类节目的场所（现场观看）？（可多选） 

□ Ticket is affordable 票价可以承担 

□ Ticket for free 有免费票 

□ Programs suits my taste 节目合我的胃口 

□ Programs famous and with high recommendation rate on internet  

节目出名、网上推荐指数高 

□ No language barrier 无语言障碍 

□ Transportation convenient 交通便利 

□ Recommended by others 他人推荐 

□ Have right companions to go 有合适的同伴一同前往 

□ To explore cooperative opportunities by watching and assessing programs 

了解节目情况，看是否有合作机会 

□ Chinese cultural elements involved in the program, easy to understand and resonate 

节目融合了中国元素，容易理解接受 

□ Programs are cooperation between Polish and Chinese performers/artists  

节目由中波艺术家共同合作推出 

□ Others (please specify) 其他（请填写）__________ 
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Appendix B: Survey questionnaire 2 used in Chapter 1 

1. 您在日常生活中有消费过国内市场上的波兰产品（如食品、饮料、日用品、电子产品、首饰

等）吗？ 

Have you ever consumed any Polish products in China market (e.g., food, beverage, 

commodities for daily usage, cosmetics, electronic products, jewelry & ornaments)? 

• 有 Yes （食品 Food☐ 饮料 Beverage☐ 日用品 Commodities for daily usage ☐ 化妆

品 Cosmetics☐ 电子产品 commodities for daily usage ☐ 首饰 jewelry & ornaments☐ 

其他 Others☐） 

• 无 No 

2. 在国内您日常生活中有注意到过波兰产品的广告吗？ 

Have you ever noticed any advertisements for Polish products? 

• 有 Yes（电视 TV☐ 收音机 Radio☐ 电商购物平台 E-commerce platforms☐ 社交媒

体网站 Social media networks☐ 超市及店铺广告 Ads. in shops and supermarkets ☐ 

地铁广告 metro ads.☐ 电影院广告☐ Cinema ads. ☐ 生活圈广告 Life circle ads.☐（如

小区内，电梯内 e.g., ads. In residential areas, elevator in building., etc.）    

• 无 No 

3. 您在国内有看到过波兰艺术家们通过他们的相关作品（美术, 表演, 雕刻, 摄影，海报等）推

广波兰文化吗？ 

Have you ever seen any Polish artists promoting Polish culture through their works (e.g., fine 

art, performance, sculpture, photographs, posters, etc.) in China?   

• 有 Yes 

• 无 No 

4. 若要了解波兰这个国家和它的文化，您会对以下哪些宣传方式感兴趣？ 

To better know Poland and Polish culture, which of the below promotion you would be 

interested? 

• 纪录片 （有中文解说词）Documentary (In Chinese language) 

• 旅游宣传片（有中文解说词或中文字幕）Travel to Poland (video program in Chinese 

language) 

• 旅游画册及服务指南（图文并茂，生动有趣，中文版）Tourist guidebook with 

interesting images, stories and nicely worded in Chinese language   
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• 文学作品（中文译本）Literal works (translated in Chinese) 

• 音乐会 Music concert 

• 戏剧 Theatre 

• 艺术作品展 Art exhibition 

• 电影 Movie 

• 歌曲 Song 

• 饮食展 Food fair 

• 波兰产品的广告 Advertisements of Polish products 

• 有关波兰文化生活的媒体小视频 Videos about Polish culture and people’ lives 

• 其他 Others 

5. 波兰的文化产品（如电影、音乐会、戏剧、艺术作品展）在中国市场如何能引起您的注意？ 

Which of the below methods could arouse your attention to Polish cultural products (e.g., 

movie, music concert, theatre and art, etc.)? 

• 网上及社交媒体平台的有力宣传 Intensive advertising on Internet and social media 

networks  

• 主流媒体的报道 news coverage by mainstream media 

• 与国内媒体及企业的合作 cooperation with Chinese media and relevant enterprises 

• 多个城市的巡演或展播 Presented/stages in different cities (tour in more cities) 

• 网上的评论文章 Online comments and reviews 

• 其他 Others 

6. 波兰产品在电商平台的售卖及促销推广活动会有助于您了解波兰吗？ 

Will it help you know Poland a little more that Polish products are sold and promoted on e-

commerce platforms? 

• 是 Yes 

• 否 No 

7. 波兰的饮食有其独到之美，如果有机会，您要不要尝尝？ 

Polish food has its unique flavor, if there were chance, would you want to have a try? 

• 要 Yes 

• 不了 No 

8. 如果您是学生或者老师，您会欢迎波兰文化艺术活动进校园吗？ 
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If you were a student or a teacher, would you welcome and feel excited about Polish cultural 

programs staged on Chinese campus?  

• 是 Yes 

• 否 No 

9. 关于波兰文化及产品在中国的推广，您有什么好的建议，跟我分享一下呗？ 

Our ears are ready for you. Please share your ideas about how to promote Polish products in 

China. (Open question) 


